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FOREWORD

Extension workers need facts upon wliich to base
their decisions inctheir Cooperative Extension work.
The' purpose of evaluation in Extension is to help
obtain} and interpret facts. The authors have writ-
ten this 'manual to aid workers in the Cooperative
Extension Service of the United States to.be better
able to understand Old apply, the principles and
methods of evaluation.

Examples are drawn from and the applications
are made to the Cooperative Extension Service, but
principles and methods discussed have apblication
to extension type education in other parts of the
world and to other kinds of informal education.

Extension evaluatiA means the use of the scien-
tific approach in providing facts as,a basis for mak-
ing. decisions, drawing ..conclusions, or forining
judgments about the orgization and conduct of
extension work. Evaluation in Extension is to the
extension worker what agricultural and home eco..,
nomics research is to farmers, distributors and
homemakers.

All extension workers do some evaluation in their
day-to-day work. They make 'decisions, draw con-
clusions and form judgments. The aim of this
manual is to 'help them improve their evaluations'
and thereby improve their' effectiveness in program

planning, teaching methods, ithe of local leadership
and organization for extension work.

"Evaluation" is a state of mind in which an exten-
sion worker wants better information about his
work and uses the information to make his work
more. effecti ive. It is an investment which produces
progress and growth in achieving the objectives for
which an organization has been set up.

The earlier editions of the manual have been
used for inservice training purposes atCooperative
Extension workshops, conferences and summer
schools. The preliminary edition (1956) has been
used in other countries. for similar. purposes and
has been translated into. Spanish by the Instituto
Inter-Americano de CienCias Agricolas de la OEA,
TOrrialba, Costa Rica. The manual has served as
a reference guide to Cooperative Extension workers
engaged in evaluation studies and to State leaders
of evaluation in Cooperative Extension.

In the present edition the authors have endavor-
ed to present,evaluation that will be most ustul to
teachers and students of evaluation.

GLADYS GALLUP, Di;ietor
DIVISION OF 'EXTENSION RESEARCH AND TRAINING

FEDERAL' EXTENSION SERVICE
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"Chapter 1.

EVALUATION WHAT IT IS
Prccl P. Foltoltey

1.0
r

As County Agent Brown was driving hom fi'om
a hight'meeting, he reflected on the meeting with
a great deal,of-satisfaction. It Was afine meeting.
Ile wished all, his meetingswere as good as,hiS one,

Ile recalled the hikli leVerbfinterest which per-'
sista! throughout." Ile sin-fled contentedly 'as he
rethembered howhe haato "kill-the meeting rather
than let it die." After the meeting many stayed on"
to ask questions and talk among themselves
small, groups., ,

5

f..

.Wbat a pleaSant contrast to-some other meetings!
Mdetings like this are what make a county/agent's°
.Work mean something. Yu don't mind/the late-'
ness.of the hour when you.knoWybur jo'b was welt_
done.and that people were' helped.

Under the glow of his satisfaction, however Mr.
'Brown ikgan to ask himself some ,qUestions. "They/
.-seenied enthusiastic enough, but'what'did they get;
out of the meeting? Was this an educational
ence for them or was it pufely entertainment? Did '-
the_ meeting: bring about/any.. desired, change in
them? Or will What.did I really have in mind
to acceMplish by the: meeting? . What were my -

objectives ?" , . ,

Questions like these were tnalytieal. Soil testing
had been the topic. He. hoped: they would Mt soiree .'
new informatiOn'about soil testing and liming; -that

'the meeting would create favorable attitude to-
'ward soil testing and Inning, and that they would

I ,
test their soils and would 1:me when necessary.' 'I"'

ObviouSly, there could be no immediate evidence .
that they did test their soil.,and, did.applk, recein-

:mended amounts :of, lime. ;He Would check on that
'from time to time the summer. ,However,
there were .several indications that they intended
to act on the infoimation he had given them.. .

He remembered how they 4`perked up their ears"
when he showed-them how easy it was tO have the
soil tested, and where they could get it do.ne. They
were equally, attentive. while he' sPoke 'about ,the
value of liming, the effect of liming on yields, and
the relation of cost of liming- to hicreased.value of
crops raised. -Some were .6"usy' -ma-king notes.
Others raiseilquestions 'which-indicated they were
applying, the explanation tO their own situations. ,

Several_asked him questions after the meeting.
It seemed to Mr. Brown thPt these observations,

indicated-that many persons in the group.had liarn- - 41
' ed soine of- thethings he was 'trying to explain. to

111, 1.. Theyohad changed in that respect. ,,,,From
these obsqrvations-he could Conclude that robst. oftthem had a favorable attitude, auad. fairly trong

,..;"favorable-- attitude so strong that ,many .vot.ild
probably,. do about soil testing and. lim-
trig. But Piat, of poi remained to be ,seen.

tiAs mr...Browil-wzis thinking along these lies,es, he.
was 'evaluating. He',.never had any course c- tr'ain=
ing iw evaluation. The Nvay_hewas thinki g came
nattucal. to _him, . ' " ri ,

fiAs ?2-drove.aiong hiS thoughts' moved o to 'why
this ineetingkvas so goodand Nkhsome,otif r meet-'

ings were not snood. What hid he done] his time- .-.
to help bring about the changes in /14 p,eople?
More sifeci.fically, whht had he done this iiNe that -

,N(,as different from what he-; had. crone/on those:,
,ocCagions which lie would like to forgei? 1:

FOrIne thing, there Was;that Chart. h;e and his
secretary, had worked -on `most -of the ;4fternport.,

': ience change.d as.he'went throtigh his. e planation,
1,-He remembered how the 'expressions the aud--

aided by.the chart showing yields with 'nd without
adequake.,. liming, relative' costs and net gain. .

) ' :He recalled, alSo, 'that this .was the ,irst.time he
had 'bothered to Make a 'demonstration, When .he
had finished showing how easy it is tOake a,,soif
sample, he -saw many of -them takihg,doTr the
'address of the place to send the samPie.. He could ,

tell he. had the, r complete' attention' while he was
could be ap- .

uld be.
hich probably
"more careful '

relating how CAC rdsults of the tee
plied and what.the effeCt'on.yieid

There were some - other. things,
helped. For instance, he did. mu
planning 'and reheafsing forthis eeting than he
had done for other meetings, He elt Mote sure of
hinieff at the meeting.' Mr: Br, wn realized 'that
all .thee 'things contributed` to, eating up a good
learning situation ,for _his audie
others-had done would' influe,
which the peopre.Would eiiang

ce. ' What he and
ce the degree', to

,

`JSo that is;what my districi agent meant wlen
lie said that a county agent's bb is to create learn-
ing experiences by -which -people can change in the
direction of educational Objectives," thought Mr.

_ Brown as he reached home and pdt away his car:

[ 1 ]
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This s' or,, illustrates that, whether or not a per-
son is ti aineci in evaluation, he makes countless
evaluations, anyway. -Whether or not Mr., Brown
was aware of it, his refleCtions on the trip home
constitute a forth of,evaluation.

. Evaluation is a common activity in which we all
engage v.,QryAlay. We finish.a meal and evaluate it
by Saying-br Only thinking, how good or bad it was.
We-may ,go further than evaluate the result; we
may consider what was especially good or especially
poor about it .andwhy. The meat was tender and
juicy; but the potatoes could have been cooked
longer.

We read a book and react in some manner. It
may be a very interesting one and we recommend
it to ou friends. It may leave. us so "cold" that we
do not bother to finish it.

What Is Evaluation?, .0
The purpose of these illustrations is to point out

that all of us engage in evaluation in our day-to-day
affairs. Trifling indeed; is the action to which we do
not apply the three steps in the evaluation process
in some degree of intensity. First we make `some

. observations or collect some information.- Then we
apply some standards or criteria to our observa-'
tions. Finally, we, form some judgment, deaw,some

A -co ncht 'on or make some decision.
These ree elements are involved in all evalua-

tion. It can be done so casually that we pre 'hardly
aware of doing it, such as looking out the window
to decide whether or not to carry an iniibrella. At
the other extreme is scientifiC. research in

problemslto get information which people
n use. .. SomeWhere in between will fall most

kinds of evaluation undertaken by extension per-
. ':, sonnet .. ,. -

The better we do the evaluation job, the less
likely we are to `jump" to conclusions which are
Misleading. The purpose of this manual is tb'dis-
cuss how the evaluation process can be used to aid
us in draWing better conclusions and in making
better ,decisions inour i,vorli.'; The manual is not
designed to make the reader"-a specialist in extten-.

.. sibn research. -Rather, it isintended to familiarize
hint with the °processes of evaluation and to help
him to make better evaluations in doing extension,

a ..-

eA

(..%

evaluations (the umbrella ,decision) and scientific
research. The difference, howeyer, is a matter of
degree rather than kind. It lies in the difference .'
in the degree to which scientific method is neces-
sary in the Solution of problems:,

Degrees of anything are usually represented on ,

a scale or continuum. Disfance, can be from zero.
inches to millionff of miles. There is n:b gap in the
scale. TeMperature is alsO-a continuous series 4
represented in degrees from.',hcit fo; cold. Other
examples are age; young to old; ,weight, right to
heavy; quality, as in adiectives of comparison, good -.
better-best; strength of attitudes, strong -to 'Weak
and favorable to unfavorable; skill, 'degrees of
skill; khowledge, amounts ;fro& none to much;
sound, loudness,or Sourid;. and even .color, wave
lengths of lightare, expressed as. degrees. .

The examples illustratelliat Many.characteristics
of people are not on an "either -or" basis; not neces- '
sarily either present or absent;'-not.either black or
white. There are shades. A characteristic mvay',Ve
partly present-and partly absent. The degrees of:a
characteristic blend into each: other on-a .scale or

''continuum with no sharp lines-of 'distinction.
In order to avoid emphasiiing differences . be

tween evaluation' and research, it is more useful to
emphasize similarities. Casual everyday evalua-
tions can be placed at one end of the sale, and

'scientific research at the other end. All' degrees,
are found between the. two extreme's.

easuarevei'yday
mint ions 0 resew!'

"Sd entific

The value of such a scale is in realizing that we
can improve our evaluations without becomiDg a
scientist Other locations can also be described-
on the/scale between the two extreines,,as

el ;dual Ions I el aluat vial uat Ions studies I /17:each
Casual meryday I Self-eher.king yourself I Ext, ns i" 'Smut .

.

The above locations are areas of the scale with
no sharp lines of division. One blend's into the
other. The first three locations may be described

"as informal evaluations, which extension agents can
do theipselves..: ,..

C;sual everyday evaluations need no further ex-'
. planation. They are like the first impressions of
County-Agent Brown about his 'meeting or the urn-'-

Work. brella decision. They are the ones we ordinarily

Degrees of Evaluation.

When we think of evaluation as a process of
collecting information as.a basis for making'deci-
sions, forining judgments and drawing conclusions,
we realize it has much in common witA scientific
research. As with evaluation,c,we do scientific re-
search to obtain usable informatidn: Even so, there
is agreat difference between our casual everyday

make without rnuc
of evaluatioriin the dec
problems.

nsiderationDi the principles
siops we make about simple,

Self-checking. evaluations represent a conscious
attempt to apply principles of evaluation. Mr.
BroWn did some analytical thinking as he cirbVe
home from the meeting. was doing some eval-
uation at a higher level. Fie was rating questi?na
to himself about his initial feeling of satisfaction.

],[ 2
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. ' 'Ile considered lo some e'xtent the information he, of "research'. under .consideration can be identified
obtained by his.. observations and what concussions on the eolith-ilium aild misunderstanding cleared

I

he could, draw front those obseryalions, - t. . 0'-up: The design andlechniques,can then be adapted
Self-checking includes further checking on our ' ' to what is valid and practical hi, the situation to

ordinary observations. It includes alking fu rfher -obtain th`f accuracy needed. '. ..

with othel's, writing to others '-for their judgment, .,... ..,

-A. sending mit a brief questionnaire: having one' filled ,;
Evaluation for Everydneout'at a meeting and soon. :Ir. Brown could do a :
4

, .,
little checking asfte Went around the

7_\country , "Exte4on workers have been hearing about
.

if any of the farmers had their tioirt.c!sted since the ekalitatioit during most. of their association 'Withmeeting: '
. -

, . Extension. They Sometimes feel' that as,"doers" of
Do-it-yourself -evaluations involVe more planning

and application of th6 principles. of evaluation.
''They are More systematically done.. more carefully
planned and usually requite some technical help.

. ,0Each step in the evaluation' is considered: planned
and carried out with due consideration to evalua-

.. tion principle.
These evaltrotions azet'hot complex and involved.

They are usually' Surveys which 'produce usable
results and which can be done easily with some
training in evaluation or with some technical
The best of these sometimes pasS as, data-for a
master's thesis, They blend into the next loCation

.pon the scale, `'Extension studies."
The objective of a three-week summer school

course in evaluation is thal the particripants reach -,
the location,on the .scale of a do-it-yourself eva0a-,.
tion; that they plan and describe the ,steps in' an
evaluation which, they can -do themselves in)pn.:
returnifig home. ,

Ther.last twk) locatipns on the scale, "Extension'
,studies" and "Scientific Tesearch: may be dbscribed
as formal studies.

Extension studies are more involved and cam-
,

plicatect to Plan and carry out -than any of the
pi.eceding location's on the seal?. They are broader
,,irt scope. They require greaten attention to sound

P.-principles of scientific procedure in order .to secure
thd accuracy needed.' Thpses for master's degrees

, .
usually thii location.

Scientific research, of course, isat. the "top" of
the scale, involving very complex: problems and,
teclihiques for getting information iiom.which con-

-4 elusions can be draWn.. Long-time and experimental
-studies to determine cause and effect relationships
'are chai.actvigtic of this location. The invehtion

t, of complicated techniques and prOceZhirevfot get-
ting information (for doing research) falls in, this
locatIOn. The top of the location illustrated -
by atomic es,earch, satellith research -or cancer

- reseneh. -

. The scale of degrees of evaluation .serves'a's a
i(irriinunications device irt a discussion for identify-
ing. the kind orinquiry being considered and -to be
planned. It shows whether the iliquiry is' a very,
informal study or a 'very, formal study. The kind

extensions work; evaliiation ai.1 research al-9.1:ml of
their field; that evaluation' and -research ai'e some-
thirig mystical'or for persons with years of special-
.lied training; that as extension teachers they y have
never done' and will never. do any eValuatioirldr

.reseairch.
. .

'The continuum. of degrees. of evaluation shOws
that there is a place 'for evaluation in .eVerY exten-
sion activity. Poe. tically anyone Can do evaluation
at the first tAo levels 'with. no help at .all, Aostof
thein can handle a (ilt-yourself evaluation with a
little counseling and they can cooperate at the
other two. levels. .

The continuum also shows. that eve .all commonly
use methods ofinquiry to geif'informationas a basis
for forming a judgment, making a decision, or draw-
ing a cOnclusionl- We can move,,up the scale and ,

do better evaluations, brit need not beeorne full-
time 'risearchers at.the far end 'of thescale.

,Early in the days of the cooperation of the land:
,grant.olleges and the U. S. Department of "Agri--
culture in- '1Isseminating' inforniation relating to,
agriculture and home, economics, it became evident
that if ,extension 'work were .to be" effective facts
would be `needed, about Its clienlele; personnel,
prOgram dlanning, feachirrg methods, local:leader-
ship and Other.fattp.0..
-The Cooperative Extension Service began to

carry on studies which would provide information
for making decisions abOut theconduct,of ex=tension
teaching. These studies were more scientific than
casrfal everyday-evaluations: and broader in scope.

It was recognized that since the Extension Service
was "recommending research 'findings to improve
'agriculture: and homemaking, .it must "practice

... what it preacher and study itself through scientific
-procedures in improving its work'. It was also rec-
ognized that if Extension carries on the study itself,
sthe findings will be better understoOd and more
ilikefyit,o be used.

Any -institution should plow back into its work
percentage of its 'funds to-improve 'itself and. make
its w lrk more affective.- This is the function-of
evaluation in Extension.

As the,-size anti Importance of eXtension educa- 1_
tion has grown. more 'objective information was
needed. More formal studies have been made and

e
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more personnel been assigned to help exten-,
sion agents to make ...)etter casual everyday CVailln-
tint and to make -do-it-yourself- evaluations of
their teaching:

Evaluations Can Be !mproved

casual everyday evaluations can be misleading.
and often are. because of errors in observation and
inteprcqation. There can be considerable differ-
ence between what we see and what we think (inter-
pret) we see. Great cave must be taken to distin-
guish between what we actually see and what we
"read into.' what we see.

When we listen. for exanple. to a person speak-
ingand espeoiallywheri we read a printed page.
much of what we seem to hear or see is really suP-
Wied by out- memory or what we expect to sec or
hear. ',Ve overlook misprints, assuming that we
see the right letters. even though the wrong letters
-are actually before us. In tli;s paragraph two mis-
prints have been made iMentionall:. Did you
notice them?

Our minds and our biases can.influence.ouCinter-
pretations and cause errors. th.oreby affecting our
judgments. decisions and conclusions.

Time and again it has-been ,shown that persons
having fleeting glimpses of behavior Or during the
excitment of the moment have made. sworn state-
ments of what they saw Oniparti only to have been
proven positively wrong by further evidence.

Casual everyday evaluation can be improved by
trying to avoid these errors. Some of the was we
can fortify ourselves and improve our evaluations
are as follows:

1. 1ievelop an attitude of mind by which we de-
liberately try to provp oul interpretation
wrong. Be critical of opr own interpreta-
tions,
Recognize our individual 'subjective bias and
take account of it in our interpretation.

3. Before drawing conclusions from a single
instance. make further observations to deter,
mine how/Widespread or consistent the be-
havior is.
Check further to determine 'whether the be-
havivr was due simply to courtesy. to make
an impression, or was forced upon the per-
son. Make allowances for or discount these
things in our evaluation.

5. Consider other causes that could have been
responsible for what we observed and check
on these causes. More than one thing can
cause an effect.

(3. Be careful not to read into the observation
what we hoped to find (wishful thinking) and
overlook other reasonable interpretations.

9.

7. In evaluating a result or product of lAnivior
use criteria by which to judge the result or
I roduct, such as a score card.

13. Check further to determiLe whether.a prod-
uct made or things claimed to have been
done by the person were really clone by the
person and not by someone elsa. .

9. Recognize th-at many kinds of behavior are
on a continuum, shading front one end of the
scale to'another. and are not on an all-or-none
basis.

10, Determine whether the evidence we observed
is actually -the kind of evidence we 1.vott::1
accept. or whether it cannot really be con-
sidered as evidence.

11. Finally.iwoid Nuiping to conchisi,ons, but if
%ve must act and that we nitig do many
times) before all the evidence is' ik act upon
the best' evidence available depending upon
the seriousness Of the consequence of our

. actions.

Tolerable Error

(),By following the preceding suggestions we can
improve our evaluations. It would be unfortunate.
however. if e go so far as to become perfectionists.
Then .w:e wouii'. not do any evaluation bec,auseKiill
evaluations possess some error.. Human beings are
not infallible and cannot follow the preceding prac-
tices with' perfection. Furthermore. absolute per-
fection is not necessary. and not practical.

Of course, in collecting information upon which
to base a decision, make a judgment or draw a con-
clusion, it is necessary to collect "accurate" infor-
mation and to make an "accurate" interpretation.
But how accurate is "accurate"? No evaluation is
pezfectiy accurate.

Casual eeryday evaluations, however, are citen
Subject to a high degree of inaccuracy. py\improv-
ing our evaluations we reduce the size of the
at least to the point where we can tolerate the error
that remains so we can make more ar,..irate deci-
sions.

In measuring the length of a room, a tape Meas-
ure will give sufficient accuracy for purposes of
laying carpet. or perhaps using a yardstick will be
accurate enough_ For some purposes merely "step-
ping pff" the room is ac, .irate qnough.

A show of hands at meetings of dairy farmers
may be ,accurate enough for some purposes to find
Out if the farmers are improving their pastures this
-year. For other purposes you may need a careful'
sample survey which would show how they are
jmproving their pastures.

Suffice to say at this point that evaluation always
involves someerror but that better evaluations will

[ 'I]
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reduce the e to a point where it is insignificant
for practical use and will riot mislead us nor others
in making decisions, forming judgments and draw-
ing conclusions.

Summary

The general concept of evaluation as a process
of 11) collecting information, and (2) applying stan-
dards or criteria in (3) drawing conclusions; form-
ing judgments, or making decisions, is useful
because it can be applied to all kinds of situations
confronting extension workers. All kinds of pro-
grams, methods. activities' and situations in Exten-
sion can be evaluated.

We do not need to be research workers in order
to use principles of evaluation. These principles
can be applied by all persons. Perfect accuracy is
not necessary; nor is it attainable, even in scientific
research.

There is a wide range in degrees of evaluations
froin casual everyday evaluations' to scientific re-.
search as indicated by the continuum.

We often make gross errors in our everyday
evaluations and "jump" to conclusions. Care .in
the use of principles of evaluation can improve our
judgments and decisions.

How far to go in applying evaluation principles
depends upon the amount of error we can tolerate
and still have useful resultS for our purposes.

As will be discussed in the next chapter, evalua-
tion is not an isolated process. It is a continuing
process used at all points on the extension cycle.
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Chapter II
EVALUATION IN EXTENSION

EDUCATION
,1.. \'ril Raiedulmoigh

What Is Cooperative Extension Work?

1 he Cooperative Extension Service is 'a demo-
cratic educafional arrangemerit among the people
in the counties, the State/ land-grant colleges and
universities. and the U. S; Department of Agricul-
ture. It is legally referred to as Cooperative Exten-
sion Work in the basic legislation, the Smith-Lever
Act, which was passed by' Cpgress in 1914.

The purpose of Cooperative Extension Work. as
stated in the original Act.' is . . t aid in diffus-
ing among the people Of the United States useful
and practical information on subjects-relating to ag-
riculture and !tonic economics and jo'encourage the
application of the same.'' This Act further stipu-
lates that . . agricultural extension work shall
consist of the giving of instruction and practical
demonstrations in agriculture and home economics
to persons not attending or resident in said colleges
in the severlIl communities.' and imparting to such
.persons information on said subjects through field
demonstration, uublication and otherwise." it is
within the framework of thi,;. legislation, and other
acts related tc.i' education. that the objectives and
scope of cooperative extension educational pro-

grams are determined..
The basic administrative unit of-the Cooperative

Extension Service is the county. It is here thatedu-
eational programs are planned and where extension
teaching is done. The basic objective of-the Coop-
erative Extension Service is to develop the people
into understanding, 'effective, self-confident mem-
bers of society who will have broad vision and be
capable of meeting responsibilities in their homes,
their communities, their State, and their nation.
We in Extension express this objective in terms of
developing people to the paint where they. through
their own initiative and ability, may effectively
identify and solve the various problems directly
affecting their welfare.

Some of the major fields of educational *respon-
sibility of the Cooperative Extension'Service. in ad-
dition to efficient agricultural production and ad-.,- justment and home economics as such, are: Leader-
ship development; community improvement; farm
and home management; publie affairs; marketing
and distribution; conservation of natural resources;

housing; health; and social relationships, adjust-
menti and cultural values."

Basic Philosophy of Extension Education

In eoop6rative extension education, it is ackiibwl-
edged that people, must be reached where they are;
that is, at their present stage of educational devel-
opment and experience and at thq,ir present level
of interest and understanding. It is the function
of Extension to teach people ho-w to assess their
own needs and how to solve their own probleins. to
help them acquire- knowledge and understanding,
anci to inspire them to action. The extension teach-
er serves people by teaching them how to help them-
selves: in so doing, he teaches people, not subject
matter. He teaches people how to think, not what
to think.

The success of extension teaching depend's on
much more than knowledge and understanding of
technical agriculture and/or homeeconomics. It is
equally important that the teachers understand
people and their problems and that they know how
to apply sound Kinciples of. education, psychology
and sociology.

The goal of the .extension teacher is to teach not
only desirable practices and understandings, but
also the interdependence of practices and under-
standings so fundamental to achieving' satisfying
family and community life. This is accomplished
through programs which the people and extension
Personnel work out together.

It is the extension teacher's role. first, to inspire
people. as individuals, families and communities to
work together to identify their own problems;
second; to help them determiN their Objectives;
and third, to counsel and supply\ technical help to
them as needed in working toward these oitj&tives.

Teaching-Learning Process

A brief consideration of education. and the ele-
ments in the processes of : ..arning and teaching
basic to the conduct of extension work, is helpful
in undetstanding Extension as an educational pro-
cess. as well as the place of evaluation in extension
teaching. A definition of education which has been
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accepted generally by extension workers and which
has been quoted often in extension publications is:
"Education is the production of changes in human
behavior.''' It is the aim of extension' .education
to influence neople to make desirable changes in
their behavior that will contribute to better farm-
ing and homemaking, to better family and corn-.nity living.

The educatiowd changes in behavior which con-
certi extension teachers, and which are expressed
in teaching level objectives, may be classified as
follows:

I. Interests
2. ki,m1s and purposes .-
3. Information*, ktowledge and understanding
4. Abilities, skills, habits and, practices
5. Attitudes ;Ind emonal responses

The steps in the learning process which contri-
bute to the production Gf these behavioral changes
have been identified and :Studied carefully. Beal
and Bohlen, in their treatment of the diffuSion-pro-
cess. suggest four steps which can be summarized
in this manner:-'

1. AwarenessPeople find Out that the idea. or
practice exists.

2. InterestPeople become concerned and rec-
ognize that the idea or practice has merit,

3.. Evaluation and DecisionPeople make mental
applications of the'. idea or practice to their
oWn situations. and reject it or decide to try it.
'Testing.and'AdoptionPeople try The idea or
practice and adopt it if they are.satisfied.

Extension. Education Evaluation

Effective educationsal programs provide for these
steps in the learning or -diffusion process and con-

, tribute to production of the previously mentioned
kinds of behavioral changes. To evaluate a pro-
gram, evidence must be collected about these kinds'
of behavior and behavioral changes in the people
concerned. ;Educational evaluation, then, is the
process of determining the degree to which desired
behavioral changes have taken place or are current-
ly taking place as a result of educational effort.
Similarly, extension education evaluation is the
process of determining how well,desired behavioral
changes have taken place or are taking place as a
result of extension educational effort.

Extension Education and Social Action

Through systematic analysis cif the action lirocess
of educational programs as they move forward,
-distinct and related action stages are suggested.

These stages are Involved in sticessful educational
programs regardless of .w.tic'.nr. the educational
approach used is intensive :individual or family
centered) or extensive (group oriented). Extension
educators are concerned about. (1) the areas in
which there is need for change, (2) what direction
the .change should 'fake, (3) how rapidly the change
takes place, and (4) how change can be directed so
that desired accomplishments, are maximized.

There are many functions that must be perform-
ed in the successful and efficient conception and
implementation of action oriented educational pro-

-. gram. These functions can be organized logically
into a seque-nce of actions from the inception of an
idea,:or the recognition of a need or problem, to the

I, final satisfactionGf the need. or accomplishment of
'the' desired goal or objective. The steps which,
usually occur in such a social 'action program can
be organized into a logical time sequence model to
.provide a frameworl: for a planning and analyzing
action oriented educational programs,-

All educational change. just as other social
takes place within the contest of social systems.
The beginning of all educational change is' `with
convergence of interest and definition of need, by
a few people. This stage mightbe called the initia-
tion stage of an action educational program.: -

In most communities or counties there have been
previouS. experiences ,with similar educational
action programs which should be considered in
planning any new educational' effort. Seldom are
all the social, sub-systems of a county involved in
any one action program. This being true. it be-
comes necessary to outline the relevant social sys-
tems, or the "target system," for a particular educa-
tional effort.. Initiation of action of the "sounding
board" variety, and legitimation, or sanction giving,
-are important considerations in building.Jhe foun-
dation for any action educational program.

The process of organizing and planning for action
in such a way that the educational need is defined
and beeomes the felt need of the people, around
which those in the relevant social systems commit
themselves to action and set objectives or goals for
themselves, is another broad area of concern in the
conduct of action educational progrzims. At this
stage, the specific series of learning experiences
that will be needed to attain these objectives and
goals can be set up in a plan of work. A plan de-
veloped in this manner, and including evaluation
for determining progress, can then be carried
through.

The Extensi".. Teaching or Program .

Development Cycle

In extension educational program development,
five reasonably distinct stages are recognized. Fig-

[
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ure 1 and accompanying -description of each stage
will help clarify this total process and will further
emphasize the importance of evaluation throughout
each extension teaching or program development
cycle.

2. DETERMINATION
OF,

I. IDENTIFICATION
OF PROBLEMS

."

3. DEVELOPMENT OF". PLAN OF WORK

DETERMINE
THE

PROGRAM

CARRY
OUT THE
PROGRAM

EVALUATION
DECISION

MEANS PLANNING
ACTION

4, FOLLOW THROUGH
OF PLAU OF WORK

5. DETERMINATION
OF PROGRESS

Figure 1.The Extension Teaching or Program
Development Cycle

..Stage 1. Identification of the ProblemThrough
collection of facts and analysis and interpretation
of situations by the people working with:the exten-
sion worker, the significant needs and interests of
the people are identified. Those areas of needs and
interests wherein it is believed improvement can be
accomplished, and which lie within the scope of
legislation applicable' to the Coopeiative Extension
Service, then' become the foundation for an immed-
iate and/or long-range program. This stage can
be evaluated from the.standpoint of both content
and processes on proced,ures used.

Stage 2. Determination of ObjectivesAfter the
needs and interests have been identified, the peo-
pIe,.working with the help of extension personnel,
can decide on their objectives. This involves a
definition of what is to be accomplished in relation
to the various needs and interests, both immediate
and long-time, as well as how and by whom these
accomplishments are to be instrumented. Criteria
for this stage can be established and evalu, ions of
both content of the objectives and preced res fol-
lowed in their determination can be made.

Stage 3. Development'of a Plan of WorkAftr
the needs and interests are identified and the,ob-
jectives arc agreed upon, the plan to be followed
for,putting the program into action must be devel-
oped. Sound principles of social action must be
followed in developing such a plan. Involved are
such things as determining, (1) the specific jobs
that need to be done, (2) the subject mattv that is
needed, (3) the teaching techniques to be Used, (4)

r;

the activities to be undertaken, (5) the division of
responsibilities, and (6) the calendar to be followed.
Evaluation based on established' criteria for plans
of work is very helpful at this stage of the program
cycle.

Stage 4.. Follow Through on the Plan of Worlr"
A good plan of work presents the most effective
way, considering existing circumstances, to i.com-
plish the agreed upon objectives. An actirn pro-
gram, .based-on such a plan of workand built on a
foundation of sound education and social action
principles, requires systematic and persistent effort
from all concerned. Evaluations can be made of
what is actually done in the action pr9gram from
standpoints of both content and procedure.

Stage 5. Determination of ProgressThe extent
to which objectives are being accomplished is the
basiS for determining how well a program has suc-
ceeded. Evaluation of .progress helps determine
what- remains to be done. When objectives are
satisfactorily reached, new ones can be included
in'the program and plan of work for the following
year. If the objectives are not accomplished satis-
factorily, a revised plan of attack on the same
problem may have to be carried over into the new_
program. In addition to data for future or followup
programming, progress evaluation also provides
tangible and objective data for use in annual and
other periodic reports.

ActiVe partiCipation of the people in all five
stages is the core of the teaching-learning process
in. Extension. f Each of these stages can provide
Many experiences for those involved and it is
through such experiences that learning takes place.

As indicated, each stage can be evaluated. This
is important because the accomplishments and suc-
cesses att?ined in any one stage are indicative of
how much is likely to be attained in each subse-
quent stage of the extension teaching cycle.

Summary

In this chapter we have stated that the Coopera-
tive Extension Service was brought into existence
in 1914 to perform an educational function for per-
sons not in residence at land-grant institutions in
the fields of agriculture and home economics.
througli the years it has developed an educational
philosophy which calls for reaching and working
with the people where they are in matters of educa-
tional, occupational and socioeconomic maturity.
Emphasis always has been on how rather than what
to think. ,

We have said that the teaching-learning process
consists of producing desired changes in human
behavior and that it is a dynamic or action oriented



process.' We have said that evaluation is a- key
concept in 'jle process and have outlined the five
stages of the extension teaching cycle with nota-
tions as to how evaluation fits into each stage.

Next we will go into greater detail as to'what
evaluation is and why it is so fundamental to all
aspects of Extension.
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Cha ter
THE PLACE O EVALUATION

IN EXTENSION

Joseph L: Matthezcs

Our objectives in this chapeef are to help the
reader to: (1) understand the role of evaluation in
Extension, (2) know some of the benefits that can
he gainid through systematic evaluation, (3) know
what can be evaluated, and (4) feel that it is impor-
tant to evaluate Extension work. While so doing,
we hope to provide the reader with a usable answer
to the question, "What is the place of evaluation
in Extension?"

We evaluate so that we can have some measure
'of the desirable, and undesirable, outcomes of edu-
cational action that we take to move a person or
group of persons towatt4 desired extension goals or
objectives. We are usiltg action here in the sense
of attempting to chaitgq i,ttman 'behavior in de-
sired ways.

Why Evaluate?

No doubt, this, question often has entered your
mind. You may already have your answer, but we
would like to discuss oun briefly. As we stated in
the opening chapter, everyone does a certain
amount of evaluation, sometimes consciously but
quite often unconsciously. We ask ourselves, "How
'am I doing?" at practically every stage of our work.

,.Every job we do (writing a news story, giving a talk,
making a farm or home visit) brings up this ques-
tion.

We may not frame the words mentally,-but after
we have done something_we may feel good about it,
or we may be only moderately satisfied with it,
or our reaction may be one.r.of dissatisfaction with
what we did. By these reactions we haVe passed
judgment on our activity and have found it good
or bad. Making judgments in this ma er a out
the value of what we have ,done is a ki d of ev lua-
tion.

On a slightly- Higher plane is the kind. of .tcvali.
tion we do by-assessintwhat others say or do about
our work. If a person who has att:.-Aided-one of
yptir meetings. tells ytiu that he or she enjoyed the
meeting, you goo . If several persons tell you
the meeting was a good one, you feel even better
about it and think that it must haVe been a pretty
fine meeting.

Expressions like _these .have some value as indi-
cators of success. When nothing better can be

done about evaluating our work, we come to depend
a lot on this kind Of evidence. However, we must
not depend entirely dn such expressions from peo-
ple who participate in our extension activities.
Quite often, persons making judgments of this sort
haVe no real understanding of what the educational
purposes of Extension are. For this reason, they
have no sound :basi9 for making judgments about
results.

Sound evaluation always -must be in terms of
what' we set out to dothe objectives we have in
mind, Therefore, expressions of the people involw
ed, as well as all other measures, must be appraised
in the light of what we expected to accomplish
when we planned the educational activity

addition to-the danger that what people tell us
may not be relevant to our purposes, there are
other reasons why such evaluations must be supple-
mented by evidence from other sources. Persons
who have participated in our program and who are
our friends are reluctant to be critical even\ when
asked to be. This resultS from not wanting _t,b hurt
our feelings and from an inability to separate their
feelings toward us from their objective appraisal
of our professional activities. -Later in this manual
we will have more to say' abwit the complicating
factors of the hurnan element in scientific evalua-
tion.

The preceding paragraphs lead logically to this
statement "We all evaluate our work in some way
so why nit do it 'well?" If the first part of the
statement' is not true, then experience would have

Nno value and there would be no improvement on
thNob as a result of experience. Doing evaluation
well \requires considerable self-discipline in apply-
ing jcientific methods, collecting and analyzing
facts, and making judgments about their implica-
tions. This manual is all about dothg valuation
well by applying scientific methods to evaluation.

What Cdn We.Gain from Evaluation?

'The list of benefits we can' gain from evaluation
could include many more than the five important
fines that we will mention here. First, extension
workers have to make endless decisions and then
,act ;:ccording to what they understand to be the
mandates of their decisions. Far example, a county



extension worker may -believe that appointing the
chairman of an action. committee will result in bet-
ter committee work than when the committee
members choose their own chairman. Much later,
and probably by accident, it may be discovered that
the expected result actually-did not occur.

The longer Ita practice has been followed, the
harder it is to be objective abut its limitations, and
the harder it is to get at making needed changes.
One reason for this is a predisposition to .see the
expected results even though they are not actually
in evidence. Preconceptions about results often
make perception of actual happenings so selective
that unexpected or undesired ones go Unnoticed.
Evaluation is the method of trying consciously and
objectively to find out whether or, not certain
activities -actually did lead to the results that were
anticipated.'

Good evaluation is essential when it comes to
making periodic checks on the effectiveness of
educational programs to decide where .improve-
ments are needed.- These checks serve a function
similar to the balance, sheet in a business enterprise.
When the sheet reports results that are 'less than
expected. owners or managers of the business look
over the units which are. not doing well to see
where changes are in order. In either case, deci-
sions so basic to successful functioning of the
organization must be founded on accurate measure-
ments and .observations, or changes may not be
made in the best direction. Surely we .all agree
that change for change's-sake is not good long-run
action,

A third benefit of good eraluation is the feeling
of security it can give the worker who is doing a
good job. Extension workers can b :come so involv-
.ed in their i;vork that it is easy for them to worry
about their effectiveness and to have doubts as to
whether they are really accomplishing their objec-
tives. This concern is all right if it leads to careful
appraisal and constructive measures to improve
programs. However, when systematic evaluations
are not made, the tendency is for staff members to
feel even less secure and to retreat to activities that
have Sul-face indications of tangible results, al-
though they may be less important to the work than
others which they abandon..

We may seek security by emphasizing extension
activities to which people will respond in large num-
bers rather than .others that .could result in basic
educational changes in the long run merely because
we 'Teed the immediate -assurance of favorable
popular reaction. Scientifically done evaluation
will give equally convincing assurance when good
work is being' done and we know the criteria will be
valid extension Objectives rather than popular
appeal:

A.-fourth benefit lies in the area of public.- rela-
tions. There is no better basis for sound public
relations than a careful and .comprehensive evalua-
tion. Rather than superficial impressions or value-
clouded opinions, it can provide concrete evidence
that can be adapted readily to the needs of people
working in the various communication media.

These folks are happy to help inform the com-
munity of the contribution of your educational
program when they see the facts. They do not have
the feeling they are "going out on a limb" for you
when they are handed the ammunition to deal with
criticism. They know that critics can be converted
to constructive cooperators when. concrete evidence
of accomplishment can be produced.

A final benefit we will disluss is the mitter of
what evaluation does to the :profe*,:Nnal attitude
of the worker whO uses scientific eluation tech-
niques. In the process orstatinghis objectives in
systematic fashion, specifying the desired. changes,
analyzing the teaching activities designed to accom:
dish the objectives, and appraising the results and
probable need for further action, he is very likely

-to adopt a more scientific approach in future under-
takings. Inevitably, he will adopt more objective
and systematic ways of thinking about his woric and
his accomplishments.

Stages of Evaluation

We can think of .evaluation as having two main
stages. Early in the program weem study arrange-
nients and procedures for doing Extension work.
Suppose we refer to this as means evaluation. Eval-
uation of means is especially useful in the early
stages of an activity or program before Alias been
going long enough to accomplish the desired educa-
tional results. We can study methods, or means.
and decide whether they are worthy of the program
in which they are being used.

Examples of means evaluation would include
appraisal of the organization of people for extension
committees, clubs, spe6ial interest for commodity
groups and the like. Educational, niaterials used
such as bulletins, leaflets, newspaper articles, writ-
ten programs, and plans or work are Included
among the means which should be eyaluated,4 The
proCedures for planning programs and conducting
club meetings also should be considered. -

Evaluation in terms of means alone is hardly ade-
quate, however, and should be thought of as part
of the evaluation sequence rather than the whole
of evaluation. Insofar as the extension program is .

concerned, the end products'of extension work, the
educational changes that result from extension

t4teaching, are what must eventually be ev luated.
We must make ends evaluation. We need o assess
the changes in knowledge, understanding, attitudes,
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ills and.abilities of the people who are affected
by Extension educatiohal activities.

Purposes of Fiyaluation

In addition to kinds of evaluation in terms of
stages of the prOgram, we can think of evaluation
in terms of objectives. We can think of it ii. terms
of pure fact finding or measurement; or we can
think of it as a basis for interpretation. In the first
is involved matters of assembling measurable data
on changes preSumed td result from the teaching
deviceobservable behavior changes as well as
changes in material things. In the second we make
considered judgments about.. the data that were'
collected by means of the measuring techniques.

Although most of us 'can recall when we stopped
, at the first stage, or when we observed others stop

there, we,,should have no difficulty in acknowledg-
ing that the evaluation mission is not accomplished
unless we face up to the interpretation At
some point judgment must he made about thede-
gree of success or lack of success that was exper,
enced in the program.

Who Should Do Evaluation?

Evaluation. insofar as possible, should be done
by the extension workers who are actually respon-
Sible for the program that is being evaluated. It
improves their understanding of the program and
their work in general. In using the methods of
science to evaluate their work, they accumulate
reliable evidence which helps them define future
problems more sharply. They draw on these ex-
periences and findings for action hypotheses that
give promise of helping to reduce or eliminate diffi-
culties in their work. They test out promising
procedures on the job and accumulate_ evidence of
their effectiveness in the next evaluation sequence.
Eventually,' after obtaining sufficient evidence of
effectiveness, they feel justified in generalizing
within limits and can turn to other objectives.

An important psychological consideration in
evaluation is the fact that the people who stand
the best chance of benefitting professionally from
the experience of the evaluation are the ones who
do the *evaluation. They can see at first hand the
effects of the methods and,procedures and can get
speedy answers as to how good new and promising
ways of doing the job really are. For this reason
persons responsible- for the program ,..should make
every effort to do the evaluation or be a part of
the evaluation team.'

Another consideration in evaluation is the prob-
lem of communicating results to the ones who can
use them in th work. The communication prob-
lem is solved :roportion to the degree of partici-
pation by the people,wh' are responsible fdr the
program..` When the responsible persons are fully

involved, or when they take Vital responsibility for
evaluation, the communication problem virtually
is eliminated.

Sometimes, however, the complexity of the prob-
lem being studied or the technical competence
needed, may make it impossible or impractical for
the extension worker to conduct the evaluation
effort independently. Nevertheless, drawing upoh
the skills of others for assistance in evaluation need
not impair communication nor minimize the value
of the experience to the extension worker whose
work is being studied. Experience has shown that
there are some things that extension workers have
neither the time nor the technical competence to
handle by- themselves. These, very properly, are
left for State extension research persohs and for
the resident teaching or experiment station re-
search staffs to deal with.'

Summar:),

In this chapter we have attempted to impress our
-readers with the importance of evaluating our work
on the most scientific level the particular activity
warrants. We have listed and elaborated on five
important benefits to be gained by evaluating. We
have mentioned that there is both means and ends
evaluation, and that lloth have a place in extension
teaching, but that « must not stop after doing the
former when it is possible to do the latter as well.
We have stated also that evaluation can be a matter
of ,measurement alone, or it can be carried to its
logical conclusion by interpreting results of the
measurements to determine effectiveness of the
action that was evaluated.

Closing remarks were devoted to explaining why
extension persons responsible for the program
either should be the ones to -evaluate it, or shotild
be as closely involved as possible in the process.
At the same time,, they should feel free to call on
professionally qualified counsel and leadership in
situations calling for more facilities than are at
their own disposal.

In the next chapter we will spend some time
discussing what is involved in scientific methodol-
ogy and what is necessary to consider before doing
a scientific evaluation.
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Chapter IV
THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH AND

EXTENSION .EVALUATION

Fred P. Friitchey

People are curious. They have always-been cur
ious. They. want to find out what makes things
"tick." They want t(luhderstand themSelves, other
persons and the. world,in.whieh they live.- They try
to study arid investigate puzzling questions.

This curiosity is not confined to adults. At a
very early age .people are curious. The "why"
questions of children are well-known to 'parents
and teachers.

Peopleare not only curious but they also have
problems and must make decisions. Very early in
the. history of man, the problem of measuring time
Was recognized: Man put his ingenuity to work to
find a solution.. The, measurement of time pro-
gressed over the years from such gross' units as
three moons ago, through the hour-glass sta e to
electric clocks and-self-winding watches.

How do people find. out things? How do ey,
make up their minds? How do they know what to
believe, 'NM what-td do?

.

During the history of man's deirelobment,
have used a variety of approaches to dain under-
standing and to solve prohlems. They have used
custom and tradition, alit .iority, personal experi-
ence and intuition, and the scientific method. . '

Custom -.and Tradition

We use custom and tradition many- times in our
lives in reaching decisions,And with no harmful
affects, as.in ing clothes, and many times for
highly essential ai'd valuable purposes, as for ex-
ample, courtesy anti manners.

But when we use custom and tradition for all our
decisions, improvement and progress out the
window." If 'farming dpcisions were dictated en-
tirely by the farm practices of our ancestors. exten-
sion agents would have a difficult time implemetpt-
ing the findings of the experiment station.

e would have no automobile,-no radio, no elec-
ric power,' no telephone and4a host okother things

because they were not our custom or tradition. The
past would be perfectly preserved.

What would happen if extension agents made all
their decisions on.the basis of .custom and tradition?

Authority

Custom and tradition did not always, provide a
satisfactory answer to curious people; nor solutions

' to urgent problems. People appealed to "authori-
ties," those in whom they had confidence and whom
they thought should "know."

They went to the "wise men of the tribe," to the
oracles, to the "medicine.men" and up through the
ages to the .authorities of today. Much of our
teachin:g in schools and colleges is accepted on
authority. We cannot possibly explore and com-
prehend all knowedge. So we dependson author-
ity

People frequently consult tech nical- and profes-
sionar authorities like physicians, County extension
agents, teachers, lawyers, bankers, and so' on.

l'ootball players are governed by the rules of the
game. Referees make their decisions on the basis
of the rules. Card players are governed by the
rules of the game. Extension workers are governed
by the policies of the institution.

But authority must get its knowledge in some
way and arrive at the rules of the game, the policies
of an institution, or the advice of experts.
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Personal Experience and,Intuitio6=

Personal experience is a widely used basis fo'
making decisions. Notice how often it is resated
to in argumentative situations, and how it is given
as a reason for -our decisions. This is done con-,.sciously.

But intuition is soawhat different. Intuitive
insights seem to come from nowhere. They are
hunches. Have you ever worked long and hard on
a problem and have 'finally gone to bed without
solving it? Upon. awakening in the, morning, the
solution came to-you like a flash. Where it came
from is difficult to say. It just came.

Or have you ever had to make a judgment when
you know what it should be but could give no good
reason for it? These are two examples of intuition.
Such decisions or judgments seem to be 'based on
personal experience and to have come out of the
subconscious.

Long practical experience in a field of work tends
.to develop this intuitive power in u.,3 and to make it



easy for us to use intuitive judgments. They are
frequently right, and they are, frequently wrong.

Personal experience can be vei'y misleading at
times. For example, we may draw a conclusion
from a single instance. Note in Chapter I other,
common errors we, frequently make during per-
sonal experience in getting information and form-
ing judgments.

Following the rules of evaluation will help us to
use personal experience as a morezatisfactory basis
for making decisions and checking 'onqiur intuitive
judgments.

Scientific Method

Toward the end of the 16th century another basis
for making.decisions was tried. This was checking
tii see, testing it, experimenting with,.'7it, trying it
out:

The often quoted illustration -of_the use of the.
scientific qiethod was Galileo's experifnent. In
Italy in 158:9Wlileo and others were arguing about
whether a heavier.weight,Lalls fagter than a lighter
weight. Some .said that it stands.to reason that: a
heavier yejght will fall. faster.

Galileo proposed that they drop twnweights, one
heavier than the other, from the leaning tower of
Pisa at the same-time and see which one hit the
ground first. This was a. most unusual way of de-

siding a question at that time.
Eventually Galileo tiled this way. Both weights

when dropped at the same time reached the ground
at the same time. They dropped with equal speed,
neglecting air resistance. What an odd way to
"prove" anything; This was a revolution in think-
ing. it opened the way for discovery. It freed the
mindS of people to find' out new things.

Today we take Galileo's method -as an acceptable
methodor do we? How many times do we make
decisions, for'm jUdgments, jump to conclusions
without checking to obtain a better basis for our
actions?

The method used by Galileo is the method which
has made it easier to understand ourselves and the
world in which we live. It is the method which
has,made possible the progress of today. it is the
method of evaluation.
a
Characteristics of the Scientific Method

There are .certain characteristics which identify
the scientific method of making decisions, fbrming
judgments or drawing conclusions. We will discuss
five of them briefly at this point and elaborate on
them in succeeding chapters.

1. FactualThe scientific ethod is a way of
w,orking by which observable and demonstrable evi-
dences can be obtained and upon which people can
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'agree.' If we want to find out whether farmers are
adopting certain practiceS or have certain attitudes,
we can do as Galileo .didlook and see,

2. AnalyticalMost brfe is very complex and
involved. It must be oken down into its compo-
nent parts so that the human mind can deal with it.
Most processes in Extension are too complex to
study as entireties.

'Even leadership, a component part of extension
education, is not manageable until it,is analyzed to
the point where there are "handles" that we can
lake hold of and understand. The big intangible
problem must bj broke,n up into sing/1 more tan--
gible problems.

Evaluation may seem to be a very complex pro-
cess. Through analysis it can be,brokendown into.
its componEnt aml'understandable parts.. Later in
this chapter steps in evaluation are presented and
succeeding chapters amplify these 'steps.

3. ImpartialScientific method is-a method of
attacking problems. Scientific attitude is 'how_we-
feel abo,ut using scientific method. It is a disposi
tion or willingness to apply .scientific thinking.

A debater argues to prove his side of an issue. He
canot'have a scientific. attitude. If he did he might
weaken his argument, and 'lose his case.. He dare
not preSent both sides Of the issue. Tire opposing
debater presents the other side.

A' lawyer, like a debater, cannot argue for both
sides. He supports and. .str;-.ngthens his -own side'
of the case only.

A judge or jury, on the other hand, must have a
scientific attitude. They inusts look 'at both sides
and weigh the pros and eons of evidenceimpartially.

A scientific attitude is a willingness to look; at our
interests, prejudices, and loyalties. It .i3 a
ness to examine and re-examine our beliefs and
explore new ideas.

A scientific mind seeks what is just., true \and
beautiful. It is alert, curious, interested and a little
excited about the world. It is an open mind.(not
to be confused with an empty mind). It is an atti-
tude of, mind that is learned; not inherited.

4. Reliable Have you ever' noticed that just be-
fore Chlistmas children are on their gbod behavior?
During the rest of the year they are just normal
children. If you observed those children only just
before Christmas or only at some ,other time of the
year when their behavior was at low ebb, you
would come to opposite Conclusions. '

Reliability means that we should have a sample
of representative observations and be careful aboyt
drawing conclusions from a single observatior :ht
any particular time.

5. ObjectiveEach of us uses our ,'subjective
judgment in interpreting what we see and in draw-
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ing conclusions about our observations:- Do others
s6e what We see'and do they draw the same conclu-
sions? The degree to which they,do so is objectivity.'
. If we look at a clOg, each of us would agree that

a clog. "Except perhaps at a clog shdw, we might
...see 4n entry and ask, "Is that a dog?"

:;:,jectivity is the agreement 'among people of.
what they observe and of their interpretations. In
evaluation we. are concerned about agreement on
the evidence we are looking for and Upon recogniz-
ing it when we find it.

We are cqncened about agreement and under-
standing of the methods used in evaluation. p We
are concerned about agreement ofi",the- interpreta
tion and conclusions reached..

Many arguments result from differences of opin-
ion. The use of scientific thinking helps to dispel
these heated arguments. When people clarify what
..they are -arguing about. they often find that they
are not arguing about the same thing.

Have you ever been in a CliSCUSSiOri where after
an hour the group found that all were not talking
about the same thing? Clarifying the question
makes for better communications. more efficient
use of time and better human relations.

The above examples illustrate the need Of objec-
tivV to assure understanding, of the question 'at
issue.

Objectivity- is increased by apply ng numbers to
our observations. Whereas "a few ersons" may
mean 3 or 10 persons. "5 persons". is ery definite.
"Five persons" V' ore objectivethan "a few per-
sons." All 0-f Us can look and.see 'if there are five
persons.

AL one time length or distance was not expressed
qualtitatively. Such expressions as "a piece way.
dot n the roads' or "quite a long way from here"
wee used. Nov we measure distance in the num-
ber of inches. feet. yards, miles.and'even light-years.

The thermometer is a more objective measure of-
heat than our feelings of being hot or cold. It has
been said that progress in scientific Study has
accelerated with the development of-satisfactory
quantitative measurement's. These are used exten-
sively at the upper end of the scale of degrees of
evaltr'

11L things in the behavioral sciences today.
however, cannot be quantitatively measured; they
can only be described. As time goes on, and better
measuring devices are built, more quantitative
measurements will be made.

Science and Scientific Method

To some people research is associated with 'sub-
ject-matter fields.' Science is considered to be in
the fields of chemistry and physics. To these per-
sons theliolegical fields such as medicine: plants,
animals and food are considered on the fringe of

,science. They be,
cation, psycholo
similar fields al
science.

n

ieve the social studies like edu-
y, sociology, anthropology, band
e clearly outside the realm of

Other person, claim that all of these fields are
in the realm.of,rciencd. The difference of opinion
raises the qt.icStion, "What is science?" Is science
a field of subject Matter or is it a method of think-
ing? To the latter group of people, physical, bio-
logical, o/social. phenomena are not in themgelves
science the human mind brings to bear on/these phenomena its powers of observation, analy
sis, synthesis, and verification in organiting these
phenomena for use by people.

In this sense, science as a method'of thought has
application to all fields of subject matter. Scientific
method involves the logical thought processes based
on the recognition of assumptions and definitions.
It involves the collection and interpretation of data
and the control of factors which might influence
the result of an experiment, a study or an ifivesti-

egation.
Mathematics can be applied to all the fields, more

accurately to some than to others, In similar man-
ner experimental Controls can be applied to all the
fields,' With much more difficulty in some. than in
others.

The past 50 years have shown marked progress.
in the application of scientific method to problems
in the field of the social sciences. Evaluation in
human behavior'has shared in this progress. Today
we have evaluation in extension work as an appli-
cation of scientific method with various degrees of
rigor depending 'upon practical conditions and
usefulness of the results.

Five Questions

We have found that by asking ourselves five
simple questions we can get off to a fast start on a

'problem requiring evaluation. Slight modifications
will make them fit most situations.

1. What Do You Want to Know?--The first thing
you need to do is decide emactly what, you want to
find out. What are the questiOns you want answer-
ed by your evaluation? Work ,out these questions
as -carefully as you can. because they determine
anti guide the conduct of the evaluation, and be-
cause the answers will help you in your- work.

The 'questions will guide you in stating the speci-
fiequestions for the questionnaire or other devices
you use. Analysis can be made of the replies you
receive to these questions. The report of your
evaluation can be organized around these ques-
tions. In 'fact the report will be the answers to
these questions.

By carefully ,determining what you want rt,i)
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know, an initial, vague, general feeling of concern
an -be broken down into questions which you can

tackle.

2. Where, and How Will You GO 'the Informa-
tion?--This step has.two parts; where to get the
information, and how to get it.

Where means from whom or from what other
source. Will it be from 'adults; from men, from all
farmers' in a county, from dairy farmers, or from
Grade A milk dairy farrpeirs? Will it be forri all
persons in any one of the groups or from a sample
of persons in -one ofthe groups?

Other sources of information are records and
reports, such as annuriports, the census, written
programs, minutes of meetings, and so orf.

How you will-get the information refers to mail
questionnaires, observations, interviews, tests,
check lists, score cardS., case studies, and so on.
Forms arc prepared on which the information can
be recorded. They are used to facilitate handling
the data and so ::ou do not have to depend upon

, memory.
When you have thought through and know the

information you want and also where and how,you
get it, you are well on your way in planning

an evaluation.

Who Will Collect the Information?.The next
step is to decide.,whether you or a group of 'other
persons will collect the information. What training

1Will be necessary if you, have, others conect the
information?

4. How Will the Information Be Analyzed?Now
is the time., to goback again to the first stepthe
information you wanted. The replies on the record
forms are organized and summarized to answer the
questions formulated in step one.

5.' What Does It' Mean?What are applications
or the results to extension work? In what way can
they be used to make our work better? After know-
ing these results, what changes should one make
in his way of doing extension work?

Oftt, the changes are not big revolutionary
-changes. Many times there are little ways, such as
doing something different in organizing a group,
or in writing-a letter, or in a faym or home visit.
You may get to know your group better and under-
stand why some do not attend meetings or why
they are not interested in new practices.

All of these Steps are thoroughly discussed in
succeeding chapters.

An EvaluatiOn Outline

The five questions we have been Acussing can
be expanded into an evaluation outline as a plan of
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action that yOu can use in making "do-it-yourself
evaluations" and "extension studies." elf

Although the steps have a certain element of
sequence to them, it is wise to keep all steps pretty
well in mind while working out the details of any
one of them. All the steps are not usually taken in
any given order. Never consider only one step at
a time without thinking about the other steps, since.
all steps are related to each other.

1. Need for the EYaluation \c
a. What extension project,' problem, activity,

job, method or situation do you want to
evaluate?

b. Why-evaluate it?
c. How can the results of the,..evaluation be

used in your extension work?

2. Purposes of the Evaluation
a. Is the evaluation,

(1) an analysis of a situation, or
(2) an evaluatiOn of teaching objectives?

b. What questions should be answered by the
evaluation?',

3. Questions to be Answered by the EvaluatiOn
a. If analysis of a situation, clarify the kinds

of information needed to answer the ques-
tions.

b. If an evaluation of teaching, clarify the
teaching objectives. Analyze the teaching
plan.

)

(1) Review what has been taught.
(2) How it was taught, and to whom.
,(3) Changes in behavior expected as a re-

result of the teaching.

4. Sources of the Information
a. Peoplefarmers, homemakers, local lead-

ers, club members, non-members, extension
agents, etc.
(1) Do you need a sample of these people?
(2) How will you draw a sample?

b. Recorded information reports, census,
etc.

5. Collecting the Information
a. How? Interviews, mailed questionnaires,

observations, etc.
b. By,whom? Person making the evaluation,

extension personnel, local leaders, etc

6. Selecting or Constructing a Record, Form
a. Kind of form; questionnaires, interview

forms, tests observation sheets, rating
scales, check lists, score cards, anecdotal
records, etc,, to be used.



b. Data about
(l the siluatio to be studied,
'2) evidence of progress toward the teach-

ing objectives, or
(3) "face data" to be collected.

c. Formulation of questions or statements
d. Physical set -up of the record\forrn
e. Pretesting and revisions

7. Analysis arid Tabulation of the Data for Use
a. Classification and sorting of data to answer

questions in Step 2 b.
b. Work tables needed
c. Coding of free-answer questions
d. Method of tabulation
e. Sorts and strbsorts to bring out relation-

ships

8. Interpreting, Reporting and Applying the
Findings
a. Preparation .of- tables, charts, and graphs
b. Summary of findings
c. Applications w extension work.

Summary

The curiosity and necessity of people to learn
about themselves their environment has occa-
sioned them to various methods ogetting infor-
mation and making decisions.

The most satisfactory method has been the

7
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scientific method. It is the method of careful obser-'
'vation and control of subjective bias. Scientific
method can be used in solving all kinds of problems
and is not limited to the physical sciences.

Five simple questions in evaluation are:

1. 'What information dO'' you want to get?
.2 Where, and how will you get the information?
3. Who will collect the information?
4. How will it be analyzed?
5. What does it mean?

These questions were expanded into an evalua-
tion outline. ,

The scientific method is a method of thinking
and we.can apply it in our everyday work.

The -four chapters of this introductory, section
are designed to exprdin evaluation, its relationi to
extension education, how it is used in extension
work and the scientific approach to the study of
problems.

In Section II, methods used in the evaluation pro-
cess will be discussed in detail.
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Chapter V
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

.I. Neil Raudabaugh
a

In a more comprehensive text we knight be justi-
fied in devoting a chapter to- outlining the shades
of difference among concepts such as purpose, ob-
jectivd: intention, goal, need, aim, drive, want, and
others. For some ptirposes, we in Extension do
make certain distinctions among them. For im-
mediate purposes. however. we willtse them inter-
changeably, but will tend to use "goal" or "objec-
tive" most frequently.

'Need for Objectives

dr How often have you heard renwks like this'?
"Everyone knows what we arc tiding to accom-
plish; let's get on with the job.' Statements of this
kind are not uncommon among people working with
Extension educational programS. Very often the
importance of spending the time necessary to deter-
mine and define goals is not realized by laymen,
and all too often professionals who work-regularly
in the field of extension education make the same
error. Because of this. we may find,-professional
educators. lay leaders and, educational groups so
concerned wit4.their on-going procedures and activ-
ities that they 'lose sight of what it is they are trying
to accomplish. They fail to realize that educational
objectives are the criteria. by which content is out-
lined. materials are selectedateaching procedures
and [carping experiences are developed: and pro-
gress toward accomplishmeAt. and accomplish-
mentare evaluated.

\.
Kinds of Objectives

In considering goals or objectives in Extension,
it-is essential that we think of them in relation to
the people involved, or to be involved. Some ob-
jective; will he group objectives and _some will be
individual or, family objectives. Once goals and ob-

-jectives are determined, they exert a definite influ-
ence on the activities and behavior of the people
participating, as well as on the extension Uorker
involved. Time spent by extension agents helping
people to define their goals and objectives can do
much to help them gain' that needed direction and
purpose which will, in turn, motivate them to in-
creased achievements and satisfactions.

Goals and objectives indicate what people are
trying to accomplish; they identify the target to-
ward which the action program is oriented. They
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can be long-time or immediate, they can be general
or specific. In an gducational program it is desir-
able tONdistinguish betWeen Jong-time (ultimate)
and shorb.run (immediate) objectives. Both have
their place in extension teaching, but it is important
to the total program that they be compatible.

In any consideration of objectives it, is also essen-
tial to distinguish between broad objectives and
specific objectives. The latter are more apt to be
achievable, dynamic and capable of doing much to
help promote action and participation. The former
are achieved-with greater difficulty, largely because
progress is not so apparent because of the time
span, and because agreement on feasibility is not
so universal.

People working with action educational programs
sometimes adopt a set of abstract objectives and
then proceed to consider them as though they are
short-run and easily achievable. Such objectives
especially for extension educational work, fail to
provide needed direction. They limit prospects for
achievement and ultimate success of a program, so
necessary to stimulate in he people concerned the
desire t9, strive for growth and development.
.,.1> pie, both individually and in groups, respond
best Jo specific objectives that they believe are
achievable. If educational programs are intended
to stimulate people to participate, dynamic and
achievable objectives are requisites. Such objec-
tives also serve well as the basis for identifying
evidence of accomplishment for purposes of evalua-
tion.

Levels of Objectives

The relationships and differences between objet -.
Oyes of extension workers (teachers) and those of
theii. clients (learners) are not always realized. This
failure results in much ineffective teaching, and
contributes to the 'development of unfavorable
attitudes toward educational programs.

Extension workers, who ;ire not sure what the
people's 'objectives really are, have to conduct an
educational program.they believe is needed, present
subject matter they consider appropriate for the
program, and comfort ..themselves with the hope
they are achieving desired objectives. Actually,
they 'may be producing few, if any, changes in the
people they are attempting"to help. In cases of this



kind, the people themselves. while failing to under-
stand and accept, the objectives suggested by the
extension worker. may have no idea of their own
objectives.

When dealing with this frequent conflict in
objectives. it has been found helpful to think of
objectives On Various levels, each with a place and
function. Burton. in his book. "The Guidance of
Learning Activities,- has classified objectives into
four levels.:

1. Objectives of SocietyThe general 4,iin of
:fiery society is to secure the -good" life f(-4. all of
its members. Surely all of us have spoken glibly at
one time or another of high standard of living,
maximum production. favorable balance of trade,
religious freedom. and such generalities. Remote
and abstract objectives of this kind have a place in
designing all-inclusive ultimate ends, but 'theyraie
of little value as objectives for an action oriented
extension educational program.

2. Objectives of a Specific Organization or Group
Phis is:,-the level of objectives such as are stated

in the printed materials relative to State and federal
activities of the Cooperative Extension Service. The
objective toward wh' these agepcies are directed
is improvement of the °eon inc. social and spiritual
well being of farm families in general. Objectives
at this level have the laige group rather than indi-
viduals or families in mind and; for this reZIF.011, are
not suitahle for designing action extension educa-
tional programs below the State level.

3. Objectives of the Extension AgentAn ex-
alliple of an objective at this level might be to
develop in livestock farmers an understanding of
the merits of stilbesterol in livestock feeding. A
broader one at the same level would be to interest
parents of junior and senior high school children
in ways of improving their understanding of teen-
agers.

Characteristics of objectives at this level are that
they consist of what changes agents -desire to bring
about in the people with whom they work. They
serve as evidence of the ability of the agent to
translate extension objectives into action objeCtives.
However, agents who work exclusively with objec-
tives appropriate to this level can never be positive
how well their plans fit the needs of their particular
clients.

4. Objectives. of .the Clientele These are the
things the people wish to do. or: accomplish. A
farmer may desire to increase his income by ten
percent by improving his cattle feeding operations:
a homemaker may want to make a coat-or dress in
order to reduce the social stigma of an inadequate
wardrobe and still keep within the family budget.

An extension worker cannot always be aware of
people's purposes or objectives. Ile may have to
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set out deliberately to learn what they are. How-
ever. an alert worker can spot sonic of them as they
emerge in the course of routine activities. -Ile must
think through situations and attempt to foresee
what spec 1 -c desires or needs are likely to reach
the awarewss level of the people. Often it is nec-
essary. and desirable, for him to do a little stage
setting and manipulate the environment to help the
needs and purposes emerge to bt recognized.

These fou levels of objectives are not related to
each other in a strictly additive manner. but they
cannot be entirely incompatible with each other.
The objectives ,,of any teaching-learning situation
in Extension must originate in the situation. itself.
They should be derived from factors present in the
situation which are of concern to the people.

The immediate objectives of the people are the
progress objectives. These progress objectives
bear upon their inure remote aims. The extension
agent, as teacher and educator, must exercise lead-
ership and guidance tosee that a balance in em-
phasis between immediate and ultimate objectives
is achieved.

Those most directly concerned often do not real-
ize the need for this balance. Agent attempts at
developing awareness of this need can he confusing,
and have been known to antagonize the clientele.
Objectives at any level need to be consistent and
compatible with those at other levels, just as
Immediate or short-run objectives need to be com-
patible with ultimate or long-time objectives.

Objectives of the extension worker and his clients
need not be similar in form but they need to have
a common core. The people's objectives are those
which they believe can be accomplished through
activities in problem solving projects of their own
design. The extension worker's objectives are the.
desired educational outcomes which he hopes the
peopk;' will achieve.

The extension worker's role is to organize and
guide learning experiences so that desired educa-
tional results (level 3 objectives) can be achieved
while the people are achieving their level 4 objec-
tives. Failure to recognize the difference between
these two levels of objectives has caused much
ineffective teaching. It contributes to the forma- .-

tion of detrimental attitudes and to reduced partici-
pation by the very people who should be most'con-
cerned.

Stating Educational Objectives

Along with an understanding of levels of objec-
tives, there is the problem of stating them in a form
which will be most useful in developing and evalu-
ating the educational program designed to deal
with them. This is an important problem for. un-
less objectives are stated .so that they are useful.
they may be filed away unusekand the educational

4 ";



I program \vill not reflect the effort that went into
their design. Well stated objectives. have two para-
mount uses. The first is to facilitate the selection
and organization of learning experiences; the .sec-
ond is to give explicit direction to the -evaluation of
educational program efforts.

Orfeyather common practice is to state objectives
as activities or tlAings to bQ done which the exten-
sion agents, or others responsible for the program,
plan to do for people. Examples of this might be
to .show how to refinish a piece of furniture, to
show how to useinsulation materials properly, or
to present the agricultural adjustment problem.

Such statements indicate what: the person pre-.
senting the-program plans to do, but they do not
say who is to be involved or what is to be accom-
plished by those involved. Statements in terms of
activities to be carried on fail to indicate the kind
of change or accomplishment that is expected.
Activities are not objectives; they are merely the
means designed to accomplish objectives.

Sometimes objectives are stated in the form of
general content areas to be dealt with in an educa-
tional program. Statements of this kind do not
specify what is expected of the people involved.
For a group concerne(with health. the objectives
may be stated by listing headings such as: Sanita-
tion. vaccination, health insurance. and . the like.
Unless they follow in subheadings, such a listing
does not specify the desired changes tb be made
by the people.

If. as 1.ve stated in Chapter II. edilcation and learn-
ing are viewed as processes for changing behavior,
then-objectives may be thought of as the desired
changes. Behavioral changes always occur in rela-
tion to some particular situation .aud in reference
to some particular person or group. Statements of
objectives which give clearest direction to the ex-
tension worker are statements which specify the
behavicir desired. thci content in which the behavior
is believed to be appr.ipriate. and the people or
groups who are expected to change. The following
objectives at the extvnsion worker level include the
three elements necessary in statements of educa-
tional objectives.

People
Cor.rned

.

Kind of Behavior
Change Desired Problem Area

Members of the
homemaker clubs
Cow,time,rs of re-
tail, foods in the
Atlantic Trade
Area
Farm
development
families
Fannin; in the
Little Sioux
Watershed

and home

To increase
understanding of
To increase
knowledge of

To develop
interest in and
understanding of
To develop the
abilAy to

f

The proposed
community center
The sources of
food' marketing
information

How to make
a farm rind
home pan
Establish
contour lines

When objectives are stated so that these elements
are present, it is relatively easy to determine what
kind of learning .experiences should be planned,
and what the content of these experiences should.
be This degree of explicitness in stating objectives
is also adequate to give direction to action for
appraising and evaluating results.

The kinds of experiences people need to gain
Understanding or to develop skillS are different
'from those .required to develop mere 'awareness or
interest. Therefore, determination and statement.
of objectives are important tasks that require the
broadest possible insight into the processes of edu-
cation, the psychology of learning, and the sociology
of groups.

Criteriaifor Judging Extension Educational
Objectifies

t'e stated earlier in this chapter that objectives
are direction givers for action oriented educational
programs. and for evaluation of such programs.
If objectives are to-serve these two important Pur -,
poses, it is desirable to establish standards which
may be used to judge their usefulness. Here is a'
series of questions which an extension worker, a
committee. or any individual or group might use in
judging educational objectives. Ideally, a review
of objectives for an extension educational program
should result in positive answers to all nine)of the
following questions.

1. Are the -objectives explicit in specifying the
area in which the changed behavior is to
operate?

2. Are the objectives definitive with respect to
kind of behavioral change to be accomplished?

3. Are the objectives stated in terms which iden-
tify those who are to be involved?

4. Are the objectives the result of cooperative
action by extension personnel and others cpn-
cerneci to analyze the situation and identify
the problems?

5. Are the objectives compatible with the gen---
eral aims of both the Extension Service and
the people concerned?

6. Are the objectives specific-enough to serve as
a base for planning, conducting and evaluating
an action educational program?

7. Are the objectives sufficiently limited in num-
ber to avoid undue confusion and diffusion of
effort on the part of extension personnel and/
or others involved?

8. Are the objectives achievable, considering the
level of concern, the maturity of persons in-
volved, and the resources available?



9. Are the objectives such that they can relate
intimately to both. immediate and long-time
educational goals, and lead to even higher
levels of achievement?

Steps in Setting Goals and Objectives

Extension workers and those with whom they
work often do not take tithe to define educational
goals and objectives. 'Sometimes there is resistance
to taking time to define them. This is reflected in
the thinking implied by such statements as, "We
don't need to waste time doing that," or "Let's get
On with the job:" Another very common feeling
about setting _objectives is expressed this way,
"Well, everyone knows what it is we are trying
to do."

One important step to insure the setting of 'ade-
quate educational objectives, and their ultimate
acceptance, is to provide time and opportunity for
the people who are concerned to participate in their
determination. Goals and objectives provide little
motivation for peOple who donot take part in their
determination.

Another very important step is to explore the
ideas and suggestions of those who identify them-
selves with the particular need or problem. This
provides an opportunity for interested people to
explore alternatives which might.not have occurred
to them as individuals, and to secure some sort of
consensus. After this is accomplished, statements
need to, be sharpened up s6,,that they set forth
explicitly the three necessary 4imensions of well-
stated objectives, as outlined earlier in this chapter.
These statements then can be tested against appro-
priate criteria for judging objectives. Once goals
and objectives are set, there should be a final check
to be sure they are acceptable to and understood
similarly by all concerned.

Objectives that have been determined and ac-
cepted .in this manner meet the criteria for worthy
extension educational program objectives and will
serve as a firm base for both measurement and
interpretation types of evaluation.

Summary

We start this section
into

a discussion of objec-
tives and how they fit into the _scheme of extension
teaching and evaluation. By taking thd, time to
state them, we crystallize our thinking on the prob-
lem at hand and have abetter idea of how to pro-
ceed. In so doing we assemble ott,r forces in, such
a manner that all elements are directed toward a
common end.

We mentioned that there are group and individ-
ual objectives, that they can be broad or specific,
and that they can be immediate or ultimate. We
also classified them for use in Extension as objec-.
tives of society in general, of the specific organiza-
tion or group, of the extension agent, or of the
people (clientele).

Next we discussed how objectives can be stated
so that they are limited in effectiveness by neglect-
ing one or more of the requirements of a well stated
objective: Who is concerned ?. What kind of be-
havior change is desired? What is the problem
area? We also included nine.test qtiestions to help
determine how well stated an objective is in terms
of extension educational goals.
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Chapter VI-

THE PLACE OF TEACHING PLAN''
ANALYSIS IN THE EVALUATION

PROCESS

Mrs. Laurel K. Salirosky

We cannot find the worth of (evaluate) any
activity or Program, or estimate the probable worth'
of a new activity or program, unless we know the
`educational and organizational objectives of the
program. It is just as clearly a fact that we cannot
evaluate adequately without a clear picture of the
program that was followed in helping the people
to reach those objectives, or of a contemplated pro-
gram that will be followed. This is a basic and
vital step in the evaluation process.

To extension workers; evaluation is determining
how effective their work is, or how suitable *their
plans of . work are for doing effective extension
Work. Therefore, We in Extension must find out
if our work has contributed, or.will contribute, to
the accomplishment of desired results.
, This is the stage in the evaluation procesS where

we study the methods used, or to be used; the sub-
ject matter taught; or to be taught;-and the audience,
reached. or to be reached. This kind of analysis
does not answer the westion, "Was I effective?"
Instead', it helps answer the question, "Have I
arranged for a plan that has promise of resulting
in an effective program?"

At this stage, we determine what the objectives
of the teaching plan were really aimed'at .during the
lime the project was being carried. Because exten-
sion evaluation is finding the worth of extension
work, or assessing the potential of. contemplated
extension work or some part of it, we cannot evalu-
ate in terms of objectives which. we, as individual
extension workers or as part of an extension team,
made or will make no attempt to reach. To take an
.extreme case, how satisfied would you be with
evaluation in terms of objectives. if not one activity
that you carried out could paSsibly have led the
people in the direction you had wished them to go?

We should also realize that analyzing the possi-
bility of reaching an objective through a study of
the teaching procedures and subject matter will
proVide a partial answer to the ultimate effective-
ness of our work. By carrying out this preliminary
step in evaluation, either when planning a teaching
procedure or when planning an evaluation project,
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we determine whether the objectives .were realistic
or idealized, material or abstract.

If we find that no attempt was made to reach the
objectives, we can anticipate that the work will be
ineffective in terms of those objectives. If we
conclude that inadequate methods or insufficient.
subject matter were used, we can expect the
effectiveness will be impaired proportionately. If
we feel that objectives were, properly stated, appro-
priate actions were outlined, and adequate subject
matter was provided, we can anticipate gratifying
results in the way of desired behavior changes.

Learning Experiences

In educational extension work, the next step after
clarifying objectives. is planning for and defining
the learning experiences to be provided for the
learners. Essentially, learning takes place through
theexperiences the learner has and the reactions he
makes to his environment. It does not take place
through what you do as a teacher, but through what
the student goes through as a learner. There may
be only one teacher in the teaching situation but
there are as many learning experiences as there are
learners participating. s,

In the evaluation process, we assume that%plan-
ning for the learning experiences has been carried
out, and proceed to analyze the plan. In order to
make both planning and analysis. more meaningful,
we have-some principles for selecting and judging
teaching activities (program execution).. If plan-
ning for the learning experiences does not take into
account the following principles, its effectiveness
might well be questioned without further examina-
tion.

1. The learning experience should be appropriate
to the level of education, interests, and facili-
ties of the learners...,

2. The learning ekperience should be the con-
sidered choice from among the possible ways
of accomplishing the desired behavior change.

3. The-learning exptrience should be set up so
that the learners have a chance to practice the
desired kind of behavior.



4. The learning experience should be such that
the learners will get satisfaction from carry-
ing out the desired kind of behavior.

5. The learning experience' should lead, to in-
terest in accomplishing other desirable be-
havior changes.

!....ct us take an example from extension work. An
objective in your 4-11 Club program may be to help
boys and girls in 4-H Clubs to acquire the ability
to petfor:n the duties of club officers.. Such an
objective has such long standing approval in exten-
sion circles that it requires no evalu on in its own
right. A more appropriate evaluat n for your own
purposes might be to determine to Nhat degree the
club officers are functioning as the should.

You believe That the club president should know
parliamentary rules and procedures, and be able to
enforce them diplomatically. You believe that he
should be poised and confident, and that he should
speak clearly and audibly. You believe that the
secretary should keep complete and accurate rec-
ords of meetings and .be able to read them clearly
and audibly. You have similar criteria for the
other officers.

. Before you can begin looking for evidenco\that
the officers are functioning properly, you need to
do some desk work. Put down and, study the activi-
ties you, as an extension worker or as part of the .

extension team, carried out. This should include
the learning experiences you provided for training
local leaders to train the 4-H Club 'officers.

Did you arrange for the 4 -H members to be taught
how to do each of the-things that you are expecting
of them? Did you see to it that the information
needed to do these things reached every person
who needed it?. Was it 'in terms that "ley could
understand and uFe? What knowled skills, or
attitudes ought to' change in these boys and girls
as a result of the teaching activity that took place?
By such thought patterns, we move from "What
behavior change does the objective imply?" to
"What behavior changes could the experience
bring about?"

How did you do your worfcr What did you try
to teach?. Whom did you try to teach? What did
you expect the learners to know (tobe able to do)
as a result? Questions such as these fit into the
pattern of the preferred way of stating educational
objectives 'so that they inclucle the three compo-
nentS outlined in Chipter V.

Analysis of the Teaching Plan

After you have clarified exactly' what your ob-
jectives are, what goal you hope the learners -will
reach, what they can be expected to learri or acquire
as a result of the teaching or training, and which
ones can acquire the knowledge, you have the back-
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ground for an evaluation project on your teaching
plan. After these are made clear, the other steps
in the evaluation process are much easier.

Again we want to stress the fact that evaluation
includes not only a measuretherit of the outcome
of your work, but also an analysis of activities con-
tributing to the outcome. This analysis-'ought to
take place during program planning, or during
execution; so that urgently needed modifications
can still be affected. If it was not done at either
of these stages, it must be done as part of the
terminal evaluation to eliminate the possibility of
undesirable actions being repeated. Because of
the importance of evaluation as a .learning experi-
ence for extension workers, it is essential that only
those directly involved in the work do the evalua-
tion. ,

We have found that a systematic method of carry-
ing out this analysis, following -a definite outline,
results in the most satisfaction to the evaluator.
The following form has worked out very well. The
components suggested by the headings are essen-
tial; the exact form can be adapted to the wishes
and needs of the evaluator.

Teaching-
level

objectives

Subject-
matter

Learning
experiences

(teaching
methods)

People
to be

reached

Behavior
changes
expected.

The order of these headings follows the sequence
appropriate to planning a teaching program, or for
analyzing one already set up. First is the matter
of developing and stating the teaching-level objec-
tives. The 'teaching-level objectives referred to
here are the extension agent's objectives for the

,given program or unit, as described in the previous,
chapter.

Second, for each such objective, certain subject -
matter resources are required. List each kind of
appropriate subject matter that was used, or that
you plan to use,Jafter`each objective.

Third, you list those learning experiences which
you feel will .enable the learner to acquire the
subject-matter understanding he will need to make
the desired behavior change.. Although it may be
possible for you to list many different learning
experiences after each type of subject matter, list
only those that you used, or plan to use. However,
you can keep the others in mind as althrnatives in
the event your evaluation indicates that your,
choice was not the best one possible under existing
circumstances, and there is time to make adjust-
ments.

Fourth, you list the kind of people who can be
expected to receive the subject-matter infOrmation



through each learning .experience listed. For ex-
ample. "those who attend the meeting" are the
ones t.,-) be listed if some kind of a meeting is the
learning experience. -All farmers in (name of)
are;, with an interest, in dairy" might listed if
the learning experience is reading a news article.
(n. listening to a radio bi uadcast deyoted to a topic
like the "weigh-a-day-a-month": plan for improving
milk production.

Fifth. the expected change of behavior is listed.
At this stage.. the most important evaluation of the
learning experience takes place. The kin l of learn-
ing experience limits the kind of changes of be-
havior that can he expected to take place. Some
learning experiences can be expected to change
attitudes: others can be expected to change skills.
Sonic can bring about both kinds of behavior
change: others may have difficulty accomplishing
one. ,

Forexample, it would take a homemaker with a
very broad knowledge of sewing to learn the skill
of making slip, Covers by listening to a speech on
the subject. :1lore than likely. she would be the
sort of person who already possessed the:skill but
just needed to haye her memory refreshed on a.few
points. cost of .us would need the added experi-
ence of watching a demonstration. hacked up by an
opportunity to make one under supervision.

kVhen the above analysis has been completed,
you have a basis upon which to decide which learn-
ing objectives you are justified in studying. and
which changes in behaVior you can expect to bring
about. This systematic method of analysis can be
applied with equally beneficial results to a farm
.visit, a telephone call, or a club .meeting. It can
he used as an intermediate evaluation of anything
from a routine project to your total extension pro-
gram.

Relationship Between Judging Learning
Experiences and Educational Evaluation

.Judging learning experiences cannot be carried
out without also judging the subject matter used
and 'the kinds of people you expect to reach, as well
as -relating .the learning experiences to the objec-
tives in mind. When this broad conception of

judging learning experiences-is employed, it be-
' conies a large part of the-total evaluation procedure.

The part that is left to do is to determine if the
expected behavior changes occur, and how satis-
factorily.

Stated 'efly, judging learning experiences
helps you decide Nk "1 behavior changes to expect;
completing the evaltati .proctess helps you 'deter-
mine whiCh expected bel avior changes took place,

tand how well:
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Summary

This and the succeedi g chapter are devo ed to
intermediate types of 'aluation of special Ire in
extension teachin: n this 'chapter we have lis-

, cussed hOw ev atio'n enters into judging the prob-
able effectiveness of a plan of .work before there
are any results to use in the assessment.

In evaluation of this variety, we are concerned
with assuring a realistic approach to the problem
at hand, by stating objectives in a meaningful man-
ner; setting, up the action to be carried out, and
deSigning suitable learning experiences. Evalaa-
tion is in terms of determining how appropriate the
methodology is for accomplishing the objectives
outlined.

We have.presented a five-part outline for- evaluat-
ing an extension plan of work. It includes appraisal
of the teaching-level objectives, the subject matter
to be used; the learning experiences to be set up,
the people to be reached, and the behaVior changes
to be looked for. At this stage we have to compare
the elements of the plan as outlined with approved
extension practices. Later, when the plan has been
executed, we can evaluate the program in terms .of
observed behavior changes brought about by the
action.
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Chapter Vii

EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD
OBJECTIVES

Mrs, 1.(1.,!;w1 K. So rfoNIO

You are well on your way with your evaluation
plan after you have selected and defined the objec-
tive for evaluation and the work you did to reach it.
Thesc, lead you directly into determining the pur-
pose of the specific evaluation you wish to carry
out, with the necessary clarification and limiting
of it.

The next Step is to determine what evidence you
will need to look for so that you will (1) know the
situation, and (2) know that you are going in the
right direction, or (3) know that your objective has
been reached. This is. true regardless of the eval-.
uation procedure you follow'(use a record form,
make a home visit: carry out a formal survey. or
others).

Evidence

Our use the word-"evidence" is in accord with
di-Aionary definitions: An outward sign. an indica-
tion, that which furnishes any mode of ?roof.

HOw can you tell that you havefFnactGProgress, or
that you have attained the goal toward which your
objective was aimed? Education is successful only
to the degree that it has caused changes in the
"right" direction. What is the evidence the out-
ward sign, indication, proof) of "right" status
change dr progress?

Evidence:is not always easy to conic by. Iluman
beings are' complicated creatures and changes
occurring among. them are not always obvious to
the unaided eye. This forces us to look for evidonce
of the success of our objectives in terms of observ.
able behavior, or results' of/behavior. (e.g.ttearn-
Mg how to make a dress: Change in behavior; the
'dress itself: Result of behavior.)

BehaviOr, when considered as a result of educa-
cation, is, often not in terms of readily observable
physical action. However, we can find evidence
of it by looking fOr improvement in skills. better
ti.cderstanding of concepts,. increased 'ability to
solve problemS; 'changed attitudes. appreciation of
different things, shifts in ,values. changed inter'eEts,
increased knoWledge, adoption of_ approved prac-
tices.

To select the types of behavior to' measure, you
must first .check the' types of change you have been

IF will be trying to help bring about. This involves
reviewing ypur plan of work. Different teaching
methods techniques have different types of
behavior diaiige as their objectives. The important
thing is to ask yourself constantly, "Was this change
supposed to occur because this particular objective
is in the teaching plan? Were these methods the
kind that could ,bring about successful accomplish-
ment of this objective?"

A radio talk be aimed at producing a desired
actiOn or at increr.sig the knowledge of the listen-
ems,. A recipe in a iewspaper may be put in forlho
purpose of encouraging people to use food .more
economically, tpstefully, or nutritionally. A radio .

talk; news article. or project lesson. may begaimedr
at leaching_ why something is important. One
method may attempt to bring about a, change in
praCtice; another may attempt to bring' about a
change in knowledge, attitude. ceappreciation. We
shall': need to decide which. alid how many types of
behailor we want to measure,

.Depth of EValuation

I,. In Terms of Changes in Behavior of People
One level at which to measure yTir progress or
attainment as a helper, educator, teacher or organ-
izer is to find out which changes have then place.

a. In the People TheMselveiHave thay, (the
farmers. homemakers, young peoplehanged their
attitudes or .skills; have they done anything as a -
result of the extension activity or Method; has their
status changed in any way ,since the extension
action was staffed?

b. In the ExtensiOn Workers (the' county
agents. local leaders- o officer's) being taught or
.trained so that they' can help others learn sonic-
thing new

2. In Terns of OpportunityWhen it is difficult
'or itripo>sible to leasure progress' at the level of
original status or change in people themselves. it is
desirablo to measure works in terms oL the learning
situation w7e have set up. If no learning situations
are set up (no written materials- go out: no talks
are given, no demonstrations are put on, no visits
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are made), we cannot expect the people to learn'
anything as a result of extension work.

It is logical to assume thlit meetings which have
1,000 people in attendance have a greater chance
of Changing behavior than no, meetings at all. How -'
ek;er, it would dcspend on the learning situation
whether a ineet.i.i.th 1,000 in attendance, 10,
meetings with 100 hi attendance at each, or 100'
meetings with le in attendance at each would?pro-
vide the best learning opportunity.

In general, the mdre opportunities you provide;
and the better they are, the better is your chance
of accomplishing your extension objective. A well
organized and well attended 4-11 Club event should
offer a better opportunity for boys and girls to
learn than a poorly organized and poorly attended
one.

. 13y. appraising the soundness of organization, and
the attendance, coverage and subject matter, you
have some informati ,n about possible.success. You

'still have no real qualitative measure Of educational-
change in behavior of the people, Who are reached,
but you have a good idea of qUantity.

Levels of Behavior'Change at Which to Measure

There are three convenient levels for doing eval-
uative measurements., The first ,one is before any
change, of any further change, occurs (t.11 existing
behavior(positioh before any &tension teachinghas
been done, or before more teaching is undertaken).
This point, level. phase where the learners are be-
fore the plan for changing behavior goes into action
is referred to as the benchMark.

The decision whether or not to establish a bench-
mark has to be made at this step in the evaluation
outline: If you want to know what progress has
beeh 'made, or will bemade, you. should have sonic
idea of the situation at the benchmark. If you know
pretty well what it is, there is little 'need to estab-
lish it formally. It is not necessary if you are

interested mainly in whether the goal is reached.
and not in how far learners had to progress to reach
the goal. However, by establishing the benchmark,
you provide yourself with a good starting point for
program .planning by finding out how urgent the
need for change really is.

The second level is during the progress of the
learners toward the ultimate goal of the objective.
Sometimes we think of evaluation at this level as a
progress report. In evaluating a long-time objec-
tive, progress reports are necessary to tell us how
things are getting along. They serve to tell us if
the teaching methods are effective, which ones are
most effective and which ones need to be empha-
sized in the program of work if the objective is to
be reached, They tell us whith, steps have, been
accomplished and which remain to be accompliShed.
Also, they may. suggest other steps which should be

inserted because of. unexpected developments dur-
ing the action.

The third or attainment-of-goal level, is of the
close when.we must determine ,whether or not the
final goal of the Objective w. reached. When you
find out if few, some, or all of the people reached
the goal. you _know whether to retain the objective
in the plan of work, redesign it and try again, or
substitute another ,one. You fan find out whether
teaching methods have been effective or not, and
under what conditions.

'Although it is desirable for most situations tO.
check at each level, two of them may be incorporat-
ed into a single testing program. -13ecausd it is
necessary in most plans to establish a baSe for
measurement the evaluation plan may call for
measurement at two. levelg, the benchmark level
and either the progress level or the attainment -of-
goal level.

Factors for Deciding Which Evidences
of ;Behavior to Use.

Our nett decision, concernswhich changes in
people are to be considered as evidences of status,
progress, or attainment. There are several factors
which need to be considered in this regard. Most
of them revolve around problems of measurement
or Ways to simplify measurement.

' 1. Which Evidences WilNhe Learners Have an
Opportunity to Display?Whether or not the learn-
ers have the opportunity to develop a new kind of
behavior, and to display it so that it can be detected,
depends on two conditions. The first one is that
the learning experiences must have occurred. We
discussed the relationship of the learning experi-
ence to behavior change in Chapter VI. The learn-
ers must have had a chance to learn something
before it is reason-able to look for evidence that
they did learn it.

All of the people who had the opportunity, or
those you wish to have the opportunity in the fu-
ture, to tharn enough to make a change in' behavior,
become the population from which you collect evi-
dence. How to sample this total ,population, to
make evaluation procedures manageable, is dis-
cussed in Chapter X.

The secourl consideration is whether or not the
people had a_ chance to display the change of 'be-
havior. This means that it is necessary to decide
if the people have the facilities, the need, and the
'motivation to make the change of behavior a part
of their thinking or living habits. Only where a
favorable or permissive climate for such changes
exists isif meaningful to look for- evidences of teach-
ing success.

This factor limits the evidences much more in
connection with yoUth work than it does with adult
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education processes. It is true that favorable learn-
ing experiences can beset 01) with equal facility for
youth educational groups (the schools, 1'M«' work,
4 II ('lutes( or adult education work. However. a
favorable cliMate for displaying evidence of bp-
havior change is often, long delayed in connection
with youth education work.

A. Will the Things Yos, Can Count Be Adequate
as Evidence?These outward signs are the easiest
results to use in evaluation. and they make 'nun
better .working materials for measurement tech-

HoweveT, if you do not consider these,
types of evidence as adeqUate proof of status, pro-
gress, or goal attainment, you. NviU have to think
about tvays of assessing intangible evidences, such
as changes in knowledge, attitude, or thinking.

:3. What Is Your Own Facility in Measuring Dif-
-ferent Types of Behavior?There is no question
about the fact that it is easier to measure. changes
oftehavior which have tangible evidences for proof
than -it is to measure those which have intangible
evidences. The fact-that a -homemaker has made
use of a recipe she has seen in a paper is easier to
determine than the fact thiat'she no\C has a better
understanding of the value of good nutritioii in
child development. The fact-that a family Others
around the'kitchen table to plan the dirties of each
member is not difficult to ascertain. But. thether
or not thelamily now gets along better as a result
of this planning' experience, is an :intangible result
that is hard to measure.

. .

To determine the realtesults of extension teach-
ing, we cannot ignore intangible results Just be-
cause they 'are hard to measure: On the other hand.,
while we are becoming accustomed to evaluation.
procedures, it is 'highly desirable that we become-
faMiliar with the. techniques. methods, And pro-
cedures by measuring those results which are easier
to measure. When the techniques are mastered,
we can use them to measure those types of results
which are more difficult to measure.

Just as ive learn to read by starting With simple
words, simple sentences. and simple. stories. so we
learn evaluation methods by starting with the
simple and advancing to the more difficult measur-
ing devices. Keep. in mind. however, when you
begin with the easier methods, that ,_you do not get
the idea that all' evaluation is concerned wily with
tangible results that can be seen and .counted.

4., How Will You Limit the Number of Evidences
to Look For ? If the list of evidences is very brief,
and to look for all of them would not require a great
deal of work, all of them should be included in ycur
plan. If the objective to be studied has been de-
fined and limited so that it requires only one or a

overy few actions r changes in behavior to reach it,

those are the ones, and the only ones you need to
look for.

More often, however. 'there are numerous evi-
dences of change of behavior. When such is the
case. there are three frequently used ways of
selecting which ones to use in your evaluation.

a.' Study the list of evidences to see if there
are any readily apparent' types of changes that, by
occurring, would serve as clues to the fact that
other. changes must have been .brought about.,
Sometime's only these discriminating evidences, the
ones which can be taken as indicators of others, are
enough to look for. In a progress report, however,
be careful that those actions which are selected as
indicators of others are adequate to establish status
of steps in progress.

b. If theie are no such discriminating evi-
dences, (g- if there are too many of them, study all
observable changes to see which can serve as 'the
most imporfant .indicators of change in behavior.
If yoii cannot look Tor all changes, certainly those
you ,consider mostiinp.,rtant. Will-be of most value
to you. ,P

c. If your 'gong list. cannot be reduced by
either of these methods. yon; chi reduce it arbitrar-
ily, by -random selection4.ChONng a random a
practical- number of them. areful study. Ran-
dom methodology 4j11 be sed in Chapter X.

5. What Will You Do AbOut the Time Factor?
Selddm is a Change of behavior, whatever the type,
apparent immediately upon recep`ibn of the teach-
ing stimulus. For certalh types of change, Such as
in attitudes: appreciation, fnowledge, or value. a

change in thought processes may takelace immed-
iately. However; the learner will need time to
think over the material, weigh it in his mind, and
be exposed again to his customary sources of guid-
ance, before a change any permanence takes
place...

Knowledge which is evidenced immediately after
presentation of new inforination may be fOrgotten
just as quickly. When the desired change in be-
havior is a change of practice, the time ele.ment is
extremely important. Some things cannot be clone

, until. '!'or example, a certain season has arrived,
certain materials, are _assembled, money, becomes .
available to buy what is needed, or the fainily is all
together. Some things, such as remodeling a house.
take a long time to do. Some things take place in
stagesplanting thlilgar,den, harvesting it, canning
the produce, serving balanced meals throughout
the year.

In planning the evaluation, therefore, it must be
decided how long it is reasonab e for you to delay
your decision as to whether or n t a certain. practice
has been adopted. Ifidgment ma t be used in this
phase. We do not know exactly how long we should
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wait lifter a pefson has had a chance to carry out a
practice. and does not (lo so. before deciding that
he is not. going to do it. The'. longer he refrains,
certainly. the less likely it is that he will-ever carry
it out.

On the other hand.. there is a limit to the time
We can wait and still expect to find out exactly what
was accomplishe,c1:. For daily happenings. 2 or 3
days may bracket the memory span. Regarding
seasonal activities. we might be justified in expect-
ing a respondent to remember an important hap-
pening during the rest of the year.

When reporting memory items, it should be made
'clear that the data are from memory and not from
records. The passage of time dis-torts accuracy of
recall considerably' in excess of a straight . line
relationship. Periodic: ob -rvations spread over the
period. rather than a' single terminal observation,
will improve accuracy of recall. For sonic types
of informiltion, you may find it best to collect data
at different times. because the various actions or
desired behaViors may be affected differently by

G. What Decisions' Must You Make Regarding
Units?Will the evidence be by degrees of attain-
ment. a-Mounts of things accomplished. or length
of time an action has been carried' out? Will evi-
dence of a year-around gar ten be in terms of
certain vegetables raised. amounts of certain vege-
tables canned and stored. or in other terms? Will-
it be the average number of,quartS of vegetables
per persona of will it be the per&ntage of the
homemakers who can a recommended average or
minimum amount of vegetables?

What will he the evidence you want or need to
Porn', a basis for your analysis? What will be the
units? Will they be comparable, or will you have
to convert them before you can make comparisons?

7. What Face Data Will You Need?We thik
Of those items Of descriptive or background infor-
mation needed from. or about all individuals from
NO10111 we. get our evidence as face data. They in-
clude stiO information as years of schooling, age,
sex, size of farm. number of children in the family,
incoine,and so on. Face data are used for three
major purpiNes.

a.' Classification of Respondents,Usually it
is desirable to find out if there is a difference in the
replies or reactions of individuals possessing differ-
ent degrees of ce.rtain characteristics, This requires
an analysis of the replies using the classification
system set up for a particular

if
as a

sorting.device. For example, if you want to know
if there is a difference in replies among those who
have had different amounts of formal schooling,
you would need AO. include a face data question on

number of ,years- of formal schooling. If part-time
farmers are to be compared with full-time farmers,
appropriate face data (tueseions. must be included
to provide that information.

b. Purposes of StandardizationTo compare
the findings from one study with those from an-
other. the individuals in both studies must be com-
parable, at least in terms of the sort factors under
consideration.. The findings in a study of commer-
cial farmers are not directly comparable with find-
ings in a study. of sOsistence farmers. If either
or both studies Nygifno face data questions on size
or type of farm, the findings from the two cannot
be -standardized lot- pur )oses of studying the rela-
tionship of size of farm o ration to other aspects
under. consideration.

c. Purposes of ComparionFrequently it is
desirable to compare data from kstudy. of 'only a
part of the population with data from a study of.;
the whole population (universe). Usually census
data are used for such purposes beCause they deal
with the whole population and because they are
about the best source of depth or trend information.
In such cases. face data questions comparable to
those used to secure census data'should be included.

. For example. if the study data are Jo be checked
with census data OD age, residence, or similar classi-
fications. face data questions must be included
which will provide data suitable for assembling into
the categories used by the census. When compari-
sons are made between studies or with census data,
it is vital that data be secured in sufficient detail
so that they can be converted to comparable units
or reporting intervals, although they do not have
to be colle2ted in identical form.

This means that in planning an evaluation. and
especially while constructing questions, the analysis
which will eventually be made of the results must
be given serious thought. Think over the teaching
methods and the informational materials. What
do you want to know about the behavior changes
you are tryhig to bring about? What human re-
actions -do you want to explore?

Do you expect certain types of peoPle to react
.more favorably than others to your teaching? Do
you expect that certain mental or material posses-
sions or qualifications will make a difference? If
you do. be certain to include appropriate face data
so that you can sort on these characteristics, and
evaluate their effects properly.

Face data will help you ascertain differences,
'make comparisons with other studies, and check
the probable accuracy of .your data, All of this
contributes to your major purpose in evaluation.
truing your work and making new and better plans
for your work.
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Summary

In this chapter we have probed more intensively
'into the problems of evaluating during the progress

a prGgram. During this dynamic stage we must
lOok fur evidences or results which we can use to
:assess the progress of-our work. We might prefer
to look for them in terms of changes in people, but,

\ because of the delay before most changes actually
occur, we might have, to settle for counting ()ppm.-
funities provided for changes to occur.

We suggested three stages when evaluation is in
order, referring to them as the benchmark, the
progress report, and the attainment-of-goal levels.
and suggested sonic techniques appropriate td each.
We then devoted the balance of the chapter to dis-
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-cussing svveirlVtoss t-o consideritrauciding-wrilit
evidences to use in evaluation., We gave special
attention to the last factor. the matter of face data,
because of its importance to the more detailed
types of evaluative action we will be discussing in
forthcoming chapters in this section.
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Chapter VIII

IDENTIFYING PROBLEM AREAS
AND STUDY OBJECTIVES

Ward F. Porter

In this chapter we return from our exploration
of the various types of evaluation to a brief account-
ing ofthe initial phase 4f the evaluation process.
This chapter is aimed at directing our thinking to
the "big picture" of evaluation planning, before
moving on to specific techniques of evaluation.

Our immediate objective is to help the reader
develop a better understanding of the process
xvh6.:,reby appropriate research or evaluation prob-
lems are identified and study objectives determin-
ed. We hope to emphasize the urgency of doing a
thorough job'of understanding the problem before
starting to evaluate if. All too frequently. the
importance of this first step is not properly appre-
elated nor sufficiently understood. The net result
it that much needlessly slipshod evaluation is turn-
ed out and. unfortunately, gets used withOut ques-
tion in-policy making and program planning actions.

The Importance of Problem Identification

Precise identification of the problem needing
investigation is essential from many standpoints.
This step helps the extension worker .clarify his
thinking and facilitates the. selection of suitable
study objectives. It also serves as a basis for sound
decision-making regavling evidence to look for,
data to be collected, and analyses to be made. It

, sharpens up his interpretations and suggests ways
of getting the results into use.

The need for evaluation and research in Exten-
sion grows out of our role as educators and the
resulting necessity for determining the effective-
ness of our programs and methods. Only in this
way can We make necessary and realistic modifica-
tions in future actions to aSsure maximum benefits
from our extension teaching. In addition, all ex-
tension workers are confronted. with the problem
of identifying the needs and interests of their
clientele.

Identifying these needs k.becomes an objective.
sufficient importance to demand the most careful
evaluative and research techniques. AlthOugh.
some situations are such that relatively informal
exploratory devices will serve, others may require
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full-blown,formal studies. Whatever measures are
used,' fhe results will be applied in determining
action programs, in deciding .-upon appropriate
methods, or in establishing benchmarks by which
educational progress can, at - a later date, be
measured.

Selecting a Problem for Study
.

The fact that you have identified a problem area
does net signify that you are ready to begin your
,evaluation. More often than not, the problem you
have selected is much too all-inclusive to be handled,
adequately in a single evaluation. There is still the
matter of identifying the, specific prblem for your
evaluation.

There are many factors that need to be consider-
ed before selecting our SpeCific problem area and
presenting it in a form suitable .for Qvaluation. We
must consider our own personal and professional
needs, and interests in-the matter, as well as the
needs and interests of our. associates, oui lay lead-
ers, and our clientele.' Obviously, there will
some overlapping of interests and .concerns, as well
as occasional conflicts. Any differences, of course,
must insome way be resolved:

We must decide not only the general area of con-
cern; but also the particular phase or aspect that is
to be studied. As an example, let us take the Case
of the extension Worker who would like to know
how effective he has been in reaching a certain
group of families with a particular program. Al-
ready he has to a degree, limited his area for study
by specifying a broad problem area. Before he
has a study he can cope with; however, he will have
to narrow it down further. He Might .choose to
select acceptance of a 'single practice as an indicator
of how well he has succeeded with his educational
program. in short, if his prograrninvolved pasture.
improveme)1 he might select just one of the sev-
eral recommended practicesperiodic clipping, for
examplefor the- detailed study

'The decision as to which problem is to be investi-
gated at any one time inevitably must require some
judgmen't (evaluation) as to the relative importance
of the many different problems. The-,agent might
try outlining worthwhile areas of study, some prob-/
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leins in each, and' the specific topics which could
be studied under them. Ile might organize them
into sonic form of priority listing in terms of their
probable importanceto himself, his associates,

lay leaders or his clientele. Then. by adopting
the policy of "first things first" .as in program
planning---he can decide on his plan of action.

Such a plan should be executed with care. how-
ever. as failure to correctly assess the relative im-
portance of the many problems demanding investi-
gation can result in frustration and discouragement.
This is another way of saying that evaluation, like
most things that are worthaile, requires consider-

able planning.
Time is another factor which must be given ade-

quate attention. An all-too-frequent criticism of
evaluation plans. and research in general, is the
inadequate amount of time allotted for the kind of
investigation that is outlined. Alequate attention
imust also be given to other types of resources which
must he employed in the study, such as personnel.
finances, skills and know-how, equipment and facili-
ties, and related items.

Unfortunately. these resource factors are not
always considered carefully enough in planning an
evaluationor survey. Often the result of such
oversight 'is a study that never gets finished, some-
times because funds are expended before the data
cah be analyzed. Another distressingly frequent
oaurrence is when researchers, with an impressive
array of electronic equipment at, their disposal,
dash into the field with a carelessly constructed,
"shotgun type questionnaire which is utterly in-
capable of-sectiting valid, reliable, and objective
data.

One other important preliminary consideration
is the amount and kind of information already at
hand that may be relevant to the problem. Solu-
tions, or at least objective information from which
inferences can be drawn, may already be available.
In this event, duplication would be a needless waste
of timeand other resources.

One note of caution is in order in this connec-
tion. Inferences drawn from other studies or re-
search findings of presumed relevance should not
be applied to the new setting without thorough
Checks for comparability. Overgeneralization of
research-findings, without regard for comparability
of 'situations. people involved, research techniques
used, and related factors, is altogether too common,
and sometimes fraught with serious consequences.

Selecting and Defining Study Objectives

Once the problem area ,has been identified. it
becomes a matter of pinpointing the specific objec-
tives of the forthcoming study. In a sense. the
identification of the problenns) may be thought of
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as establishing the overall purpose' of the investiga-
tion. That is, a study may be undertaken to estab-
lish benchmarks for later program or method
evaluation. to indicate needs and interests of the
clientele. or to establish an estimate of the effective-
ness of a meeting in changing human behavior. On
the other hand, the proper statement of study
objectives indicates specifically what aspects of the
problem are to be emphasized.

We can illustrate this distinction between iden-
tifying the problem and setting up the objectives
for study purposes by this example. A home
demonstration agent might have the problem of
evaluating a leader-training meeting. Iler study
objectives might be as comprehensive as the educa-
tional program involved at the meeting. At the
same time, she might quite properly limit her
evaluation, because of other-pressing demands on
her time and other resources, to a single aspect of
the program. She might. for example, be content
with determining the number of leaders attending
the meeting who learned how to freeze peaches,
even though freezing procedures for several other
foods were discussed,

It is important in this connection to distinguish
between educational objectives and study objec-
tives. Previously, we defined educational objec-
tives in terms Of Changes in human behavior te.g.,
an increase in knowledge. understanding. or skills,
or changes in attitudes or opinions). Study objec-
tives may be phrase2d in terms of educational
objectives, but do not- have to be, depending upon
the nature of the problem.

In a strictly situational type Of analysis, such as
a countrywide survey, no teaching objectives as
such need be directly involved. In an evaluation
of the effectiveness of an educational effort, how-
ever. study- objectives most certainly would have
to be consistent with the program's specific educa-
tional objectives. In either case, of course, the
scope of the investigation may be limited.

The study objectives also can be stated in terms
of learning opportunities provided. Instead of
attempting to appraise knowledge or skillg acquir-
ed, the evaluati can be limited to determining the
number of exposures to the learning situation
how many attended the meeting, how many heard
the radio program, how limb made the field trip,
and so on. As indicated earlier, such opportunity
level evaluations have their shortcomings and
limitations.

Stating Study Objectives

The factors mentioned previously as affecting
problem identification. such as resources available.
are all equally relevant in selecting, defining. and
amplifying study objectives. Here again, it may



r" tic ile!i;ltil to list the various potential study objcc-
encompassed by thc problem area selected,

it) the order of their importance and then consider
earn the light of resources available.

.tVe can help ourselves a lot when it comes to
0).14.k:tine. i.rialyzing and interpreting ()tn. data if
N',0 lit) a good job of stating our objectives. The
more precisely we state them the easier it will be
to design questions that v: ill secure the information
to n7cd.

Otte device for gaining precision in our statement
(t1 udy objectives is to develop a series of basic
queLtions around which the investigation can be
:focused. In a study of the effectiveness of a mar-
kcting-information-for-colit;iimers (MICi program,
for example. one of our study objectives might be:
To determine the nature and scope of the MIC radio
audience in "X" County.

We could bring this objective into sharper focus
by listing several basic questions that we want
ansvt ered. Such a list might include questions of
this hider: i 1 t flow many farm families in "X"
County have regular access to a radio that is in
working order? 121 How many of these families
one or more members oft listen regularly (over

of the broadcasts) to the MIC radio program?
I:it What proportion of these families/live on farms?
In the open country? In small towns or villages?
In cities over 10,(100 inhabitants)?

In the inure formal and comprehensive types of
research projects. researchers follow up their state-
ment of objectives by working up appropriate hypo-
theses relating to them, which they procee' to test
by statistical and other methods. These hypotheses
are their considered opinions, based on inferences
of what they expect their research will find out
regarding their objectives. The hypotheses are
then tested b. the data collected and either sup-
ported or rejected, in part or in whole.

The hypothesis becomes the focus of the investi-
gation. directing the attention of the researcher
toward certain types of facts. By so limiting or
delineating the study, the random and unsystematic
search for facts is avoided.

c.
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An example of one hypothesis that !night be
tested in an extension study is the followingOesult
demonstrations are -More, effective than the' mass
media in promoting the adoption of certain recom-
mended practices among low-income fat in families
of "X" County. To confirm or deny this hypothesis,
we would have to work up a series of questions to
help us determine, (1) the degree of effectiveness
of the result demonstration. and 121 the effective-
ness of the mass media. both separately and collec-
tively. First, however, we would have to select
suitable practices and devise some criterion of
effectivenessan exposure index. an acceptance
score, or similar device.

Only when the study objectives are precisely
stated are we in a position to plan and carry out
the other phases of our evaluation or study in an
effective manner. Time and effort devoted to this
initial phase of the process will prove very reward-
ing in terms of the quality, reliability and useful-
ness of our results.

Summary

In this final chapter before elaborating on the
techniques for assembling and analyzing evaluative
data, we have briefly discussed ways and means of
selecting and stating our evaluation problem and
study Objectives. In essence this is largely a mat-
ter of identifying problem areas of major interest
and concern, selecting one or more for immediate
investigation, determining our study objectives, and
pinpointing the major questions or hypotheses that
will serve as the focus of the study. Although
simple-sounding in outline, each step merits careful
and detailed consideration. The success of the
entire evaluation process will depend on how well
each step is worked out.
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Chapter IX

SOURCES OF DATA

Ilurciry'gra

As we stated in Chapter VII, it is very common
for the evaluation process to start oft' with a bench-
mark phase. The need to know where you are so
you can determine latt.4 how far you got is funda-
mental to evaluation theory. To set up this bench-
mark. we must learn what we can about the existing
situation.

If we are old timers on the scene, we can use our
own experiences as a source for much of our setup
data. It might also be possible to call on others to
supply much of the information we need on the
basis of their first hand knowledge of the situation.
However, even the most observant person needs
information of a factual or statistical nature to
supplement his_Orst hand acquaintance with the
setting.

For most of our purposes we will find, upon in-
vestigation. that there is 11 great amount of material
already assembled which will be of use to its, for
purposes of control and comparison if not for'actu-
ally solving our problem. By using these sources
wherever henever they can help with our
evaluation we are saving valuable time and 'other
resources for use in later stages otour evaluation
or for further evaluative actions.

Primary or Secondary Source

Traditionally, sources of data have been classified
into two categories, primary and secondary. Our
major interest in this chapter is with the latter kind;
assembly. of data from primary sources will be the
central theme of the remaining chapters of this
section.

We can think of primary sources as the original
documents, the first reporting of the facts, the first
grouping of the raw data. Secondary sources bring
together facts from primary sources. They can
make a substantial contribution to knowledge by
way of analysis and interpretation of primary
sources, and by Making information presented in
obscure primary sources more readily available
and understandable, but they do not make the orig-
inal contact with the unknown. .

Data assembled by means of questionnaires,
schedules, interviews and similar instruments are
data from primary sources. records from 4-H
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members, result demonstrators, farm and home
development cooperators, and periodic reports of
extension personnel are primary sources of data.
Summary reports of State and Federal extension
officials occupy a somewhat uncertain position in
this classification. In one sense they are original
tabulations and compilatibns: in another they are
compilations and interpretations of data from
original sources.

Often we will find it difficult to make the decision
as to whether a source can be called a primary or
a Secondary' one. For instance, reports compiled
from census interview forms are primary sources.
Reports compiled from census reports. irrespective
of whether they were done by census personnel or
people in other organizations and agencies, must
be classified, as secondary sources. Many of the
reports we in Extension make or help to assemble
contain both original and secondary data. We will
soon discover, however, that we can make good use
of either kind by making proper adjustments and
allowances,

Although this decision is purely acadeMic in most
situations, it must be taken into consideration when
evaluation is being planned, It will guide us in
deildinx how much trust to place in the data
through our ideas of the presumed professional
stature of the author. For instance, most of us
accept original research prepared by State and
national governmental agencies and established
research organizations with respect, if not without
question or qualifiCation. At the same time, we
would want to make a personal decision regarding
the qualifications of a committee of club members
or a masters-level graduate student before accept-
ing their ?hidings without question.

By the same token, we would want our secondary
source to be at least as qualified as the primary
source it quotes. Much good primary research gets
:iebukd during the process of inefficient secondary
analysis. Similarly, more than one presunkibly
sound research organization has committed the
error of attempting to salvage inadequate original
research by applying elaborate and unjustified
statistical manipulations while synthesizing results
of the original.study.

There are reasons for preferring a primary



source over a secondary one when both are avail-
able. In the case of the former. there are fewer
opportunities for errors to get into the final manu-
script. Counts, sorts, tabulatirAs and interpreta-
tions are made by those most to understand
the material. When special definitions are neces-
sary, there is greater likelihood that tbcy will be
used consistently throughout the manuscript.
Groupings will be made in terms of the original
material, rather than the needs of the secondary
researcher who may never have an opportunity to
examine the original data.

Secondary -SOUrCeS may contain mistakes of .both
transcription and interpretation resulting from the
extra handling inid lack of familiarity with the orig-
inal data. and the methods by which they were
assemblitd. Quit'e often there is a tendency to
generalize or extrapolate igo beyond the data with-
out adequate jtistification. This is not to suggest
that secondary sources of data have no value, mere-
ly that they may have limitations less likely to be
encountered in the original source.

Secondary sources may point out important pri-
mary sources which we might neser learn of if left
to our own resources. They are helpful in opening
up an area and in suggesting directions for individ-
ual exploration. They show us where We can locate
original sources and what we are likely to find.
Their interpretations may help us to understand
the data of the oirginal report. If properly used,
they can save us a great amount of time and effort
without leading us astray from our objectives.

Sometimes data from either source are suffi-
ciently comparable so that they can be used to
answer our questions, and further research on our
part will not be necessary. If either is used in
place of personal research we must be certain to
check on reliability. accuracy and applicability 'as
thoroughly as we can. This is an occasion when
we can draw on our -own family of expertsthe
research and subject-matter people at the land
grant institutions and in the Federal Extension
Service officesto help its Betide on quality of
sources.

Useful Data Sources for the Extension Worker

No extension worker need fear that he will have
to "go it alone" on a research problem. More than
likely, he will be overwhelmed by the wealth of
background material that can be made available te
him, once he gets tuned in on the proper communi-
cation channels.

It is difficult to conceive of a problem that will
lie entirely outside the area existing research.
Seldom will you find a piece of research which
exactly fits your problem, but you can be assured
that you will find several close enough to give you

a lot a help in laying out your own study. If you
\need help with pulling these leads together, there

are persons qualified to advise you in the State
Extension office, possibly even in the county, and
surely in4he Federal office.

Sources of both published and unpublished mate-
rial are too extensive to be given ,comprehensive
treatment here. s However, we will suggest some
favorite stinting points for the exploratory phase of
an evaluation assignment,

General In our work we are likely to think first
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The vast
research resources of the Department are available
to us at little or no cost to us personally. Our con-
tact for published materials of the Department is
its Office of Information or the information outlet
for the apprepriateagency within. the Dpgartment.

We should become familiar with its Bibliography
of Agriculture, published monthly by the depart-
.mental library. This contains listings of many, of
the current agriCultural publications, both foreign
and domestic. Incidentally, this is a good institu-
tion to become aoqrrEilted with if you arc in a
position to come to Washin'gton, or can make use
of its an facilities.

Another good'starting point is the monthly pub-
lication of the U. S. Government Printing Office,
Monthly List of Government Publications. It has...
extensive listings of 'agricultural items\and indicates
where free copies might be available, or else quotes
prices if they must be purchased. In addition,
several of the agencies have periodic listings of
materials prepared within the agency. Often
possible to be placed on their mailing lists to
receive such notices regularly. Yer,i,, often, free
copies are available for distribution, at least for a
short while after publicativn,. from their informa-,
tion branch or division.
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The Department or its agencies assembles a great
many periodic and special pirrpose reports provid-
ing a vast amount of trend. estimating, production,
predictive and regulative information on agricul-
tural subjects. It maintains yes arch experts. con-
sultants and .technicians4 in the ti 'lshington offices
and dispursed throughout the St and Terri4
tories, and has many others on- foreign as ment.

The resources of the U.. S. Department of Com-
merce are also available to us. We can make a
great deal of use of the reports' of its Bureau of the
Census. To learn what this agency has to offer,
we should know of its Quarterly List of Census Pub-
lications. It lists virtually everything issued by
the bureau and tells you where things are avail-
able, together with the price if there is a charge.
The U. S. Department a Labor also does research
of interest to us. We can get valuable information



on the agricultural labor force, the migratory labor
force and like information from them.

At the State level, we have the numerous facili-
ties of the land-grant institutions (the- Extension
Service, the Experiment Station, the subject- matter
departments, the agricultural college and experi-
ment station libraries) at our disposal. Their pub-
lished works generally are available without cost
to residents of the State from their Agricultural
Wailing Room or some central office similaviy titled.

Many of the regional and district people are only
too happy to help us. Much service can also be
rendered by the State Departments of Agriculture.
Then, too, there are the larger farm organizations,
many of whom have their research and public infor-
mation functions well established at both State and
national levels. /

Locally we have the facilities of the County Ex-
tension Office, where many of the published mate-
rials originating from the above mentioned sources
are already available. We can call on the local
civic organizations and local chapters of religious
and professional organizations. Then, too, there
are the ether civic officials around the Court House
and elsewhere'in the towns and cities of the county,
as %cell as the elementary and secondary educators
and education officials of the county.

Home EconomicsMost of the general sources
already mentioned will give us leads to materials
with special application to home economics evalua-
tion tasks. Howevr, we would also mention sev-
eral agencies, or branches and divisions within
agencies of the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
whose task is developing knowledge about home
economics.

Research in phases of home economics has been
carried on by a succession of agencies within the
Department since 1894. In the present depart-
mental setup, the work is being carried forward by
the Institute of Home Economics in the Agricultural
Research Service. Special phases of the work are
assigned to the Clothing and Housing, the House-
hold Economics, and the Human Nutrition Research
Divisions within the Institute.

Home economists also may be found in Other
agencies whefe, although they may carry any one
of several social scientist labels, will be working
with the problems of the homemaker. Our own
division employs home economists in its Federal
offices and the agency maintains a separate divi-
sion, the Home Economics Prograi Division, to
advise on and conduct home economics research,
among other things. Published works of all these
persons will be found listed in the sources mention-
ed previously.

Other places where we should cast'an interested
glance from time to time, because of the valuable
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research they do in related areas( (1) The U. S.
Department of Health, 'Education and Welfare,
where they do so much work related to the home
(rural health, child welfare, pure food and drug
work, rural education); (2) The U. S. Department
of Labor, for its studies of women in industry (and
out of the home), and child labor problems; (3) The
U. S. Department of Commerce and its Census
Bureau with its many Agriculture, Housing and
Population reports.

As they do at the national level, most of the
organizations mentioned earlier have home econo-
mists doing home economics research at the State
level. The land-grant institutions have schools' or
departments of home economics where they train
home economists and do 'home economics research.

Most of the counties have home economists on
the county extension staff to head up the home
demonstration work and to participate in the farm
and home development work. Most of these people
report on research they have done from time to
time, and the published reports became available,
at least locally, for use of their fellow workers and
their clientele.

ExtensionWe have already mentioned some
sources within Extension but wp would like to
suggest a few more. One source, actually several
sources, of new information on research are the
newsletters of the various extension divisions and
branches to their counterparts at other levels within
the agency. Most of us at least have access to them,
if we do not receive them directly.

One of the special assignments of the Division of
Extension Research and Training is passing along
knowledge of research findings. To this end they
put out a series of periodic reports of use as mate-
rial or idea sources.

They prepare annual digests of statistics compil-
ed from the annual reports of county and State level
extension workers. Each year they publish Review
of Extension Research, which is a compilation of
summary reports of research related to organiza-
tion, functioning and administration of the work
which were completecOuring the previous year.

At five-year intervals they publish. Bibliography
on Extension Research, which is a listing of exten-
sion research reports published or reported on dur-
ing the previous five-year period. To supplement
these two reports they prepare special listings from
time to time as conditions warrant. Recent topics
for speial listings have been radio, television, and
communications research.

Recently, the Division has begun preparing a
series of popular presentations of results of exten-
sion research. This numbered series is called,
ER&T Research Summaries. Distribution is limit-
ed; presently the Federal staff and the State leaders



of extension studies are receiving all summaries.
However, interested persons can get separate sum-
maries upon request.

Local Workers will find good source materials in
their office files of annual reports and in their
records of farm and home development work and
rural development work. 'Similar use can be made
of 4-H record books and result ,monstration
records.-/

Summary

If we are beginning researchers (evaluators) we
need not be overly concerned about background,;
data for our problem. We just have to know how
to get started at digging it out and then direct our
energies to being selective of what we find so that
we use only that which is proper and relevant to
our work.

In this chapter we have suggested that sources
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of data ari: of two varieties, primary and secondary,
and have stated a qualified preference for the for-
mer. We also stated that many research reports
contain,both kinds of data and that often the classi-
fication is difficult to make. We went on to say .

that, rather than make the distinction for classifica-
tion reasons only, we should make it for purposes
of determining how freely we should use the mate-
rial in our own problem's.

We mentioned some favorite ways of getting
started on the task of locating background material
for evaluation work and suggested sources at differ-
ent levels Wher.e research results are made known,
or where we can direct inquiries about specific
topics. We gave some leads for securing bench-
mark and other data for general agricultural exten-
sion problems then suggested some for home
economics problems. We closed by mentioning
some specific materials which are available from
the Division of Extension Research and Training.
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Chapter X

SAMPLING

Mrs. Laurel K. Sa:,rosky

Extension workers usually reach and teach more
people. than they can hope to get evidence from to
determine whether their clientiele has need for,
or has experienced, an educational change. In a
way this is unfortunate, as the way to get complete
and reliable information is to go to all the people
and find out from them, in one way or another,
whether they need or have learned the things you
are trying to teach. Since this is seldom possible
in extension work, we have to get information from
a part of the people about some of the things taught.

When you choose only part of the people from
whom to get information, you are sampling. Since
the methods we use in selecting the sample affect
so greatly the reliability of the information we
assemble, we need to have a fairly detailed under-
standing of how sampling is done.

Even though very fevi of you may ever have
occasion to develop a omprehensive- sampling
plan, you do use sampling methods more often than
you may realize and regardless of how simple your
data collection effort. may be.

This means that sound principles of sampling are
important to all of us in Extension. Proper sainpl-

..s-eng l principles and rocedures should be in the
mind. of: every extension worker _whenever he is
planning or evaluating his work. In the balance of
this chapter we will discuss. some approved sampl:
ing procedu s which have found a. place in exten-
sion work.

General Definitions and Principles

Sampling is selecting a small number of units
from among the whole group concerned in such a
manner that they can be used to make estimates
about the whole group. Too often, a sample is
thought- of as consisting of only the first part of
this definition; " . . selecting a small number of
units from among the whole group concerned . ".
However, to be meaningful in statistics, and in any
evaluative effort, the sample must be drawn in
such a manner that the entire definition applies.
It is essential that " . . . in such a manner that they
can be used to make estimates about the whole
group" enters into plans for drawing the sample.
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Four steps are involved in sampling, regardless
of how elaborate the actual execution may become,
They consist of:

1., Defining the population.
2. Choosing,and executing the sampling plan.
3. DraWing conclusions based on information

extracted from the sample.
4. Inferring : onclusions back to the total popu-

lation.

t
1. DEFINE

POPULATION

o
4*,

4. INFER BACK CONCLUSIONS

The accompanying diagram illustrates this
sequence of events. The first two steps must be
involved in the planning stage; the other two con-
stitute the analysis and interpretation stage. The
soundness of the sampling plan will determine how
faithfully we can generalize from our sample back
to the population.

The population for our purpose is the total units
to be involved in our evaluation. In extension
teaching the units are generally people (homemak.
ers, club members, project participants, potential
listeners or viewers, farm and home development
families) but in statistical considerations they can
be virtually anything (trees, fruit flies, guinea pigs,
supermarkets, lumps of coal, fish, cans of corn).
Thus, our population is that group of people among
whom we are interested in noting behavior changes
resulting from, or likely to result from, our educa-
tional and organizational methods.

The educational or organizational objectives will
determine which people are to be included in the
population for a particular study. An objective
aimed at finding out what farmers learned about
dairy herd improvement practices from our teach-
ing efforts should be evaluated by surveying a
population consisting of those farmers who have



dairy herds, or expect to have dairy herds,, and
who were exposed to the learning situation.'

An objective dealing with teaching homemakers
bett9r child nutrition practices should be evaluated
in terms of a population cc nsisting of, those women
who have, or expect to have, children to feed.
Again, some criterion of exposure must be included.
An organizational objective to set up a county
extension council of local 4-H leaders has a poten-
tial population of all the local 4-H leaders in the
county.

The population should be identified at the time
the plan of work, or the organizational plan, is.
made up. If it was not done then, it must be'done
before the sample can be drawn.

The educational or organizational methods used
in attempting to accomplish the objectives usually
limit the population to a select group within the
specialized population, as well as within the total
population or the area. Although it is desirable
to reach all dairy farmers, or all homeMlikers with
children, or all local 4-H leaders, it is often impos-
sible to do so. Only those who are reachable by
means of the methods used should be included in
a population we plan to sample to provide evidence
for evaluation. 4-H Club members make up the
population being reached through 4-H Club teach-
ing methods. Only the dairy project members are
reached through dairy project work.

Before some of you take exception to the last two
statements, we will pause to consider why they were
stated so positively. For our'immediate purposes,
we have to ignore secondary. exposure. It is always,
possible that there is a larger population than The
one which we can define in terms of our objectives
and -those most likely to be directly associated in
the learning experience. This larger population
may include.friends and neighbors of the defined
population; it can include other members Of the
family and casual passers by.

However, it is so difficult to .draw this larger
boundary that we are forced to ignore it for pur-
poses of evaluation. If attempted, errors of defini-
tion could result in defective analysis and erroneous
conclusions. If we feel we must know the identity
of is larger population we can set up a separate
sun ey or study for that purpose. It is much better
to (Aerate the delayand drain on resources to make
such a survey than to hazard a guess based on the
sketchy data we may have at hand.

In your program planning you decide whom you
would like to reach or teach. By the methods you
decide to use, you identify those you should reach;
or teach. .,then, what you do as a teacher or organ-
izer, and how you do it, determine- the population
from whom you can collect evidence for evaluation.
Who is in the population, and where they are, v.
determine what methods you must employ to col-

lect the evidence you will need to evaluate your
program.

The size of the population will help us decide
whether or not a sample should be used. If it is
practical to contact the entire population, there is
no need to resort to a sample, which always intro-
duces some element of error, regardless of how
well it is handled. When we deal with the whole
population we do not have to concern ourselves
with matters of testing for the statistical signifi-
cance of our, results, or the representativeness of
our sample.

This suggests the next term we should discuss,
representativeness. This is the essential ingredient
in the last half of the definition we suggested at
the start of this chapter. It requires that the sample
from whom we get our information must be repre-
sentative of the whole population. If our sample
is to serve as a re onably accurate estimate of the
group, Onust po ss all the characteristics likely
to be encounter in the group.--The degree to ,
which/it fails t meet this criterion will be the
degree to which is likely to fail as a spokesman
for the group, and the degree to which our conclu-
sions based on the sample data may be in error.

The way you select your sample will determine
to a large degree the reliability. of your evaluation
or study. A device, methpd, or technique used in
sampling is reliable only to the degree to which the
results you get by its use approximate true condi-
tions. You may be convinced that at least some of
the people in your county actually were changed
by your teaching effort. If your sampling tech-
niques are sound, the percentage of people in your
sample that changed practices should be very near
the true percentage of all the people who changed

/ practices.
We can do two things which will contribute to

the accuracy with which our sample approximates
true 'conditions: (1) We can see that a sample of
appropriate size is drawn; and (2) we can arrange
for appropriate precautions to assure adequate
representativeness.
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Sample Size
, -

A common error in selecting samples is to take
refuge in sheer size of the sample, as though sample
size by itself can assure representativeness. Actu,
ally, size alone is no pro& of goodness or represent-
ativeness. If the sample is not representative to
begin with, size does not help at all. A sample of
1,000, improperly selected, can be less ;representa-
tive, and can provide less reliable data, than one
of 100, properly selected.

The size of the population is only par'ially,indi-
cative of the proper size for the sample The im-
portant factor for deciding on size of th, sample is



the presumed homogeniety of the people within the
population. It is obvious, then, that describing
sample size as a certain percentage or` proportion
of the pOpulation is not a realistic clue to adequacy
of sample size. In some situations, a 5-percent
sample of a small population may be too small; in
others, a 5-percent sample of a much larger popula-
tion may be adequate, or even unnecessarily large..

Proper sample size for the particular evaluation
or study depends on: (1) Desired level of statistical
accuracy, (2) costs in material and other resources,
(3) homogenietyk of the population, and (4) Ontem-
plated intensityllpf analysis.

Whenever a sample of the population rather than
the whole population is studied, .the results have
what we call. an "error," "standard error," or
"probable ,error." When used as we are using it
here, this "error" does not imply that a mistake
has been made. Rather, it serves as an estimate
of the probable limits of difference between any
result we get and the true result. The larger the
sample we use, the smaller this error factor be-
comes.
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Figure .I.Diagram showing range within which sample
percentage may fall if true percentage from total
population 'is 50by sample size.

In figure 1, the shaded area shows the range
_within which a percentage obtained through study
of a sample is most likely to fall if the true percent-
age for the population from which the sample is
drawn is 50. If the sample size is 25, and the true
percentage is 50, the percent:,.ge obtained from a
sample might be anything from 30 to 70. In other
words, the error might be as great as 20 percentage
eoints in either direction from the true figure.

With -a sample of 100, the percentage obtained
from a satriple might fail between 40 and 60 (a
possible error of 10 percents gg pointsj'. If the.
sar,ple is increased to 500, theptrcentage obtained
almost alw'ays would be expected to fall within 4.5
percentage points of the true percentage.

Percent
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If the true percentage is 10 or 50rc. this is .'-\\
the range in which sample percentage may fall
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Figure 2.Diagram shoWing range within which saniple
percentage may fall if true percentage from total
population is either 90 or I0 by sample size.

The nearer the true population percentage comes
to the extremes, TOO or 0 percent, the narrower
becomes the range of probable error in the percent-
age obtained from a sample of the population. If
sample size is 25, and the true percentageis 90, the
percentage obtained from the, sample will most
likely fall between 78 and 100.

If the true percentage is 10, the percentage ob-
tained from a sample will most likely fall between
0 and 22. This means that the error might be as
large as 12 percent. Referring back to figure 1,
it will be noted that for the same size sample (25),
the possible error is 20 percentage points when the
true percentage figure is 50.

We can conclude that the nearer the population
percentage is to 50, the nearer the probable error
range will be to that,depicted in figure 1; the nearer;
the population percentage is to either extreme, the
hearer the probabld error range will be to that
depicted in figure 2. Regardless of the size of the
true percentage, however, the larger the sample
ize is, the smaller will be the probable error.
Observe how the range narrows on each of the
figures as larger sample sizes are used.)

This consideration of the probable error factor
suggests that we cannot predict exact numbers or
percentages for our population as a result of our
observations of a' sample. However, in much of
our work, exact numbers are not vital. We are
not so concerned with the exact number or percent-
age of people who have made some desired change
in bpfavior as we are in Ikarning whether or not a
rel ively large or a comAratively small amount
or change occurred.

The cost factor includes time and labor and other
resource uses, as well as cash outlay. Since this
factor looms so conspicuously in any research or
evaluation plan, we must work with the smallest
sample we can and still feel confident of getting a
usably small margin of statistical error This de-
mands that we be especially careficl to make our
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sample as statistically representative as possible
within our size limitations.

Regardless of resource limitations, the samplb
must be large enough. to provide'' the opportunity
for all characteristics we desire to analyze to be
in the sample, or reprekntativeness «ill be sacri-
ficed and the accuracy of our conclusiorisill he
subject to question. If age, education, farming
status. nationality, distance. from town, and other
selected factors.are presumed to have bearing on
clesifed behavior change, then the sample must be
adequate to assure a strong-likelihood that most of
these characteristics will be %veil enough represent -
ed to permit a reasonable amount of subsorting
on,each of them. This means we would want most
of thp age groups represented, most of the farming
status groups represented, and so on.

.Ftirthermore, we would want reasonable assur-
ance that any special groups we desire to examine
more inensivoly will haile a sufficiently large num-
ber present so that results..of'our analyses can be
relied upon. A category containing less than 30
items have such a large probable error factor
that the findings related to it will have very
if any, predictive 1. slue. For most of our work in
Extension, a homogeneous group of 100 items will
carry an error factor small enough to allow for
reasonably confident applications of the findings.

If we''should desire to sort our category contain-
ing 100 items into subcategories (sorting the re-
spondents in ,...the selected age group.into several
level-of-edyation. nationality, or farming status
categories) we would have to use a larger sample
so that the statistical error for each category is

'within usable limits.
Such decisions regarding the amount of subsOrt-

ing ive plan to do must "be made before we draw
our sample if we want usable data. We will -find
that simultaneous sorting on more than two char-
acteristics usually require a prohibitively large
and expensive sample, unless the population is an
exceptionally homogeneous one.. However, .we- can
make tentative analyses using several sorting fact-
ors' if we hold .down the number of categories in a
classification' )older membersyounger members
rather than 0-14, 15-19, 20-34, mid so on, age
groups).

likely than, ot to resemble the poptlation from..
which it isitseeiected..

Previously, we have been avoiding the use of
"selection" in speaking of sampling. Now that we
begin using .it, we must make clear that we are
using it in a statistical sense. Actually we do not
select the sample. What ive do is decide on the
method of selection ancl leave4 final selection to
the 'method.

If the method says we -take every fifth name from
a list, starting with the second name, that is what
we do: We don't -start with the first name on the
list, or take,the sixth or fourth name once in a while
just for variety. We do not substitute or deliber-
ately on-ii? a name. .

Therejmay be occasions when such things .are
permitted, but they must be covered in the rules
agreed upon before selecting the Sample. What-
ever the justification for their use, they impair. the
randomness and representativeness of the sample
and should be-discouraged, tibleSs there are corn.-
pensating reasons for shifting from a strictly ran-
dom sample to a modified random, or purposive,
sample.,

The primary objective of random sampling is to
assure -equal opportunities for all units to be
included. It is not enough to know that certain
biasing factors have not been introduced at the
point of sample selection;.it is also necessary to
know that all parts of the population have a chance
of being included.

Our aim in drawing a sample that (will serve its
purpose in evaluation is to have one that will repre-
sent the population frem which it is drawn, Ac-
cording to Earl Houseman of the Agricultural
Marketing Service, "A representative sample is a
probability sample such that the sampling errors
and biases associated with the method of selection,
nonresponse, and estimation are known to tte suffi-
ciently Io.v to serve a useful purpose.""

Several methods of.dr,f7wing samples-by, random
selection have Jeen used in extension evaluation
work. We 'will discuss several and mention the
known limitations they place on true representa-
tiveness, along with the reasons which help justify
their use.

List SamplingOne method of sampling is to
select a group of people from a list. Through the
use of random selection methods, every person on.
the list will have just as good a chance of being
selected as another. The list "must, of course, con-
tain names of the total population in which we are
interested. This method should be used whenever
a complete list of the total population is available.

There are two favorite ways of selecting a ran-
dom sample from a ,list of names. For either
method, the names shobld be arrayd in some man-

The Representative Sample

Rand°Vsampling means selecting a sample in
such a way that each item or person in the popula-
tion being studied will have ant equal chance to be
selected. A sample chosen by random selection is
more likely to have the different charasteristics of
the population, and in the same proportions, than
any other sample you can select. If a.sample chosen
by this method also has adequate size, it is more
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ner and numbered. It makes' no difference how
they are arrayed before they are numbered, such
as alphabetically, geographically, by mailing ad-
dresses, or by clubs:

The first, and easiest, way is to select ev "nth"
name from the list. If you need one-fou of the
names on the list, you select every fourth na le;
if you need one-twentieth of the names to make
adequate sample, you select every twentieth name.

To calculate the proportion of the names tha
you will require (to determine what the "n" w 11
be), divide the number in your population by the
number you desire for your sample. Convert this
to a. fraction with a "1" for the numerator. Ex-
ample: There are 7,697 names on the list, A sample
of 350 is desired. You get approximately 22 when
you. divide 7,697 by 350. Therefore. your fraction
is 1/22 and you will need to select every 22nd name.

To determine your starting point, select a num-
ber by some random method from 1 through 22.
Use this number as the first one in your sample and
take every 22nd number from that point to
of the list.

This method meets the criterion of equal chance
as long as the original numbeg is selected in a purely
random fashion. We can resort to a table Of ran-
dom numbers to deter-mine the first number, or we
can place the numbers on separate' cards or slips
of paper and draw one from a hat.

Sometimes we -can pick this starting number in
some way which might violate slightly our repre-
sentati'veness ideal, but which will have a 'symbolic
implication for the study. We might use the day
of the month, the month of the yeat, or some other
date-baseg starting point related to the starting date
of the study. We might use the hour or minute at
the time the starting number was tricked.

Suppose we sit down at 10:45 ib the morning
with our completed list before us and with our .

sampling fraction calculated. Rather than fumble
around with preparing slips for a dfal,ving, we
night get on with our work by arbitrarily selecting
'10" as our starting number (45 would be too large
or our purposes). Then the 10th name would be
he first in our sample, the 32nd (10 plus 22) would
)e the second, and so on. .

Another method of random *lection from a list
s using a random numbers tab! These numbers
lave been assembled into tables,by purely random
neans. At the time they were put up in tables,
!ach number had an equal chance of falling in any
oosition in the tables.

To use such a table, you start anywhere on it and
ake each number which falls within the range of
umbers in your population until you have enough

0,

and include every number less than 7,698 that we
come to until we have 350 numbers. (For more
information about using random numbers tables,-,
sec reference 9.)

For long lists of names, this method is very time
consuming. However, ji is a more reliable method
than selecting every "fith" name if there is likely
to be any cyclic or patterning effect in the original
listing. Conceivably, you could wind up with all
maleS or all females if you were to draw every "nth"
name for a 25- or 50-percent sample of a member-
ship list of a young couple's home planning club.

Area SamplingMore often than not, you will
find it necessary to work wit.7.1out a complete list of
the population. In order to sample a population
whose individuals are not readily identifiable, the
system called "area sampling" has been devised.
In area sampling you choose a random' sample of
geographic areas instep:' ;`.'ridom sampling of
individuals. You base on data secur-
ed from all the individuals who live within the
selected areas, and who qualify according to your
definitiOn fOr inclusion in the population.

To set up an area sample a map of the area con-
cerned is marked off into segments which have in
them, on the average, a predetermined number of
units (farms, households, dwelling units). When-
ever possible, boundaries that are easily seen while
driving along in an automobile (township lines, rail-
road tracks, highways, streams) should be used to
bound the sampling areas. When an area is so
thickly settled that it is impossible to use easily
ttlentifiable boundaries, aerial photographs which
reveal more minute details of the landscape (fields,
farmyards, gardens, orchards)'can be used.

Before starting to mark off sampling areas, you
need to decide the number of units you wish,
have in each area. This number may be of dEy
convenient size, depending on situational and study
requirements (homogeniety of the population, de-
sired statistical accuracy of results, contemplated
detail of analysis, convenience in interviewing).

Next, you start in the upper right-hand corner
of the map and count of a number of 'units around
which you can spot identifiable boundaries. If the
number is over half as large as,-or is lesS than-halt
again as large as, the desired average number, it
can be considered a sampling area. If the number
is much smaller than the desired average, you com-
bine it with the next one you outline. If the num-
ber is much larger than the desired average, you
divide it through some means other than identi-
fiable boundaries.

Move across th map to the left-hand side, mark-
or your sample. In our example, with a popula- ing off areas as yo come to them:. Then move back
ion. of 7,697, we would use the first four columns ...----Across the map to the right-hand edge. Continue

each row, because of our 4-digit population total, this process until the complete map is marked off'



into sampling areas. Next, number these areas
consecutively, again starting in the upper right-
hand corner of the map and moving to the left, then
toward the right, an&so on, in a serpentine fashion.
When all areas are numbered, you .sample from
them just like you would from a numbered list of
names. Sampling can be carried out by either
method described under "List Sampling," although
the first method is most often used.

In those -parts of the country where the grid
system of surveying is used in the rural areas, the
section and township lines provide easily identi-
fiable boundaries for area sampling segments. In
rural ai eas in other parts of the country, and in the
more densely populate& areas, plat maps and aerial
photographs are used to advantage. You will 'find
that the major problem at this point is getting
materials which were prepared recently enough so
that you do not have to take time to bring them up
to date before you can use them.

An important advantage in using area sampling
is that your respondents are concentrated into
groups by the manner of selection. This holds down
costs associated with travel, maintenance, and
supervision of field personnel during the study.

A disadvantage is that, in order to hold the statis-
tical error down to a usable point, a larger total
number of people will need to be included in the
sample. The geographic areas themselves are con-
sidered the sampling units_ for determining statis-
tical error. For example, if 65 geographic areas
which include 325 respondents are covered in a
survey, 65 is considered the sample size, and not
the 325.

_Grid or Random Point Sampling Another
method of sampling geographic areas is to use a
"spot" method. One way is to lay a grid over your
map and choose the units located at or nearest to
the points where the lines cross: You might also
use the segments marked off by, the grid as areas,
number them, and select from among them by
using a table of random numbers or some more
arbitrary way. You will run into a problem of
identification here,- however, as you will with any
system which does not make use of conspicuous
natural or man-made landmarks.

Yet another way is to put a number of dots, hit
or miss, over a piece of transparent paper and lay
it over the map. You can use these points as cen-
ters of sample areas of predetermine& size, or you
can take the "n" units living closest to this point
to be your respondents.

Eat? t'-these methods can be deficient in repre-
sentativetess if the population is ctkely to be spotty
in the way in which characteristics are distributed"
throughout the area. However, there is a- known
probability ratio for being included at each stage
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al the screening process, so they qualify on strictly
statistical grounds.

Group SamplingSampling groups of people
instead oqiindividuals can be done by using- the
same principles that are used in area sampling. In
extension files we have all kinds of lists by clubs,
both membership and mailing lists. We can use
the mailing lists to classify people into the geo-
graphic areas (such as townships) in which they
live. Then we can interview all the people who live
in designated areas, instead of the entire member-
ship.

If this still leaves us with too large a sample to
question, we can sample within the areas by re-
assembling the lists by areas and drawing a frac-
tional sample from each in the manner suggested
earlier for straight list sampling. This is an ex-
ample of double-stage sampling.'" Other stages
can be set up, and often are, but they add immense-
ly to the complexity of the study and should be held
down as much as possible.

Using the group sampling technique, we can
study club effectiveness by stu'dying representative
clubs, or club members located in representative
areas of the county or State.- The technique works
equally well for checking on acceptance rates of
recommended farm practices and for observing
most kinds of behavior change in relation to the
extension teaching practices used.

Unfortunately,, this technique increases statistical-
error, but it decreases cost. If we have reason to
believe that differences are as great within groups
as between them or, conversely, t'nt one group is
apt to be very much like another in regard to the
matter under Consideration, we can use larger
groups for sampling units, thus saving even more
time and other resources.

As with area sampling, it costs more when a
sample of 5 individuals is chosen at random from
each of 20 groups chosen at random (yielding a
sample of 100). However, the resulting sample pro-
vides more statistically accurate data than does a
sample of 10 individuals chosen at random from
each of 10 groups chosen at random (also yielding
a sample of 100).

Stratified SamplingThus far we have described
sampling methods aimed at bringing into the sample"
all characteristics of the people in the same propor-
tions as in the total population. However, if the
sample is small, it is possible that characteristics
belonging to small groups within the population
may be omitted. In order to be sure that certain
especially important characteristics get included in
the sample, some method of stratification is recom-
mended.

Stratified sampling involves dividing the total
population into several separate populations in



such a way that these populations are different in
regard to selected known characteristics (age, farm-
ing status, size of city). If the purpose. of using a
stratified sample is to assure that certain character-
istics are included in the sample in proper propor-
tion. the same sampling fraction is used for each
stratum (each separate population).

If the purpose of using a stratified sample is to
obtain records from ,enough, individuals having
specified degrees of certain characteristics so that
these subtypes can be studied separately, a differ-
ent 'sampling fraction can be use.1 for each stratum.
Whereas one-twentieth of one of the strata may pro-
vide an adequate size sample. it may require one-
third of another stratum to provide the same size
sample.

This technique is used very frequently in studies
involving farm operators. We rea.lize how widely
farm operations vary in size, and we also realize
that behavior of farm operators on the different
sized holdings is likely to differ as widely. To be
sure of adequate numbers of 'respondents with
operations in the different size categories, we set
up several different sampling fractions. We might
have to use all the very largest operators in the
area (1/1 fraction). A 1/10 fraction might do for
operators with holdings in the middle range.
Among the much more numerous small or subsist-
ence operators, a 1/106 fraction might be adequate.

When this method is used, data from the different
strata cannot be assembled by simple addition for
purposes of obtaining totals for the population.
Data from each stratum first must be weighted
according to sampling fraction tised. In our farm
operator sample, we would have to invert the frac-
tion for each stratum, convert it to a whole number,
and multiply- by this term, before adding up to get
population totals. We would count our large oper-
ator data as observed, but we would have to multi-
ply Sour middle range operator data by 10 and our
small operator data by 100 before totalling.

Aidgment Sampling

. The sampling methods we have been describing
depend on objeCtive procedures Which should re-
sult in fairly representative samples (everyone in
the population has an equal or known chance of
being selected). There are occasions, however,
when you might find it better for your purposes to
choose a sample on the basis of what you believe it
should tcontain. In so doing, you hand-pick each
individual to go into the sample, .deliberately mak-
ing 'up what you feel is a sample representative of
the population from which it is chosen.

Yates, the English statistical authority,_ has this
to say about this method:

. "The ideal which is aimed at in sampling is to

make the sample as representative as possible, so
that measurements or observations on it can be
taken as virtually equivalent to similar measure-
ments on the whole population. The fact that this
ideal is in the mind of the sampler when taking the
sample naturally influences his selection if he has
any freedom of choice. Most samplers when select-
ing a representative sample will deliberately reject
abnormal material, or -if they feel. that the sample
should be-representative of the abnormal as Well as
the normal will deliberately balance up the differ-
ent categoHes abnormally.

"Unfortunately the sampler's claims to be able
to select 'a representative sample' by personal
judgment are largely unfounded, and his selection
is in fact subject to r arts of biases, psychological
and physical. To avoiu these biases and to provide
an estimate of the representativeness of the sample,'
i.e., of the 'sampling error', more rigorous processes
of selection has been devised."12

Houseman comments: "It is reasonable to expect
that judgment samples will usually be selective in
the direction of what the mind regards as the More
important elements or in the direction of the less
obscure elements. It is also reasonable to expect
in general that the variability would be less within
judgment samples than within the whole popula-
tion; if so, this would mean that distributions based
on judgment samples might be seriously distorted
. . . Judgment samples naturally look good to the
-person who made the selection, but since a sample
cannot be appraised by its-looks, judgment samplers
are likely to have erroneous, impressions of the
accuracy of their samples."5

Limiting the Population to Study Size

Within certain populations, especially when vari-
ability is great, it may be advisable to define the
population in such detail that all or nearly all of
the me bers of the population which have the
desired haracteristics must be included in the
survey. n such cases, sampling, as defined tn this
chapter, is neither necessary nor appropriate. If
you shoUld wish to study 14-year.:old, 1st-year 4-H
Club members in a county; you would seldom find
enough of them to -make up a population large
enough to sample. You would have to use all of
them.

We must remind ourselves constantly that, as a
result of narrowing the population to study size,
we can apply the findings only to the group we
have studied. Comparisons with similar 'groups of
14-year-old, 1st -year 4-H Club members in other
counties may be made, but only with due allowances
for differences in environmental elements of the
different locales. We can draw no direct inferen-C,es
to another or larger group or population. Anyone
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who .desires to use such data for purposes of coin-
_

parison must be made aware of these limitations,
and should use them, if at all, only after careful
consideration and interpretation.

Testing the Sample

\Ve have statistical formulas for determining
whether or not a sample is of adequate size to
accomplish the objective for which it is drawn. We
also have checks on representativeness. We can
use the following methods quite effectively in
extension evaluation.

If the population to be studied is a class of people
for whom information is available from census
sources, we can check data from the study against
comparable census data. Sometimes, when infor%
mation requested for census purposes may not be
relevant to our particular evaluative effort, we may
,ask a few census-type questions, anyway, so that we
can have data to check with census materials to
get a line on the representatiVeness of our sample.

Another test for adequacy is to draw from the
.population several other samples of approximately
the same size as the given sample. Then we can
compare the results for the different samples. Un-
fortunately, this can become prohibitively expen-
sive. A more economical technique with the same-
objective is to-divide the sample into two parts,and
compare,the results.

However, even when such are .used, they do not
serve as a complete check on representativeness.
Of greatest importance is the assurance that ex-,
treme care has been taken in following the sample
selection method, in obtaining information from
the total sample, and in collecting information in
such a way that biases and errors are minimized.

Summary

Most evaluation problems require sampling. in
some form. For that reason, we have devoted this
chapter in our methodology section to a discussion
of what sampling is and hoW it works.

After some basic definitions and a. rundown of
the four steps involved in a typical sampling.prob-
lem; we discussed several ways to san'iple and men-
tioned some,of the conveniences and shortcomings
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of each. We included some of the more approved
methods, as well as several which may have to be
used when conditions will not permit an entirely
objective sampling. plan. We stressed, he import-
ance of size and representativeness in a sarriple and
suggested some ways to check on each.

We discussed how probability or chance enters.
into the rationale of inferring from a sample to a
population, Without going into the mechanics of,
statistical Computation, we commented. on the im-
portance of fusing statistical tests for probable
error and reliability.,
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Chapter XI

METHODS. OF' COLLECTING DATA
Gtomp,

Up to thiS point we have been discussing the
objectives. of the evaluation, evidence of the objec-
tives. and the persons or population from whom or
about whom we will collect the evidence. In this
chapter we will discuss methods for collecting the
evidence or data..

The method of collecting the data should never
determine what we collect. The most important
point is to be sure of exatly what information we
need to meet the requirements of the study. The
person conducting the evaluation then needs to
decide what is the most practical way to collect the
data. 'Ile needs to consider the type of device he
will need to get zi record of evidence._ kle will also
also need to consider the conditions under which
he will have to work, and other demands on his
time. budget and other resources.

Methods of Collecting Data

1. Mail questionnaires. .

2. Personal-interview., schedules. usually used
while 'interviewing people in their homes.

3. Distributed questionnaires and ,checklists
all kinds..

4. Group interviews.
5. Case studies.
6. Systematic observation procedures, ..

7. Systematic studies of available records.
.8. Tape recorded interviews, discussions or

panels.

Considerations Which Influence
Selection of Method

The objectives of the study.
2. The type of device that might be used to' ob-

tain evidence.
3. The -respondents from whom you will need

to get thedata:
a. Where and' how can they best be reached

at home, through,The Mail, at meetings, or
elsewhere?

b. Will they represent a !sample of the tolz..1
population which the extension worker has
attempted to reach?

4. The resources you hzive available.
a. Your timedemands of other work.

b. The time of others wno will also work on
the study.

c. The time it will require of the respondent,
the person who is to angwer.the questions
or give the information.

c!. Money available for supplies, 'stenographic
and statistical help, travel, subsistence.

5. The advantage and limitations of each method.

Analysis of Each Method

In selecting the method to use in collecting data,
the evaluator needs to analyze each method to see
whether or not it will provide him with valid and
,reliable information. Each method has its advan-
tages and limitations. These should be taken into
consideration in making decisions. Let us first
takb up the mail questionnaire.

The Mail QuestionnaireThis is sent to respond-
ents who fill it out aid return it by mail. Before
deciding to use this method, there are (-Alain ques-
tions.' which we need to consider.

I. Can the questions on the objectives of study
be fitted to a mail questionnaire?

2. Can the question$ be stated in a clear and
understandable fashion without further .ex-
planation?

3. What about the people returning them; are
cithey representative of the group with whom
we have been working or of the "population"?

4. What about response rates?

Advantages-of the mail questionnaire:
I. It is an easy, quick and relatively inexpensive

method of obtaining data, especially when
compared to a personal interview designed to
secure the same information.

2. It can be planned fo reach a wide geographic
distribution of people including some quite
inaccessible people, provided that their ad-
dresses 'are known:

3. It is useful in reaching a relatively homogen-
eous, fairly well-educated group.

4: It is well adaptethfor reaching specific groups
such as dairy farmers, poultrymen, or home-
makers who belong to organized home demon-
stration groups.



5. It can be free of any interviewer bias; but not
necessarily instrument bias.

Limitations of the mail questionnaire:
1. The questionnaire must be short.

It is difficult to obtain detailed qualitative
answers or to know precisely what the re-
sponses mean,. ..,

3. There little control over completeness of
answers; when the eftsporidents don't under,.
stand or don't want to say, they may just
leave out the answers to .a question.

4. Those who reply may not be typical members
of the list; those who have made changes in
practices or who are especially interested or
who are especially opposed to the ideas pre-
sented are the more likely to reply.

5. Questionnaires should be returned from
everyone in the sample. This usually requires
f011owup. It takes time to write followup let-
ters. to make telephone ,calls and to call up
respondents who fail to reply.

Personal interview SchedulesThese schedules
are filled in by an enumerator or repert6r. This
!method is used in a more formal type of study in
which an interviewer calls on a ,sample of people.
The interviewers are .usually neighboring county
extension workers, State extension workers, and
lay people, such as extension committee members.

Advantages of personal interview method:
1. The people who participate have an opportun-

ity to observe and study situations and condi-
tions: they talk directly with people and get
their reactions to practices and programs.

2. The personal interview method usually yields
a high percentage of returns, as 'most people
are willing to cooperate.

3. The interviewer has an opportunity to explain
questions to respondent.

4. Complete answers to all questions can usually
he obtained. This contributes' to statistical
accuracy, validity and reliability.

Limitations of the personal interview method:
1. Transportation costs and time .required in a

large area may make the personal interview
method impracticable. For example, good
enumerators, unless volunteers, can demand
very good salaries. An enumerator might be
tied up several hours on a single interview.
Unless the interviewers are properly trained
and supervised, the data recorded may be in-
accurate and incomplete. A few poor enum-
erators (.1ti Aas the study.

3. It is usuall claimed that costs per interview
are higher than when mail questionnaires are
used. This may not he true if the area to be

covered is not too great. The personal follow-
up of the mail questionnaire in order to secure
records needed may run the cost as. high as
for pc..sonal interviews.

Distributed Questionnaires or ChecklistsThese
instruments are often used interchangeably. They
are usually handed directly to the respondents in-
dividually or in groups. Respondents answer the
questions and hand them back to the person con-
ducting the evaluation.

Respondents are asked to record thbir answers
to questions by checking or otherwise indicating
their selection from a list of statements. These
are usually distributed:

1. To all persons in a group or in attendance at
a meeting, to be filled out at the meeting.

2. To a sample of people who are participants in
a group or 'meeting, but to he filled out at
home.

3. To leaders who:ask their neighbors or men-
hers of the group for information.

These small report forms are used ext-ftsively
in home demonstration work. They are used to
collect. evidence of progress madeusually prac-
tices adoptedfor use in program planning and in
writing the annual report.

Advantages of the distributed questionnaire:
1. The questions have a definite relation to rec-

ognized goals,or objectives.
2. The cost is small and they are easy to admin-

ister.
3. They are, easy to complete.
4., They provide a quick N'ray of surveying the

group.
5. When 'used before and after a meeting or a

Series of meetings, they can be used as in-
terest getters.

6. If.filled out in a meeting, they can be used as
a basis for discussion and can indicate the
next steps in program planning. (People in-
volved in filling out the forms are also usually
involved in program planning process.)

7. They can also be used as attention holders and
indicators of action.

Limitations of the distributed questionnaire:
1. The people who fill out these forms are usual-

ly participants in the program and know the
objectives and may be inclined not to be
critical of the existing program.

2. These report forms may center attention on
"practices adopted" rather than on other
kinds of behavioral changes.

3. Participants in groups in an area are not
usually representative of all people in the
area. Therefore, it is better to intercifiek.v a
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cross section of people in the area if we desire
to measure changes made by others than those
in the organized group. In other words:these
individually distributed questionnaires -tend
to measure progress only of those who partici-
pate in the program.

4. They are usually on single topics and there-
fore cover only a limited field of study.

Group InterviewsThe leader of the study pre-
sents a questionnaire to a group of people assembl-
ed in one place. Each person in the group is asked
to record his or her answers to the question as it
is read. To secure an adequate cross section, those
people interviewed must be carefully selected so
as to secure representative samples of the people
about which generalizations are to be made.

Advantages of group interviews: (Advantages. are
similar to those of the individually distributed
questionnaires.)

1. If the persons in the group are homogeneous
and if the persons attending the meeting are
representative, data are easily and readily
obtained.

2. There is very little costeasy to administer,
very little travel, a small crew can do the job.

3. Speedythe whole interview can be conduct-
ed in a very brief time.

4. There will be few refusals.
5. The questions can be used as a basis for dis-

cussion and can help toward program plan-
ning, as well as to hold or get interest.

Limitations of group interviews: (Limitations are
similar to those of the individually distributed ques-
tionnaires.)

1. The replies may be unconsciously or other-
wise influenced by those with strong opinions
veer group bias). 'Since you ,want indepen-
dent judgments, discussion. should be diScour..-
aged .during the interview.
The people attending a particular meeting are
seldom representative of the entire group.

3. The questionnaire used for group interviewing
is 'usually short and therefore can cover only
a limited field of study.

Case StudiesThese can be studies of one or a
few individuals or cases, chronological report of
the development of a project or activity, or a story
of an individual family. Frequently they are re-
ports of concrete events which are vivid, convincing
stories of the effects of a program. They may con-
stitute important evidence, f properly assembled.

Advantages of case studies:
1. They give concreteness and reality to prob-

lems and solutions.
2. They present the situation, reveal import-
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ance of human factors in organization, show
the difficulty of problems as they evolve.

3. Often a case study will bring out important
factors which are assumed to be general
knowledge and for t at reason go unmention-
ed by respondents 1, interviewed by other
methods.

4. They may show how decisions are made.
5. They show the importance of timing.
6. They show the continuity of development and

how the project or activity unfolds.
7. They bring out the problems as .they arise,

how these problems were solved, and how the
mistakes were made.

8. They afford an opportunity to study a process
minutely and to discover its strengths and
weaknesses.

9. They are effective in serving as springboards
to further thought and considerationa good
teaching device.

10. They show Extension's contribution in help-
ing to solve problems.

Limitations of case studies:
1. Case studies may give particularized data,

they may emphasize the unique.
2. They may provide data on only 1 or ?Aspects

of a problem, and not on all relevant aspects.
3. A case- study is only onespse; unwarranted

generalizations may be made.
4. They are time consuming and require training

and experience in observing, recording and
writing.

Systematic Observation ProcedureThis rnethA
is used during visits to homes or -farms. Observa-.
tion of practices which have been recommended
for the area are observed and recorded in some
systematic manner.

Advantages of systematic observation:
1. The worker knows the recommended prac-

tices.
2. He can observe to what extent they are being

adopted.
3. He can have them listed on an observation

sheet and check them off. This avoids hit or
miss observation.

4. He gets firsthand information.
5. He .can obtain permanent record information

at. the same time to supplement his observa-
tions.

6. Progress can be shown.

Limitations of systematic observation:
1. The observer may use his own valuesattri-

bute importance to what he thinks is signifi-
caAt. An objectiVe checi.c. Sheet helps to --re-
vent this.



2. It is difficult to separate observation from in-
terpretation, /

3. Enumerator as only his intuition to tell him
what is representative.

4. Costly when much information must be col-
lected.

5. Impractical to do for much information.
6. Details important for analysis may be omitted.

Systematic Study of Available Records-4-H Club
project records and farui and home development
records are frequent sources for this kind of analy-
sis. An analysis of .records and reports involves
much more than recording, tabulating and report-.
ing.

Advantages of records analysis:
1. Data can be obtained directly from the rec-

ords without going through a field survey or
some form of interviewing.

2. This may take the time of justgOne person.
3. They are reliable if the records have been

carefully kept.
4 They provide information from-the: past ,which,

could not be collected today.

Limitations of records analysis:
1. Records may be carelessly kept and incom-

plete.
Records may not be from a represent-alive
sample of the population}.

3. Often there is no opportunity to make checks
on accuracy of entries.

4. Records may lack comparability and, 'there-
fore, be difficult to analyze.

1. Agent alone, or with other agents from home
county.

2. Agents from another county.
3. Agents and lay people.
4. Agents, lay people, and State staff personnel.
5. Agents, lay people, State staff, and Federal

staff personnel.

, When Will the Information Be Collected ? It is
'desirable to decide considerably in advance the
exact period that will be covered byllhe studythe
month or season, a specified time after the work
has bee.ii taught or the actiVitv completed. The
evaluation should be planned so as to avoid heavy
work seasons of farm people.

When the information is to b&: collected depends
also on the other jobs that must be done in the
evaluation and the time that must be allowed for
each job.' Very early in our planning we should
work out a detailed schedule spelling out, (1) jobs
to be done, (2) when each job is to be done, and
(3) ho is. responsible.

Wher ill .ttle Study Be Made?Step-by-step
development of plans have been oovarefl-up to this
point. The method used in collecting data, and
from what people, will determine where the study
is to be made.

Summary

The Methods of collecting data should not 4ter-
mine what to collect. Information or evidence
needed to meet the requirements of the study is
of first importance. The method 'used to obtain
evidence depends on the kind of evidence you need
and on the resources you have to collect it.

Some methods of collecting,data are: Mail ques-
tiorhizies, personal-interview schedules, cbeck.lists
of afi kinds, group interviews, case studies, syste-
matic observation procedures and studies of avail-
able records.

Planning to Carry Out the jEvaluation

We have discussed seven different methods of
collecting data. Deciding on the data collecting
method does not end our decision making action,
however. We need to decide not only on the
method of collecting data but also who will be re-
sponsible for gathering the information, when the
work will be clone, and where it will be done.

Who Will Be Involved in Gathering the Informa-
tion?This varies with the type of information
wanted and the method used in collecting data. If
a mail questionnaire is to -be used, only the county
agent may be involved. However, lay people should
he involved in -planning the evaluation and when-
ever possible should, be used rn collecting informa-
tion.

An important value resulting from a study is the
training and experience gained by participants.,
The people who are involved in the development
anr! execution of a program should be involved
its evaluation. These may be:
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Chapter XII

INTERVIEWING

mrs.frwelt Fesnenden

Thro\ighout the process of developing a study
plan we have to- keep in mind how the 'information
will be collected. In this chapter we will discuss
interviewing as a. method of collecting data. A
good interviewing job cannot salvage a poorly -dam
signed study but poor interviewing can lessen the
value of a well-planned study.

' We need to know 'what kind of interviewers we
will have before we can decide how involved to
make our plans for collecting data.

.

We must know whether interviewers will, serve
without pay or will expect to be paid, and how
much, before we can make estimates of costs for
the study. We must know how many we will use
before wean estlikte low long the data collecting
.phase is likely to take, and whether or not we will
be able to handle supervisory details without assist-
ance.

An interview is asontact by an investigator with
a person for the purpose of securing specific infer-
mation. It can take 'place in a face-to-face setting
with the interviewer asking questionS and recording
the answers he receives from the respondent. It
can occur in a modified- race-to-face setting where
the interviewer asks for information from a group
of. people. With this
will record their answer
interviewer will be cone
Hying statements and stn
respOiiSer I'.

-A third type-of contact
phone, wherein the inter
from ,the respondent via t
themon some sort of tall

Most of us in Extension
interviewing at one ormot e of th
it is so casual that we do' not think
viewing, and may give no serious thou
ating the answers. Occasionally, Though, we spot-

A- check some phase of 'our work by interviewing
mumbers of our clientele, and in a while we
enter upon full, blowi evaluation problems requir-
ing organized intervi wingplans.

In addition to supply ng us with the information
we need for our work, personal -interviewing gives
us a better understanding of the people with whom
we work and of the community in which ,our work,

rrangement, respondents
in some. manner and the

rned, primarily, with clar-
iving for completeness of

be

is by means of the tele-
viewer solicits 'answers
e.telephone and records
sheet or schedule.

a good amount of
e levels. Often

f it as inter-
ht .to evalti-
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lies. This is most true of the more personalized
forms, but is proportionately so for all forms of
interviewing, All too frequently, however, we do
not give much thought about how to do it properly,
or to recognize all the occasions when interviewing
may be used to advantage.

Major Kinds of Interviews

Proper collection of data by means of interviews
is a very important tool in research.

As we discovered while discussing other tech-
niques used in evaluation, those we can use fur
interviewing also are varied, and equally subject
to complicating factors and limitations. We will
talk about the three major kinds of interviewing.,
that can be used to advantage in Extension and
mention some of their advantages and disadvan-
tages.

Face-to-Face InterviewThis is the most per-
sonal level of interviewing and, because of the one-
intervietar-Dne-respondent pattern, it is the most
expensive.. It is more time consuhling to make the
individual lime visits. Although there are occa-
sionS when it is possible to get the respondent to
conic to _your office to be interviewed, most of the
time you have to go to him.

Original transportation costs are greater per re-
spondent, and several trips may be necessary, before
the prospective respondent is contacted and the
'interview is secured. There is also th:. strain of
repeating the processes of gaining admittance and
establishing rapport (making the respondent want
to cooperate). .

To compensate for the heavy drain on resources
reqtiired by personal interviews, there are several
convincing advantages; The interviewer may be
able to keep his respondent interested and atten-
tive for a longer period of time by changing the
pace or taking a conversational break whenever he
observes signs of declining enthusiasm. This is
difficult to do in r group situation or during a tele-
phone interview.

A personal, visit provides the intery
chance to observe personal reaction
Much more enlightening than the v
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alone. ?le is in a better position to note resistance
and May be able to discover \reasons and deal with
them mere easily in a personal setting.

Even though some people' may respond more
readily to a telephone interview,- the interviewer
has more opportunities to establish friendly rela-
tions during a face-to-face visit: A smile, -a com-
ment on something visible, a personalized word of
praise, an expectant attitude, all can be used by an
alert interviewer to draw out an answer from a
reluctant respondent.

Telephone Inter ,lewThe telephone interview
may be very useful for certain .purposes. If the
interview schedule is relatively brief, we can assem-
ble complete and accurate information in this
manner. However, it is not so effective when
"thought" questions are employed or when data
which maKnot be readily.available are required. In
exceptional cases, and when skilled workers are
:)perating, it is possible. to keep a respondent inter-
ested and attentive fora half hour or more.

If the respondent happens to 'be a member of a
club, or some other group which is sponsoring the
study, and already is familiar with the purposes
for which the daja are being collected, she may
respond quite satisfactorily to a telephone inter-
view. In situations such as this, when good rapport
previously has been, established, telephone- inter-
viewing can be quite effective, and the time and

.money savings become importchrt inducements-.to
decide on this method. In general, though, tele-
phone interviews are not so desirable for long,
tedious ,interviews, regardless Of how vi'ar- pport
has been established. Then; too; the valuek ecru-
ing from personal observations are lost, an it is
not so easy to discover and overcome. >' ,a1 reasons
for reluctance in answering.

Group Interview:This techiiique is not tc.: be
; confused,,'ith `rout; counseling or group therapy,
4,!ertainly' no: with group discussion. Essentially,
it is A device for shortening the data-collecting
phase to a minimum: In this procedure, the inter-
viewer ,zssembles his prospective respondents in',U
a single group or series of groups, and explains the
purposes of the study to them.

He gives necessary instruc ons and explains
questions which may not be c ar. Then the indi-
vidm. s fill out the form. ev may be asked to
answer each question sim ltaneously, with the in-.
terviewer commenting on each as they come to it,
or -;.,cri respondent can oil: at his own spee and
turn in his schedule when he has worked th ough
it to his satisfaction.

in addition to setting up the interview and mak-
ing initial explanations tl.k: interviewer is there to
provide whatever help he can in assure c:omplete-
and usable record forms. If he is interested in
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having all of the. respondents deal with the same
question at the same time, he should arrange for
assistants to circulate among the group to aid those
who are having difficulty with the meaning of ques-
tions and to encourage them to answer all ques-
tions. The interviewer should discourage conver-
sation which might lead to pooling of answers.
which means getting one set of answers repeated
several times rather_ than several different sets
of answers.

The obvious advantage of .the method lies in the
savings of time and transportation expenses. Then,
too, the same preliminary explanatory remarks will
serve for the entire group. Some of the more ob-
vious trouble spots also can be cleared up collec-
tively. 44A third factor is that there should be little
or no difficulty connected with gaining admittance,
establishing rapport.< dealing with refusals.

If the meeting is called for the specific purpose
of filling out the schedule, or if the members know
the interview is to be an item on the agenda, they
will come knowing the purpose of the meeting and

prepared to cooperate. Similar reactions may
be expected from a selected sample which has
agreed to assemble for purposes of supplying the
information you need.

41
Limitations of the effectiveness of group inter-

viewing are related, (1) to reluctance of respondents
to ask about points which.are not clear to them, (2)
to their overwillingness to skip the difficult (very
likely the most important) questions, and (3) to the
pooling problem already mentioned. There is less
opportunity to probe for reasons for "yes-no". or
"agree-disagree" answers, so requests for free ret
sponse or essay type ansv. ers are not productive.

Responsibility of the Interviewer

The interviewer has a decidedly important part
in the successful comRletion of a piece of research.
On him falli; the responsibility for actually contact-
ing the respondents and collecting the data. A
good device for collecting evidence' can be made
worthless in the hands of an inefficient or irrespon-
sible interviewer. Because his part is so vital in
any research project requiring interviewers,. his
selection and training are important steps in the
research process.

Before interviewers are selected you should have
a clear picture of what their duties will be and what
will be expected of them. The interviewers should
also understand their responsibilities and be will-
ing to accept them. This knowledge will help you
rule out obvious misfits, and suitable training
should make the others able to carry out their
assignments in adequate fashion. We can think of
several personal and professional responsibilities
of our interviewers. We will discuss each briefly.



1. 'Maintain a neat personal appearanceAs your
interviewers represent both you and the age\licy
which is sponsoring you. it-is best that they serV
as good representatives. For this reason. yob\
should try to get pleasant appearing. neat persons \
to serve as interviewers. They stiould-dress appro-
priately for the season and -the environment in
which they will be working. They should be clean
and not given to offensive habits or mannerisms.

2. Locate the respondent, get the facts, and re-
cord them The interviewer must be familiar
enough with the area to which he is assigned to
locate the proper respondents -according to the
sampling .plan for the study, or he must learn how
to use the map of the area. If a.person to be inter-
viewed is not -available, he should report the fact
to his supervisor. Under ho circumstances should
tie make substitutions without authorization.

A. prospective' respondent is not dropped from
the study or substituted for merely because he is
not at home at the time of the initial'call. If it is
(yerrnineA that he will be away for the duration
of the fiele. work period, that he is ill, or that he
will not be available for some other reason, it may
be necessary to list him as "not available" or to

Iihstitute for him according to the prearranged
plan. 'Several calls may he necessary to locate a
person or to complete an interview with him if he
works, away from home or is busy.

An interviewer must make every effort to obtain
adequate and objective answers to all questions.
Incomplete schedules and partial answers tend to
destroy she randomness of a sample and make study
-findings less useful. The interviewer should have
a persona. desire to make every contact fruitful.
Notations should be legible, and as complete as
necessary for others. to understand. Researchers
can help interviewers by doing a good job of orient-
ing them to the study and by providing them with
good instruments (questionnaires, schedules).

3. Be considerate, and hOnest with respondents
Because your interviel,vet must be able to think on
his feet and be able to adjust to the situation with
little or no foreknowledge of what it may be, it is
desirable that he be an intelligent and understand-.
ing person: He must deal in an honest and forth-
right manner with all respondents, .but he must
know when to say gracefully that he cannot answer
a question. However, questions about the purposes
of the study should be .answered frankly.

4. Understand the purposes of the studyThe
good interviewer realizes that to do his job right
and to have a personal feeling of satisfaction in
doing it, he must know what the study is about.
what its objectives are, and why the particular
questions are being asked. When he understand
these points thoroughly, he finds it easier to gain
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an inner conviction that the study is worthwhile,
and also finds it easier to transmit that feeling to
his associates and respondents. Similarly, he finds,
that his work becomes more effective and more
enjoyable.

5. Be thoroughly familiar with the instruments
It is very important that an interviewer study and
understand very thoroughly the forms upon which
answers are to be recorded. Once he has gained
personal- understanding, he can transpose the tech-
nical language of the project outline into, easily
understood and meaningful language for his re-
spondents.

He can gain the desired degree of familiarity by
careful attention during the training phase. and by
asking questions to clear up points which fie does
not understand completely. When he knows the
"why's" as well as the "what's" of his assignment,
he can do a better job of anticipating questions of
respondents and of having answers ready for them.

6. Follow sampling instructionsThe interview-
er must realize that considerable thought is given
to identifying the people he is to interview, and
that he has no authority to take liberties with the
sampling Plan or instructions for its use. ,Once he
is assigned certain persons to contact, it becomes
his duty to locate those persons and to do all that
is in his power to secure the information.

If there are goad reasons why he cannot carry
out the plan, he should report the fact, and explain
why, so that proper corrective measures may- be
applied. He must realize that he can make the
situation worse instead of better by acting on his
own initiative rather than checking with his super-
visor for further instructions.

7. Ask questions eicactly as writtenThe .nter-
viewer must realize the difficucity -which lies in de-
signing "a question which ;neans the same thing to'
everyone. At the same time he must realize is
not wise to modify questions at any time. Even if
the respondent appears to grasp a different mean-
ing than the one he believes a questions contains,
he is not at liberty to interpret the question to get
what he considers to be the proper answer.

Although the interviewer is encouraged to urge
the respondent to think-and to answer completely,
he is not authorized to direct the thinking of the
respondent in any way. He nullifies the purpose
of the study if he rephrases questions, suggests
things to consider, asks leading follow-up questions,
or does anything but encourage the respondent to
think for himself.

8. Check' work fort-completepess
record It rm should be turned in by 14:. viewer
until,he has checked it thoroughly for c(;:ilideteness
and accut-acy. It is most effective when done im-



. mediately after the'interview, either before leaving
1-the respondent or before going on to the next one.

Editing should be very thoyough at this stage.
If the respondent seems to be anxious to have

the interviewer leave, the interviewer may thank
him warmly for'his cooperation and make his check
iii the car. However, he is in a better position to

`make corrections and completions if lie makes the
check before leaving. Ordinarily, :I remark, like
"You have been most cooperative. Do you mind
if I glance over this form to see that I have evey-
thing?" take the pressure off the respondent
and make him .happy.to let the interviewer read
through the -form before leaving. It may even
prompt him to volunteer. ni(ve useful information.

Se:-,cting'and Training Interviewers

Extension research usually is conducted under
the leadership of extension personnel. For the
Most part, data collecting is done by extension
workers and lay leaderAbSometimes, experiment
station and other research persons from land-grant
institutions are involved. It is rarely the case that
professional research organizations are employed
to do research for Extension.

Suggestions that follow will, for the Most part,
be directed toward the untrained interviewer. More
than likely, these will be county level extension per-
sonnel or local leaders. Extension personnel do
not receive extra pay for such tasks and local lead-
ers-are ordinarily not paid for their services.

The absence of direct economic motivation sug-
gests two possible limitations on the effectiveness
of interviewing by such persons. For one thing,
strict attendance and punctuality cannot be -de-
manded of interviewers and, for another, there
may be less -feeling of responsibility on the part of
volunteers.- However, we in Extension have been
very successful on many occasions in the use of
volunteer lay leaders and 'county extension person-
nel in our research teams.

Interviewing is best done by 'people who are in-
terested in doing the job, and are willing to main-
tain an objective approach. Before agreeing to
help With a study, anyone offering his services .as
an interviewer should feel reasonably certain that
he will have enough free time to stay with the job
until it is completed.

You should mention the probable duration of the
work when you make inquiries about interviewers.
You should includt. time for training and other
orientation activities, as well as time for doing the
interviews. You should allow no one to participate
in data collection for the study who does not par-
ticipate in the training phase, anti who is not will-
ing to assume all proper responsibilities of inter-
-viewers.

For most studies, you can work lay leaders into
your interviewing plans with little difficulty. 'You
have no housing problem with them and the trans
portation problem is minimized. They ._probably
know the area quite well and know how to get
around in it.

They are more likely to have a personal interest,
in the outcome of the -tudY and may be in a posi
tion to capitalize" on the findings. If properly
cautioned, they can be counted- on to get accurate
information.

9
Their familiarity with the local scene

can be used to advantage in identifying and locat-
ing respondentS.

Regardless of ,experience, all interviewers re--
aquire a certain mount of training for a specific

tresearclf- undertaking. The inexperienced inter-
viewer will require more training in the general
philosophy and., discipline of interviewing. but all
of them will require orientation for the particular
research probletn, and experience in dealing with
the specific researceinstruments which will be
used.

We recommend that all interviewers be given
training in six areas, with the intensity'of the traih-
ing-in each area to Liepend on the experience level
of the interviewers for the particular study. The
suggested areas are: (1) Background and purposes
of the .study, (2) sampling ,procedures and how to
apply them, (3) interviewing procedures and tech-
niques to be used, (4) familiarization with the re-
search instruments to be used, (5) experience in
filling in and editing Ow record ferm. ank, (6)
experience in asking the questions. An .actual
field test to follow the tra....ing session is. very
effective in !linking the transition from theory to
reality.

Almost invariably the length of time that can be
deyoted to training the research' team is limited.

'This necessitates careful planning and efficient use
of time. , A minimum-of six hours is recommended
for larger studies, although a 1(inger period, is de-
sirable:

It is a good idea to divide the training-irilo two
parts: (1) Orientation (purposes, background and
techniques); and'-(2) practice (experience in filling
in and editing the record forms and in asking the
questions). We have used the following outline on
several occasions in a ono -day training session for
some quite'substantial studies. It requires at least
six hours but might take more, depending on the
amount of discussion and elaboration you permit.
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Agenda for Training Interviewers

1. Why we are here. (Resident agent in charge.)
a. Greetings mid introductions.
b. Purpose of meeting.

-Explanation of...plans for the clay.



ci. Why we wanted to make ,this study; how
we plan to do it. ( I) Review of objectives.

2. What an interviewer does. (Training leader
takes Over.)
a. Importance of the interviewer in a research

team. (1) Inportance to success of iiroject.
b. Definition of terms. (Respondent, sample.

schedule, refaal. call-baCk. unit, and other'
general terms. Also any special terms used
in the particular study.)

c. The sampling plan: What it is and how to
follow it.

d. Detailed explanation of instruments. (Ques-4,
tion by question and with opportunity for_ ,

. questions from interviewers for clarifica-
tion.)

e. General instructions for 'interviewing.
( HaVe a set of instructions to distribute to
interviewers but discuss them in detail, at
this point. Ask. for questions. on any point
which k no,t clear to alt.)

f. Specific instructions for asking. questions.
,(After a general statement regarding tech-
niques 'bf asking questions, use the ques-
tions in- the study instrument to denion-
'strate how to ask them properly. Also
demonstrate suitable forms of approaching
the respondent -and of terminating the
interview.)

. ,
3. Filling in and editing schedules. (Have inter-

viewers pair off and ;take turns asking the
questions, and answering Thecn. Each then
edits- the schedule he has taken.)

4.* Editing by trainers. (Trainers check sched-
ules turned in during practice and point out
errors to ,the 'group to alert them for similar
situations. in their own interviews. Trainers
explain how to avoid errors and how to go
about correcting them.)

5..;Explaining special procedures for the study.
a. Procedures for identifying respondent,

making contact, arranging. for interview;
dealing with refusals., not-at-homes, call-
backs.

b. Where and when to bring completed sched-
ules.

c.,,,How to contact leader of survey party for
further instructions or help in'dealing with
unexpected or unusual situations.

6. Making first assignments for interviewers.
7. Setting time for general meeting at end of

ft:A clay of interviewing to discuss problems,
clear lip questions, and check on quality of
work.

8. Suinary of day's activities; final request for
questions:

9..'Ciosing words of encouragement, assurance
and morale. boosting.

Interviewing Procedures and Techniques \
There are four main stages to making and corn-

pletingian interview.
1. Gaining entrance, making the approach and

establishing rapport.
2. Securing and recording information.
3. Closing the interview.
4. Editing.

Establishing RapportA good interview depends
to a great extent on a quickly established feeling Of
trust and confidence in the interviewer by the re-
spondent. Sincere friendliness on the part of the
interviewer is a firm step in the direction of
achieving this objective. Techniques for gaining
admittance to a respondent's home and for estab-
lishing friendly relations (rapport) vary with the
situation. A good interviewer will learn how to
make on-the-spot adaptations to fit most situations
likely-to confront him.

Some techniques may be acquired from study of
literature on the subject, but practice is also im-
portant. An interviewer needs to try to under-
stand'. the reasons for- resistance and to think of
ways. to overcome them. The most common rea-
sons for resistance are shyness, fear of being sold
something, feeling of inability to answer questions,
and reluctance to talk about personal matters.

Neat personal appearance and appropriate dress
are Important in creating good first impressions.
Equally important is the general tone of your intro-
ductory remarks. They should (1) identify you as
the interviewer, (2) explain briefly the reason for
your call, and (3) ask for the respondent's cooper-,
ation.

One interviewer has used successfully the, follow-
ing as an opening sentence: "Good morning (good
afternoon, hello). I am (name)." Pause. "May I
come in andvisit with you for a' few minutes?" This
provides an opportunity for the respondent to give
his or her name, if it is not already known to the
intervieWer. --

Most people invite the interviewer in on this re-
Mark. However, if there is hesitancy or if some
question is asked as to the reason why, the next step
is to explain In a little more detail what you are
dai and why. It' may help to include some state-
ment let the respondent know that cooperation
is impoitant. "You are one of a few people. select -,
ed and your opinion (cooperation) is very 'impor-
tant," is helpful. .

"How was I (My name) selected?" is a question
often asked by a person being interviewed. , The
answer: to this should be honest and brief. Some-
thing like, "Well, We .,,,,t visit everyone, so we are
talking to every fifth person on your block (in this
neighborhood, on our list, and so on)," usually will
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satisfy the r- espondent. Sometimes assurance is
needed that names will not be used in the report,
or that the. interviewer is not selling a product.

An alert interviewer= usually can pick up some-
thing of common- interest to talk about if a person
shows signs of wanting t8 cut off the .conversation.
If, a homemaker says she is busy, you can recognize
the fact, express understanding, and make an ap-
pointment for a return call at a more convenient
time.

Refusals should not be accepted except as a last
resort. If an interviewer liaS a high number of
refusals, he may need some help -with his tech-
niques. On the ether hand, it might be in the best
interests of the study to relieve him of his inter-

, viewing assignments. Sometimes, the person whose
sensitive nature makes him a poor interviewer can
make a valuable contribution to the study as a
discriminating checker or, later, as .a clerical aid
in tabulating the data.

Almost anyone can be interviewed if you use the
right approach. Do not force the interview on a
person, and never become impatient or angry.,, If
he refuses, try to make an appointment for some
other time. If this also fails, thank him for con-
sidering your request and leave, showing no resent-
ment. This leaves the way clear for another inter-
viewerthe crew leader, an older (or younger)
interviewer, or one of the opposite sexto make a
try at getting the-interviei.V.

'Quite often, the respondent will give an inte -

view when another interviewer approaches him.
possibly because he now realizes the importance of
the study or, maybe, because he regretted his orig-
inal refusal but didn't want to back down.

Refusals happen very seldorrrso do not anticipate
them. Try to avoid them -but, if you can't, accept
them graciously. Then forget it. Remember, there
will be some refusals in any survey, so don't take it
personally if you get one.

Before giving up on assignments, make at least
two call-backs where the respondent was not at
home on your first call, or was too busy to be inter-
viewed. Be sure to keep *a record of incomplete
interviews, explaining what you did, and why you
had to give up on them.

Securing Information Thorough familiarity
with questions helps to make a smooth interview.
Under no circumstances r7ay interviewers change
the wording of questions. However, you can re-
read them and define or explain a word if you feel
the respondent does not understand it.

Explain that you are going to write down replies,
and why. If you read back answers to free response
questions you assure respondents that they are not
being misquoted. This sometimes helps to secure
more complete replies as respondents may add to
their original remarks if they desire.

Do not be. afraid to wait for. a reply. Time may
be needed to orin thoughts and to think of ways to
express theni A smile, or "That's all right. Take
your time in answering," sometimes helps. Be a
good listener. Let the respondent talk. Do not
rush him but try .todiscourage talk about inciden-
tals if they have no relation to the study.

Be careful to follow questions in the order of
their appearance On the schedille and never omit
any that apply to the ..-person being interviewed.
However, be alert to notice when a person answers
a question during conversation that is to be asked
Jater.

Replies Must be encouraged without appearing
to agree or disagree. Agreement may influence a
person to give future answers in terms of what he
or she thinks you want. Disagreement may cause
a person to 'suppress real opinions. Watch for re-
actions from the respondents; make marginal notes
about them.

If interest appears to lag, some statement as to
the time required to complete the interview may
help. A change in tone of voice, or a shift in pace
may help. Transition statements froin one area
of a schedule to another also help to .maintain in-
terest. For example, if you have been asking ques-
tions about clothing, you might say, "You have
answered the questions on clothing. Now I have
a few others about' foods." Or, t`The information
yotf have given us about crops raised -last year will
be very helpful. Our next questions are about live-
stock."

In opinion or attitude -questions;it is very impor-
tant to assure respondents that ther9 are no right
or wrong answers, Frequently a person will ask
an interviewer, "Is that what you wanted me to
say?" In . this case, you can say, "Yes, if that is
your opinion. There is noone answer to this ques-
tion."

More skill and patience are required to obtain
replies to free response (open-end) questions than
'to checkoff questions. A friendly tone of 'voice
and a conversational manner will encourage a re-
ply. "I don't know," or "I have no opinion," are
easy ways to avoid expre,ssing real feelings. An
interviewer must find ways of getting past such
replies to get usable answers. Sometimes repeat-
ing the question in a different tone df voice helps.
Sometimes careful probing is justified. :

If probing is used, you must be careful not to
use suggestive probes. For example, you might
ask the' question, "Why do you like a 15-minute
radio program on one subject?" A suggestive
probe would be, "More interesting?" This sug-
gests a reply, and may be pounced upon by the
respondent regardless of what his real reason
might have been.

Once the person has started -to talk, the inter-
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viewer may probe for more complete answers by
comments- such as, "Anything else?" "Other ideas?"
"Another comment?" or "Are you sure that is all?"
These do not suggest answers but do encourage the
respondent to come up with a more complete
answer.

It should be noted here that there are occasions
when "no opinion" and "don't know" replies are
valid answers. If a person really has no opinion
or does not know, he should not be forced PTV)
replying further. More harm than good may be
done by trying to force an answer if the respondent
is reluctant to reply to questions. Rather than
'antagonize the respondent, the interviewer simply
writes "refusal" or "did not choose to answer" be-
side the question.

A final reminder while securing informatkr:
Write clearly -and make all entries as complete as
possible. Although they may seem perfectly ob-
vious when recorded, sketchy notes, unfinished
phrases, or single words often prove to be meaning-
less or ambiguous to the person who must tabulate
the answers. While reading back th'e reply to the
respondent as a check on accuracy and complete-
ness, try to imagine what a person, who must react
to the recorded entry only,, will get out of it.

Closing the InterviewA pleasant impression of.
both study and study personnel should be left with
the respondent. He or she should be left with a
feeling of having been helpful and that the coopera-
Lion has been 'appreciated. Always extend some
expression of appreciation of the close of-the inter-.
view.

Try to have the parting be such that your return,
either as an individual Or as a member of this or
another research team, would be welcomed. You
flever know when you may have to call back about
some item, or follow through on some afterthought
related to the study. It is a matter of good common
sense and professional ethics to try to preserve
friendly relations for future studies, whether by
you or by others; which may involve your re-
spondent.

EditingToo much emphasis cannot be given to
the importance of checking the completeness, accur-
acy, legibility and consistency of each schedule be-
fore you turn it in. Careless editing by the inter-
viewer can bias the results of the entire study.
Never fail to go over the schedule, either before
you leave the respondent or befOre you move on
for the next interview. In this way you can clear
up discrepancies and correct them.

.

Be sure all identifying information is entered.
Write out abbreviations, complete fragmentary
sentences, rewrite' hard to read passages, and ex-
pand Eketchy remarks. Make marginal comments
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to explain apparently inconsistent or unusual
entries. Sign the form so that others will know who
to contact for further clarification or follow-up
tasks.

Although your work will be edited again, both
by you and by others, the editing yOu. do at this
point is likely to be the most effective in improving
the overall quality of the study.

Interviewing Without a Schedule (questionnaire
or record form)Most extension studies are made
with the aid of some kind of record form. When
interviewers are involved, sonde kind of schedule
almost always is used. However, thire are situa-
tions where it is not convenient or advibable to use
a standardized record form. Oftentimes, in explor-
atory research particularly, a carefully structured
questionnaire or schedule will hinder more than it
will help. This type of interviewing will not be
discussed to any extent in this chapter.

"Unstructured," "focused," "depth," and "non-
directive" are terms applied to interviews made
without apparent aid of a record form, The inter-
viewer, sometimes called the "operltor" in this
type of interviewing as he may work with a tape
recorder, dictation machine or similar device, ap-
pears to carry o'n aimless conversation with the
respondent. He or an assistant records everything
that is said id analyzes the comments after, they
have beep typed.

Actually, the interviewer-operator directs the
conversations by carefully inserted comments of
his own so that all the areas he desires to have men-
tioned or discussed get worked into the conversa-
tions. He may work with a memorized que sheet
or he may have a topic outline before him while
talking to the respondent.

Although more involved, and difficult to trans-
cribe, these same techniques May be used for group
interviews. No doubt, we have all seen them
demonstrated in radio or television interviews when
at least the announcer knows what information he
wants to come out during the interview.

Although these types of interviews have their
place, anu are increasingly important in extension
research, they have to be ruled out formuch of our
research because more skill and training is required:\
of the interviewers. SpeCial probing techniques
must be mastered to get results without appearing
to direct the interview.

Data are more difficult to analyze' in this form,
from both.a time and a skill-of-operator standpoint.
They do not contribute so readily to statistical
analyses and, as a result, are limited to preliminary
or exploratory research rather than research to
serve as a basis for generalizing.

We are becoming increasingly aware- of a need
in extension to go beyond the usual descriptive
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type of study we-do so often, and work out ways
of really getting at what people think, what they
want, why they change, and hew they are motivat-
ed. These "nondirective" techniques may be ones
we will have to adapt to our needs if we would keep
up with the demands of our work. It is hoped that
more extension researchers will desire to become
better trained in these techniques. At the moment
they are relatively new, but there is some good
literature avail. ble about them for those who are
interested. If an extension worker is interested in
the type of interviewing and doesn't have the need-
ed training, other help should be sought.

Summary

For extension research purposes, we think of
interviewing as the more personalized ways of
securing information, the face -to -face or person-to-
person types of data gathering. We also think of
the kind of interviewing in which a sc+,,-,Ittle or
questionnaire is used rather than when. LEE- more
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elaborate and demanding nondirective techniques
are employed.

We believe it is important for a person directing
research to be aware of what interviewer responsi-
bilities are ..and we discussed some of these respon-
Sibilities in part. Next we mention some things to
consider in training interviewers and include a sug-
gested outline for a six-hour training prOgram for
interviewers.

Then we elaborate on the four steps of the inter-
viewing taskmaking the contact, collecting the
information, closing the interview, and editing the
interview form. We close the chapter with a brief
discussiop of interviewer"techniques for situations
where routine interviewing methods are not effec-
tive. We suggest some of the reasons why the new-
er techniques, for the present at least, are not
readily adaptable to 'extension research and .evalu-
ation, but we go on to state why this is the direction
in which extension researchers must _explore to
find ways of dealing with the growing complexity
of extension problems.
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'- Chapter XIII

DEVICES FOR COLLECTING DATA
Gladys Gallllp

A good deal of behavior can be observed through
the senses.; recognize improvement in terms of
accepted standards in a Club boy or girl -or an
adult leader by watching the'person preside or by
hearing him talk at a meeting at different times.

We can drive through the country and observe
the increase in compliance with soil enrichment
practices, the use of suggested varieties of grain,
the improvement in livestock, and the betterment
in farm and home buildings and yards. We look
for evidence of favorable change in light of what-
we have been teaching. Even changes in intangi-
bles such as attitudes,' interests, and personality
traits are expressed in ovcirt behavior. Such obser-
vation is good, but it is nett sufficient.

The Need for Measuring Devices

Different kind; of devices have been designed
to.meastire individual behavior. These are devices
which for the most part, gather evidence as to a
person's knowledge, attitudes, °I-I:his activities, put
in another way, what a person knOws, feels, or does.
These devices take but a few minutes to apply,
.whereas direct observation of behavior by conipe-
tent observers often requires many hours or-days
and is influenced by observer experiences and
unclerNndings.

The questionnaire or other device used to eval-
uate a program should be 'worked out especially
for that particular program. We cannot usually
expect to find one ready made because differences
in objectives or in the methods of approach gener-
ally make a technique that is effective for one pro-
gram unsatisfactory for another. However, before
constructing a new device, it is helpful to examine
some of those which have been used previously.
They may be a source of suggestions for the par-
ticular problem upon which we are working and
may furnish test patterns for construction.

The Selection of the(Measuring Device

When selecting the kind of devices to be used;
we should'keep two things in mind: (1) The teaching
objective, and (2) the evidence for-which we need
to look in order to learn what progress has been
made in reaching the objective:
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In the educational field there are numerous de-
vices that can be used to measure progress toward
an educational objective. Some of those which are
designed to observe and record behavior are:

Knowledge QuestionsL-It is important to know
whether a person knows information and the level
of information.

Understanding Questions It is important to
know whether a person understands or can apply
certain acquired knowledge of principles.

Skill or Performance RatingsThese are used to
determine skill being performed or the product
resulting. They'may show the amount of skill the
homemaker has or to what degree skills have been
acquired.

-Attitude ScalesThese are used to show how
people feel toward things, whether they are for or
against certain questions, social issues, or problems.

Interest ChecksThese are used to find out in
what people are interested.

Confidence Testing--A measure of self-assur-
nce, the. feeling that you can do a ceaain thing.

Adoption of PracticesThe adoption of a recom-
mended practice, is frequently used in extension
research as evidence that the farmer or homeinaker
ha's changed behavior and acquired new knOwledge,
skill, and understanding.

Some Illustrations of Devices

Knowledge Questions or Checks on Levels of
InformationObviously it is essential to impart
many facts in order to teach any subject matter
in Extension. When we test we can ascertain
rather easily.whether the persons taught acquired
this knowledge. But can be assume that they
understand hose facts which they have learned?
Certainly we \should not assume-that they are able
to-apply their knowledge. If our objective is to
develop understanding it is necessary to extend
our questions 'in order to learn if this knowledge is
compehended.and applied.



In the schedule used in a .Wisconsin Study are
some illustrations of questions which atttnpt to
get at knowledge Only.

1. Some fertilizers are higher in plant food than
others. Which one of these-fertilizers has the
most nitrogen? (Check one only)
( a. Anhydrous ammonia
( ) b. Ammonium nitrate
( ) c. 0-20-20
( ) d. 10-10-10

2.' The acidity or sourness of a soil is sometimes
expressed as a pH number. Which soil is the
most acid? (Check one only)
( ) a. pH5
( ) b p1I9

3. Acid soils have a number of bad effects. Which
one of these things does an acid soil do?
(Check dne only)
( ) a. Ties up potash so crop can't get it
( ) b. Ties up phosphorous- so crop can't get

it
( ) Makes soil hard,
( ) d, Keeps soil from holding water

4. How many pounds of nitrogen would there be
in 100 pounds of 3-12-12 fertilizer? (Check
one only)
( ) a. None
( ) b. 3 pounds

c. 12 pounds
( ) d. 27 pounds

5. ..Some crops have "hunger signs" which show
that they are in need of plant food. When
alfalfa leaves have white dots around th
margins and the lower, leaves dry up, what
plant food are they probably short on? (Check
one only)
( ) a. Nitrogen
( ) b. Phosphorous
( ) c. Potash
( ) d. Calcium

6. You've probably beard or read that you
shouldn't plant corn on a 9f"0 slope. How
steep is 9c,`,? (Check one only)
( ) a. 1 foot drop in 9 feet
( ) b. 9 feet drop in 1 rod -

( ) c. 9 feet drop in 100 feet
( ) d. None of these

An example of a knowledge question in the field.
of marketing information for consumers was taken
from the Lake. Charles, Louisiana Study.' This
question was designed to get at the level of infor:
mation of homemakers in Lake Charles.

7. If you were going to buy a higher .grade cut'
of beef, what is the main thing you would look
for? (Check one only)

y a. Leanness, or free from fat
b. Presence of a yellow rim of fat

) c. Deep red in color .

d. Little lineS of fat running through the
meat

) e. Don't know

This question was asked-as an open end question.
The enumerator Men checked the corresponding
answer on the schedule.

Other examples of knowledge questions are taken
from the Arkansas Extension Pilot Cotton Project"
on disease control.

8. Angular leaf spot is carried primarily from
season to season by which-of these means?
(Check one or more that apply)

) a. On the -seed
) J. In the soil
) c. Plant refuse
) d. Mechanical equipment
) e. Don't know

n

Below is a series of questions about common cot-.
ton insects. The interviewer.gave the esponclent
a picture of a common cotton iiiSectandasked quest
tions about it The interviewer then checked or
wrote in the replies on his record form.

9. What is the name of this insect?
( ) a. Bollworm

b. Other
( ) c. Don't know

10. At what stage of growth of the cotton plant is
it recommended that farmers start spraying
or dusting to control this insect?
( ) a. Pre-square

b. Other
( ) c. Don't know

11. What is the standard or indicator for deter-
mining when -control measu es for this insect
should be applied?
( ) a 10 to 25% punctured square dry

year
) b. 25 to 40% punctured squarenormal

year
c. Other

) d. Don:I-know
12. What kind of insecticide is effective in con-

- (- trolling this. insect?
a.

( ) b. Don't know
13. How often should this insecticide be applied

to effect continued control of this ,insect?
a

( ) b. Don't know
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14. How much of this insecticide should be ap-
plied per acre, midseason; how much late
season?

Midseasoo Late Season
Dust a. d.
Spray b. e.
Don't know c. .

IS. When do you quit applying insecticide for con-
.

trolling this insect?

b. Don't know

Understanding QuestionsIt is important o find
out whether a per' nn understands or can apply cer-
tain acquired kr; --xledge.

Comprehension or understanding usually can be
inferred from what the respondent says or does.
Present Hill) with a new situation and see whether
he can apply the basic principles taught him. The
situation must be natural and not so new but that
he can see the similarity to former situations,

There are various levels of understanding and
degrees of understanding. Trying to measure at
ton high a level: or too ideal a level will be dis-
appointing. On the other nand, to nie4ure at too
simple or too low a level not tell you whether
the person can apply the knowledge at his own
level of living and working.

Here are some illustrations of methods'used to
test understandirrg:

I. Teaching selection of accessories for the bask
dress or suit." The home demonstration
agent or a local leader wears a basic dre!..; or
a basic suit and teaches the selection of acces-
sories to be worn with it.

After the teaching is finished a second
assortment of accessories, including hats,
shoes, scarfs. jewelry,- purse. and the like, are
brought before the group. The members in
attendance are asked to select appropriate
accessories for the agent or leader to \ear
for two or threr i.1itierent occasions. This will
indicate if they know the principles and if
they can apply them.

2. In teaching farmstead planning" in workshops
to those farmers and homemakers interested
in building, there are certain principles taught
as to location of buildings on the farmstead.

The extensioin vorker asks each husband
and wife present to draw a rough plan of their
farmstead, showing slope of ground, direction
of wind. view. location of highway and drive-
way. Then, using circles to indicate build-
ings, they put in the house and the farm build-
ings, applying the principles of farmstead
planning. This tests their knowledge of torin
ciples and the ability of the husband.and
to apply principles to their own situation.

3. In teaching art principles" and the application
of art principles in design and color in the
home at the local leader training meeting. a
mimeographed sketch of a living reom includ-
ing doors and windows is gi% en each leader.
Each person at the meeting is asked to a-
range the furniture according to principles
taught. Then swat. iie4if materials and wall-
paper are used to work out the color scheme
for the room.

4. Problem-solving 'devices' can be used to ,meas-
ttre understanding.-- The following is an ex-
arnpre of the type of questions that can be
used by 4-II Club boys and girls:

A farmer wishes to market his spring crop
of hogs before the usual drop in market price.
Which of the following practices will help?
(Check one or more)
( ) 1. Have pigs farrowed in March or early

April.
( ) 2. Have pigs farrowed late in'May.
( 1. 3: Put brood sows and litters on pasture

with self-feeders of shelled corn and
tankage in separate compartments:"

( ) 4. Wean the pigs at 6 weeks of age.
( ) 5. Provide self-feeders after weaning.

) 6. After weaning, put pigs in dry lot and
feed entirely on corn.
Limit the feed during the summer and
have hogs on fall crops of corn.

Revsoas: (Check the statements beloW which
your reasons for choosing the prac-

i:cc-.. !,ou checked in the preceding list.)
a. The usual market drop which affects

the spring crop of hogs starts in Sep-
tember.

( ) b. The usual market drop which affects
the spring crop of hogs starts in No-
vember.

) c. Under favorable conditions hogs will
be ready for market at 6 months of
age or less.

.( d. Hogs gain most rapidly when hand fed.
( e. Hogs can usually be produced most

cheaply on a limited grain ration for
th st few months, followed by
hea eding.

( f. Broo sows and their pigs are able to
-.13ala .e their own ration-when provid-
ed "f ee choice" of tankage and corn.

Skill or perform nce RatingThere are two rea-
sons for measuring kills: (1) To find out if the peo-
ple have acquired a articular skill that has been
taught and (2) to fin, out how many skills have__
been attained.

Skills /1-17,t are important for clientele to learn
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are listed. criteria are set for measuring the skills,
and some devices are prepared for use..

Lsuall score cards and rating scales are used
to measure skill. performance. and ability. They
are used extensively in Extension at fairs and other
events in judging products and in setting standards
of quality. The product Or skill to be rated is care-
fully analyzed. each aspect is considered separately.

It is necessary not to have too many points on a
score card or rating device and there should be a
description of two or more levels of quality for each

of the product. skill, or ability to be rated.
;'he examples below arc devices for judging

selected skills in a 441 Club clothing project. With
each skill is explained exactly what the "rater''
should look for in rating that particular skill.

1. .Score Card for Judging Garmenti
(Adapted from device constructed by Lois Co.)
bett. Michigan Extension Service. for judging
441 Club clothing projects.)
Club Member Age
Local Leader Rater

Directions: .1-tate garment on each iten which
appliecto it. rating 1. 3, or 2, depending upon
whether the quality corresponds to the de-
scription in the left hand column, or the right
hand column, or falls between the two. Add
Scores at bottom of page.

Two or three items are shown for "constr.:it:-
tion of a dress."

STATE-
MENT No.. 3 SCOPE

Ski;1 1r;

!ihliwiz

tr. fn
.11.

,C.Ir t I. ...t!

Judging Clothing Skills

These arc the instructions to the local ,1-11
Club leader: "This chart is prepared for use
in judging the sewing skills tht girls are
developing in their 4-I1 clothing work.

"The sewing skills of each girl are to be
judged twice, once at the beginning of the
project for as soon as you have an opportunity
to observe her skill and make a judgment) and
a second time toward the end of the project.

"Make your best judgment of each skill f(.!.
each girl using the following yardstick:

Yardstick for Judging Clothing
(Five Degrees of Skill)

(1) Practically no skilldoes not l i. Lo',)
r.

12) Little skillneeds much hely

[tioj

I3( Fair skillbut still need; some
practice.

i-li Good skillneeds very Lttle,help or prac-
tice.

(5) Excellent.skilldbes lot need any-help or
practice.

"In the example: below a7.d on the foil), rig
pages the numbers in the squat the
numbers on the yardstick. .',-)12f_ -
around the number which she ,s s judg-
ment of the girl's skill. The top row of the
pair is for' pthe beginning of the project
the lower row is for thd end. The d;:ference
between the two ratings shows Low muen the
girl has developed that skill.

Example: Skill in
threading needles,

2 3

20
4

4

c

5

(Consider how Beginning
thread and needle
are held and speed End
in threading
needle.)

"This. means that. at the beginning of the
project this girl had "practically no ,skill"
she didn't know how to thread a needle. But
during the clothing work she improved until
at the end she had developed "fair
but still needed sonic practice and help.

"Sonic girls in some skills may have "lair
skill" (3 on the 'yardstick) to begin with arid
go as high as "excellent skill" (5 on the yard-
stick) by the end. Others may make no im-
provement at Still others may begin at
"practically no skill" and end at "excellent
skill." Others may begin the work this year
with -"excellent skill" and of course end with

x: pent skill."
,.A: sure to base your judgment each time

jn your observations of the girl doing the
skill and on the quality of work she does.
Since some girls may not happen to perform
-:.-ome of the skills, you will not be to
judge every girl on every skill. Use a separ-
ate pamphlet chart for each gill."

3. _Local Leadership Rating Scales

Extension workers have used different types
of rating scales with local leaders. A paiat
rating scale is sometimes used which indicates
a scale of specific needs: 1 to 5 standing for
very much, much, consideraole,, some. little
or none, respectively.

Itor example: How` much help does Cis
leader need in conducting a discussion theet-
Mg?



:3 4 5

Ver
tnuett (able Some Little or

none

Amount of Help Lunt Leader :'''(ed:i

Attitude TestingThe extension worker is c-on-
corned about the attitudes and beliefs of people.
Sometimes people indicate a disposition for or;

,against - ;.:.tinething. or sometimes they indicate
uncertainty. A person may be ;:tvorably inclined
toward high rigid price supports he may favor
flexible price supports. en- he may fie in eldubt a-
n, which he prefers. Attitudes and beliefs can be
identified only when people are in a situani in-
whih they arc confident that they are frve ;t)
cxpresss themselves as to what they feel or th lk.

-State Extension Workers' ballots" illustrate ,t.0
attitude device employing r»ttltiple choice qt.e-
tions. The extension worker can express how he
feels on a number of ilttestions. There may be
several questions. The_ first question is more gen-
era!, the last question more specific:.

The ballot gives a person an opportunity to ex-
pess his views on a number of (11..SUOUIS related to
the Extension Se:- vice. Direction.; read as folh ws:

Fl"etocc each question yon wilt fine.: live possi e..._
answ7.0.s. Read all five all';Wel*S. and choose the
one that comes nearest to expressing the way you
feel about the question. Then vote by putting ,a0..
"X" at the 1...tt of the answer you have chosen."

"Vote for only one answer to each question. if
none of the five answers to a question happ:ns to
agree exactly with your own opinion. vole for the
one that. comes closest to :ayitin ::ItEtt :,ou think
about it If you want to %%The any t:omments on
the balk)'. that will h,. ,.II right; but be sure to vote
3n one question by ontkiug an "X." Use the back
if the pages for your coil-tun:tits if you need more
room to v, rite. You do not need to put your name
00 the b,llot."

1. !low do you feel aZo-oul the Extension !--;i vice.
:::, .tri institution

There are many Se: .all,, vvakne.-,6,:s
in the Ev'en-.ien Service.

I I. The Extension Service has ::otne %vein:-
ne':.,es, but none are too serious.

I c_ The Extt.nsin.-1 Service: h-'c bout as
70any good points as bad omit .

I t d The Extension Servicf has loot :-tood
points than bad points.

1 i e. The Extension Set ..,. has no serious
weaknesses.

. 2. flow much help di. :.oil get '. too your District
Supervisor in doing youe ...ork'.'
i ) a. He never helps at all in my work.
( i h. Ile hardly ever helps.

a.

) c. Is sometimes fairly helot
I (I. Is usually quite ' 1

e: Always gives 17 all '.'te
possibly want.

3. IN 1iv OPINION, separate 4-Ii Chili subject-
matter leaflets and bulletins need to be pre-
Pared for wm in =1-1.I Clubs, rather than Losing
Materials prepared for adults:

YeS (1):
Yes, depending upon age

of members (2.
Yes, deimeling upon.

matter t.ontent (31
No
No -opinion

-.I. Now \VG would like to have your opinion on
some ideas. I shall read eight statements to
you and would or you to tell me whether
you agree or disagree with the statements..
You may not have an opinion cort some of them.

AGREE DISAGRFE
NO Or INION I

OR
UNDECIDED!

ST AT IAENTS

I, i :is 1, 11
111.0 1 .11t, 1,1 1.1
111, ,1.

11,.i, a I .i
.11; !

I. It
t. ....
I 4,, 1,4. .1, '011, ".

711.1N . IP
;ri

-tr.;1!.
t 1....

T. ti is

1.11d

41',1111

11 1.111

1.1

..,r I.

1

.111

1.11111,t 11111.1.11, !It .1
1111 ;:1,11

Intirest 'Checks An extension program may
succeed or fail in proportion to the emphasis which
the extension vvo-ker puts upon the development
and encouragement of interests. Interests indicate
likes and disl:i:e3, stfiztf:aii.tott, and dissatisfactions.

Interest cheeks, Devices for lindinZ out in what
the people arc interested, have been used to con-
siderable extent in F,xtension.

The ''`Suggested Form frr am Interest Question-
naire" illustrates a ,itethoct of finding out what help
re :.41 people art-, interc,ated in getting from the
(xi" n ly agent. his is used as a partial basis for
program planning.
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1 Form for an Interest Cli.:1,..V:71:-naire`

In the following list of Ulm's. the interviewer
will check fol each Dv::: degree to which the
personnterviewed is inici-ested in receiving
information or other assistance, and methods
preferred.

item
Degree of Interest

Check ( )

Much Some None

Methods
Preferred

I . s..kc tz dairy ettsv

. trv.iNi::it cothmullitY

:t. Sat I..'

. trove

Nr,110,,Is of P.rtture iropro-e
nunt

.A.To indel
fu Ihi1 11,1.

f,./1.m. nod rurlt ..tini
nr.11..1
NcIrct. iuptl tilt :

MNle.
11-1, tit
CC1,1 /11.1r
13-1 11,011
NNvA story

"How to Decide If You Are Interested in a
Subject

"Much interest means: Ask yourself wheth-
er you would read about it right away if you
had the reading material. or if you would
attend a meeting with other farmers to hear
the subject discussed. If you would, then
check in the "Much" column, meaning much
interest.

"Some interest means: If you are not sure,
or if you wouIdpr ably put off for some time
reading about it r attending a meeting to
hear it discussed, en check in the "Some"
column, leaning so erest, but not much.

) c. Not very well satisfied
) d. Not at all satisfied

( ) e.
Any corn,ents

Ti above question is ne that has been used to
satisfactions.

Confidence TestingSelf-assurance or self-confi-
dence, feeling that one can do a certain thing
has in the past been considered too intangible to
measure. And yet you ! probably observed a
person and noted that "he is very confident" or
"he lacks confidence." In so doing you have ob-
served and d: awn a conclusion; you have "measur-
ed" his confidence. Therefore, there must be tan-
gible evidence of confidence.

The following is a device or question which has
been proven vplid and has worked successfully. It
can be adapted to measure confidence in many
different kinds of things.

Have you ever made a school dress for yourself?7
' ( )4a._ Yes

( ) b. No

Do you think you can? (Check one)
) c. No, I don't think I can.
) d. Yes, I think I can, but am not sure.
) e. Yes, I feel sure I can.

Practices Adopted or Action Taken Perhaps
most of the devices and questions used in Exten-
sion to measure change are aimed at finding out if
the person has adopted the practices taught. A
practice adopted is also evidence of knowledge
acquired and attitude changed. In time and energy
management certain principles are taught such as
"sitting to-work" and "eliminating some jobs."

Following are examples of two questions taken
"If you feel sure you would not read about from a check -sheet prepared by a home manage-

the subject or attend a meeting on it, no mat- ment specialist. This check sheet was designed to
ter how much t.. ne or reading material you be used before and after the learning experience..have, or how ma :y meetings were held, then ..,

.4,....---A4rWre are several different things whichcheck in in the "None" column, meaning no
interest. 0"- pie do around the house. We are interested in

"Be careful to consider and check every finding out how many vi,,omen are doing these
things. So I would like you to go through thestatement, but do not spend too much time an list and check which ones you do."any one statement."

2. Hol ng have you lived in this community?
a. No. years_

3. liow satisfied a e you with the way local gov-
ernrnent affair are handled? Wouid yc..t say
yQ11 are not at 111 satisfied, not very well satis-
fied, pretty 'w 11 satisfied, or very well satis-
fied?
( I a. Very well satisfied

- ( ) b. Pretty well satisfied

Home ec,momics example:

1. In ironeLne.,4o you:

a. In towels?
'14.441'---4Iron sheets?

2. Do you sit to:
a. Iron? _ _
b. Prepare vegetables? ('.),___(2)____(3)._ _
c. Wash dishes?

Usually Sometimes Never

(1) (2)_ __(3)



Agricultural example:
3. Do you sell-eggs on a graded basis?

( ) a. Always
( ) b. Sometimes
( ) c. Never

4. Where are eggs kept until marketing
( ) 'a. In the house
( -) b.-Where-
( ) c. Outbuilding (specify)

Practices Adopted and Methods Responsible-
Many of the ,questions determine practices adopted
and attempt to determine methods the respondent
thinks are responsible.

1. Do you have electricity?
Yes (1)____ No (2)

2. Ifnes, a. Do you, yourself, repair yoii.ir own
electric cords or plugs?

Yes (1)___ No
b. If you repair cwn cords or plugs, where did

you learn to do it"'

Summary

Devices for collecting dr.ta are forms on which
the dat' can be recorded and used at a later time
for ant.Q,sis and tabulating. Memory does not need
to be depended upon.

In selecting a -device we need to keep in mind
the objectives to be evaluated and the evidence to
look for. We have given some examples of ques-
tions and forms for eight kinds of objectives. Many
times. however, we must construct our .own deN'ices.
This is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter XIV

CONSTRUCTION OF AN
EVALUATION DEVICE

Gladys Gallup

The selection and construction of the measuring
device depeno.3 upon the kind of evidence wanted
in light of the objectives of the study. At this
point the evaluator needs to think ahead how he
plans to collect tits: information.

The county vricui agent may decide to use
an observation'sheet t .-ry with him as he makes
visits to a cross section of farms and homes. fie
may decide to send mail questionnaires to a sample
of farmers or homemakers. The home demonstra-
tion agent may develop report forms such as check-
lists or questionnaires to use in collecting informa-
tiora. .regarding the adoption of practices from a
sample of participating horOrnakers.

Sometimes a field study is made. This is a more
formal *evaltfation study. It" requires a ("fferent
type of question afire or schedule as it is to be used
to. interview a cross section sample of the people
living in the county. You need, therefore, to con-
sider not only the kind of evidence which you
want to meet the objectives of the study, but also
how you plan to collect the information.

The questions asked should be so set up that
information or data collected separately from a
number of people can be added together or sum-
marized to present a true picture of the group.

The questions in the measuring device should be
definite and specific questions related to the major
questions which are to be answered by the evalua-
tion. For example,' if one of the major questions to
be answered by the evaluation is "What hag been
accomplished to control soil erosion on the farms,"
specific questions relating to soil erosion control
would be constructed for the questionnaire.

When the replies to these specific questions are
summarized, they answer the major questions on
soil erosion control. The major questiOns are the -
main pUrposes of the evaluation and the specific
questions of the questionnaire are designed in rela-
tion to the main purposes of the evaluation.

Criteria for Constructing a Measuring Device

For a device, such as a report form, an interest
check, or a questionnaire to be effective there are
five criteria which it must meet. These criteria are

validity, reliability, objectivity, practicability, and
simplicity.

Validity is concerned with measuring what you
want to measure. A valid device actually gets evi-
dence of progress in the teaching objectives or of
the information yowdesire. The two elements of
validity are behavior validity and subject-matter
validity.

Behavior V:lidity-7A device has behavior validity
if the behavior called for in the questions is the
same as that expressed in the teaching objectives.
The device gets evidence r f the behavior you are
teaching. Measuring skill, for example, will re-
quire a different device from measuring knowledge,
because of the different behavior involved.

Subject-Meter ValidityA valid device must
deal with 11.X vallicular subject matter of the teach-
ing objectis.re it is obvious that if we are measuring
attitudes towa-d. soil erosion control, we would not
ask questions about attitudes toward using ferti-
lizer. The device must contain the subject matter
and situations in which the behavior is expressed
as called for in the teething objectives.

When a device is valid (corn the standpoints of
both behavior and subject matter, valid evidence
can be obtained from which to draw conclusions
and make recommendations about the teaching
objectives, methods or other aspects of the program
which we are trying to evaluate.

Reliability is the degree to which the sample of
'people or of subject matter represents and gives
results which are like the results that would have
been obtained from the whole population of people
or of all the subject matter. It is a measure of
whether the random sample is large enough to
give sufficiently stable results. The sample may
be a sample of people, a sample of subject matter,
or a sample of behavior -tver a period of time, de-
pending upon the "population" about which inter-
pretations, are to be made. Extetnsion research has
been concerned mainly with samples of people.

Objectivity means having a concrete, observable,
and tangible basis for making a judgment or inter-
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pretation. It is in contrast to subjectivity, 1)inior-;,
or guesses. An objective measuring dc ,-icc is so
constructed that the results from it not influ-
enced by the difference in people who administer
or interpret it. If equally competent people ask a
question, interpret -the answers, and get closely
similar results the measuring device is considered
objective.. The use of numbers helps to:make Iter-
pretations more objective. For example, "100 per-
sons" is more objective than "many persons."

-Pia6ficabilif-V=A-ii ea-Suringdevice-imustbe-prac,----
tical to use. It is necessary to consider time, cost;
and convenience. Will the form take more time
Than it is worth; will it cost inore than you can
afford? It must be within your resources consider-
ing all the demands made upon you. In planning
the time schedule, the length of the questionnaire,
the time involved in suhamarizing it, the coopera-
tion you will need of the people and the probable-
value of tiTh results obtained continually must be
balanced' against its costs.

SimplicityIs the report form or -ituestionnaire
simple, easy to understand, easy to answer, easy
to administer, easy to tabulate, and easy to sum-
marize? The more simple a questionnaire;the more
practical it will be to use and the time between field
work and the report will be minimized. Simplicity
should not be confused with brevity.

'.Che degree to whit a measuring device meets
the criteria is conditioned by thecircumstances of
;.11P study and the use to be made of the findings.

Types of Questions

In wording questions for the different measuring
devices used in Extension simple types of questions
have been used:

. .

Dichotomous Questions. Dichotomous means
division into two parts or division by pairs.

These questions present opposite choices design-
ed to get response such as yes or no, agree or dis-
agree, approve or disapprove.

The chief advantage of dichotomous questions is
simplicity. They take relatively little time to ask,
and give a clear-cut answer which can be retorded
and tabulated easily.

The follow_ing are typical dichotomous questions
from extensioNjudies:

Do you happen to know who is the county agri-
cultural agent? Yes_ __No__ _

Although these questions are designed as "dicho-
tomus" they usually should and do allow for a
third response, such as "no opinion," "not sure,"
or "don't know." For example:

During the past year have you attended:

A women's extension club meeting conducted
by the county home agent?

remember
The chief advantage of the dichotomous question

is that it can be answered with a concrete, definite
answer. It gives a clear-cut reply which can be
easily recorded and tabulated.

One of the limitations of the "yes" or "no" ques-
tion is that a slight misunderstanding of its mean-
ing may result in a complete removal from a positive
to-- a-negative' -answer: This-may-also increase -the-
"no answer" rate. This is especially true when
getting a person's opinion.

Multiple Choke Questions are used extensively
in extension _questionnaires. A direct question is
asked followed by.a number of possible responses.
The person is asked to select from several Clearly

.stated alternatives.
Multiple choice questions are used when there

can be several responses to a question. The person
aswering these questions is given an opportunity

/Of choosing one or.more of several possible answers
that are true, or represent his opinions or ideas, or
come closest to them.

The directions may indicate that only the correct
response should be checked or the directions may
indicate that the respondent can check as many
responses as he believes apply.

Multiple choice questions are not easy to con-
struct. The possible answers must be plausible and
the right answer must not, be overly conspicuous.
Example of multiple choice questions where one
answer is correct:

Which one of these plant foods put on as com-
mercial fertilizer will "leach" or wash out of the
soil most easily? (Check one only)

nitrogen
phosphorous
potash
calcium

An example of multiple choice checklist type in
which one or more answers nay, be checked:

Which of the following methods do you use for
keeping up with your farm business? (Check as
many as you use)
a Keep bills in a drawer, envelope, or some

convenient place.
b. _ _Keep check stubs.
c. _ _Keep a ledger (book) which f developed

on my own.
d. Keep a farm cash account book (printed

form).
e: Keep in mind my expenses and receipts

and add them up at the end of year.
f. Other:



Open End Questions,-These questions are usual-
ly- used in persbnal interview schedules. The re-
spondent is free to answer as he likes. Open end
questions give such a variety of responses that the
job of classifying and analyzing is both time con-
suming and difficult.

Open end questions are often used in pretesting
to get a line on- possible answers for an eventual
check list type of question.

When it is necessary to employ questions which
give the respondent free latitude in his responses_ ,

opeh end questions are used. Example:
1. How does your milk production in October,

November, and December compare with other
months of the yearis it higher; lower, or
about the same? (Circle one)

IF "HIGHER" OR "LOWER"
2. Abbut how much (higher) (lower) ?

(percent)

IF FALL PRODUCTION IS SAME OR HIGHER
3. Many farmers are not able to keep their pro=

duction up during these months. How do you
manage to do it?

4. '`here did you get the idea"

IF FALL PRODUCTION IS LOW COMPARED
WITH REST OF YEAR
5. Have you ever heard of the idea of making

your milk production even throughout the
year by havinr-cows freshen at different
times? Yes No

6. If yes, what do you think of the idea?

Wording of Questions

The wording of questions affects* the answers.
Each question must be worded to give exactly the
information desired. Go over each question and
ask yourself these questions.

1. Is the question related directly to the purpose
of the study?.

2. Can there be any doubt about the definition
of any word in the question? Will each re-
spondent understand each word as you do?

3. Are the words in each question familiar to
the person who is to answer?

4. Are_ questions simple, short, clear, and con-
cise?

5.. Have you avoided asking leading questions
questions worded in such a way as to suggest
answers?

*'?

6. Have you avoided "double - barreled" ques-
tions, questions that have more than one idea?

7. Have you avoided double negatives?
8. Are definite time limits nn gut- itions specified,

for example, "During t past 12 months?"
9. Has a check yes and no answer been used

whenever advisable?
10. Is there an opportunity for the respondent or

cooperator to indicate that the question does
not apply to him or her?

Face or Descriptive Data Questions

Besides the questions 'relating to the objectives
of the work being studied, additional-information
may be needed about the respondent which will
help in interpreting the answerssuch items as
r:;unber in family or place of residence.

Certain "face data" questions which can be
checked against census data have been used in
extension studies. These include: Formal school-
ing, place of residence, age groups, total net annual
family income, and certain items on the Sewell
level of livii:g scale such as running water in the
home, complete bathroom, and other conveniences.

These face data questions provide information
by which the study data can be classified. For
example, we may want to know if the people who
adopted certain practices live on a farm or not,
if they are older or younger: or 40 years of age and
over, or under 40 years of age, if their formal
schooling was 8 years or less, or more than 8 years.
(A much more detailed classification mat e
desired.) By classifying the information in ti:
way we can find the relationship between different
factors and changed practices. Examples of face
data questions:

Please check the HIGHEST grade you completed
in school:

Elementary school
a.' 1st to 4th grade
b. 5th to 6th grade
c. 7th grade
d. 8th grade

High school
e. 1 to 3 years
f. 4 years

College
g. 1 to 3 years
h. 4 years
i. more

The questions of this type that are to be included
in the questionnaire depend upon the pur:)ose of
the. study and how the data are .to be analyzed. \
Other examples of face data are:
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Where is your home located? Find the one of
the seven following answers which best describes
where you live. (Check one only)
a. On a farm or ranch
b. In the country but not on a farm or ranch
c. On a-farm or ranch part of the year and

in town-part of the year
d. in a town or village with less than

2,500 people
e. In a town or city with 2.500 to

10.000 people
f. In a town or city with more than

10.000 people
g. In a suburban area (not in city limits)

of a city with 10,000 or more people
In which age group do you belong? .Please find

the age- group below in which you belong. (Check
one only)

a. 19 ye; 's or under
(\h. 20---2, years

c% 25-29 years
d. 30-39 years
e. 40-49 years
I. 50-59 years
g. 60 years or older
Please indicate which of the following is. nearest
your net income after farm or business expenses
are deducted. Check one only)
a. Less than $1,000
b. $1.000 $1.499-

$1.500 7 $2,499
$9..500 $3,499

e. $3,500 $4,999
f. $5,000 $6,999
g. $7.000 $9.999__

. $10.000 or over

'Core Questions

There is a series of questions that has been devel-
oped and used in extension studies to determine
the knowledge which people have of extension,
level of living items. and face data questions.

There are many advantages in using these core
questions as they have been pretested under differ-
ent conditions and are well designed. Most impor-
tant, they provide comparable data because the
questions are identical in wording. This insures
that the results of a study will be more meaningful
because they can be compared with the findings of
other related studies. .-

In addition to the face data questions, a series of
questions has been developed to determine knowl-
edge of and participation in extension. Examples
of such questions which deal with 441 Club work
are:

g you know something of 4-11 Club work?
Yes. _

no you have children in 4-II Club work?
Yes. . No

f. 677

. Have you ever had children in 4-H Cluh wok?

Have you yourself ever been a member or leader
of 4-11 Club?

Another example of a core question as used in
home economics nutrition studies is:

Do you yourself drink milk? About how much
each clay?
a. One glass
b. Two or more glasses
c. None

Sequence of Questions

Logical Order--Place the questions in the logical
order so that ;.1 person reading them does not have
to- jQmp from subject to subject in order to answer
them. When the data are to be obtained by the
intervieuethod, the questions should be grouped
so that the conversation will lead logically from
one question to the next.

If general and :specific questions are used, the
general questions should precede the specific ones.;
otherwise, the respondent is likely to answer the
general questions in terms of the earlier specific
ones. For example, a general question as "During
the past year what. changes have you made in your
house, such as remodeling ?" should precede the
more specific question, "During-the past year what
changes have you made in the kitchen?" You do
not want the respondentto think about kitchens
only and not mention other more general improve-
ments.'

Psychological Qrder You can harre a logical
order of questions but the opening questiontstould
also In.., c human interest appeal. Theope'ning
questions should lk easy to answer and of interest
to the respondent.

A few simple questions at the beginning of the
questionnaire will give the respondent confidence
in himself. This is invaluable for carrying the
interview through later and more complicated
questioning. Questions of personal nature, like
asking for the age or income level of the informant
should be placed near the end of the questionnaire.

In designing mail questionnaires the arrange-
ment of questions in order of interest is particularly
important.

Mechanical Setup

Four Parts to 'a QuestionnaireEach well -plan-
ned device or questionnaire has four parts:

1. Identifying information such as name of ques-
tionnaie or study, county, date, and name of
person filling out form. If the study is of the



more formal type in which schedules are used
by personal interviewers, the schedule should
also include number of-survey area, name of
interviewer. and place for checker's initials.
Also the schedule should include final dispo-
sition such as: O.K., refused, incomplete but
closed, etc.

2. The introduction is important because it tends
to orient the respondent to the p.,rpose of the
survey and tries to Motivate answers to the
questiOns. When records are gotten by mail,
motivation is especially important. The open-
ing; sentences should explain:
a. By whom the study is being Made.
b. What is the purpose of the study?
c. To,what use the information will be put.

Adequate response depends largely on how well-
stated are the facts of the introduction. Any
spondent is due the courtesy of an explanation
covering the above points.

3. The content questions based on objectives.
4. Face data, if face data are necessary.

Physical ArrangementThe following six sug-
, gestions are on physical arrangement:

Number each item consecutively..
Never repeat a number on the schedule. This
facilitates reference to items where instruc-
tions and definitions are given.

3. Have each item clearly diStinguished for tabu-
lation purposes.

4. Vary the type within a question to emphasize
the most important words or phrases.

5. Make form easy to read and fill out. Have
places fqr checks rather than for words even

9

as short as yes and no.
6. Place spaces for such checks in vertical col-

umns along the edge of the sheet to make
summarization easier.

Adequate SpaceWhen you expect information
to be written in, provide adequate space for-it. Do
not expect peopleto use margins.

Good AppearanceThe form should have good
appearance. This can be accomplished by good
paper, large print, wide spaces, .and good arrange-
ment.

Special Rules for Constructing the
Mail Questionnaire

1. Appearance. The questionnaire should be
attractive. This can be accomplished by ap-
propriate use of colors, pictures, sp,i,:ing. type,
arrangement. and so forth.

2. Length. The questionnaire should appear easy
to fill out and be as short as possible.

3. The letter of transmittal or cover letter sent
with the questionnairoshould have a personal
touch and an appeal which seems likely to
bring the highest proportion of returns as
indicated in the pretest.

4. The letter should be frankable. With each
cover letter and questionnaire there should be
an enclosed franked envelope addressed to the
extension worker for the respondent to return
the questionnaire.

Pretesting the Questionnaire

Every device used in measuring should be pre-
tested. The way to.1.?arit whether the test is ready
for use is to try it out. The pretest- helpsyou to
know if the content of the questions and the form
of the questions are satisfactory. There: are two
important points:

1. Try the questionnaire with persons who re-
semble those with whom you are finally going
to use it.

2. Test the questionnaire under conditions simi-
lar to those in the study. For example, when
pretesting a mail questionnaire have persons
answer if without help from you. 'Tell them
you have a rmestionnaire you wish them to
try out an they have finished ask for
opinions ano Elestions.

From a careful pretesting you get information
about the following: How long it takes to fill out
the questionnaire;. whether the questions follow
each other in natural order;-whether ample space
is provided for answers; and whether the directions,
are understood.

You have to deterinine how widely you pretest
the questionnaire, and how often you revise It, in
terms of importance 'Of the study, the precision you
need, and the amount of time and effort you can
afford to spend upon the questionnaire.

Summary

The questions in the evaluation device should be
definite, specific and related to the major questions
to be answered by the evaluation. For a devic
such as a .questionnaire to be effective there are
five criteria which it must meet. These criteria
are validity., reliability, objectivity. practicability,
and simplicity.

The wording of questions affects the answers.
Each question must be worded to give. exactly the .
information desired. SpeCial rules-fee-Constructing
questionnaires should be followed.
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Chapter XV

TABULATION
Ward F. Porter

Mrs -le well G. Fessc)alei

Tabulation is the process whereby study data are tabulations and can work ,ont extensive cross-
organized or grouped according to plan so as to tabulations. In such cases, it is essential to include
facilitateanalysis and interpretation. Most of us the machine technicians in our planning. Since
use-the-simpler -ta bttla ti ng,--m-tal lying-teehn any-schedules-a re_ttpm-eocled,!1_the_assista n ce-of
quite often in our clay-to-day extension tasks. We machine operators may be required well in advance
note the number of incoming and outgoing tele- of actual data collection.
phone calls that are inade at the office, We keel) If we will have to do hand sorting and counting
a running total on hoW many publications we distri- 'with or without assistance; we cannot hope to take
bute and what kinds. We have a tally sheet for on so large a program of analysiS as we would if we
office calls, farm visits, meetings with' extension could count on _electrovic equipment. The problem
groups, liaison actions with other organizations, and that could be worked tip in a few days with a trained
the like. We have a frequency distribution of the, .crew of machine operptOrs might take montlisor
topics we deal with on our radio or television pro- be impossible to accoffiplish, using.hand methods,
grams Or in our newspaper or magazine columns. before the findings would be obsolete.

When it comes to evaluation work and. research In addition to physical facilities, we have to con-
in general, it is obvious we could not get the job Sider certain human factors, smell as our own.abili-
done without resorting to tabulation(' We might ties and those of persons who will be at our disposa)
not have, to work out' elaborate tally sheets or in- for the study. If we have no competence in statis-
volved coding plans, but we must.clo some counting tics and have difficulty iri following through on
or we can make no pretense of having clone an involved relationships, we may have to settle for
objective study. reporting totals, working out a few percentages,

and possibly calculating some averages. If we have
Planning'for Tabulation some competence in such matters, or someone is

available to guide us, we can work out a more corn-
We should work out our ation plans prior to- prehensive plan of analysis-ranking, correlating,

the completion of the questionnaires or other record intercorrelating, testing for significance, validity,
forms. We have already pointed out that we need reliability, and so on.
to know what information we want before we can
built! a schedule or questionnaire to secure it. 2. What Information Will We Need for Our

of the schedule or ques-
mence after we decide what information we want
Thinking about the-tabulation should properly com- Analyses? The purpose'

tionnaire,' of course, is to secure the information
and while we are working out practical and objec- we need. However, we can be more certain it will
tive ways to collect the necessary data. secure the information we need by drawing up some

In planning for tabulation, we should keep four tentative tally sheets and work tables, preferably
major considerations in mind. before the fiflal draft of the' schedule. This will

_000' help us see, for example, whether or not the prob-
1. What Resources and Skills Will Be Available able answers will be in a forM or of a type that will

to Us?; We cannot plan for a very comprehensive facilitate the analyses we wish to conduct: Once
tabular analysis if we must have a quick ,answer or we are satisjied in this regard, we can make up the
if there will be limited clerical and secretarial help. final tabulation forms, and be ready to make entries
If we are involved in the kind of study wherein we as soon as the data are received.
have to make our own analyses at odd moments We must. remember that we cannot plan for an
stolen fioni our regular tasks, we have to be satis- analysis that require,- more detailed information
fled with relatively brief and simple study designs, than can be supplied by our record forms. For
record.forms, and easily tabulated answers: instance, we cannot make year-by-year breakdowns'

Where machine facilitieS and operators are avail- in our tables if our age data, are collected in terms
able, we can plan much more involved and elaborate of five-year intervals. Nor can we readlly report
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average or ,mean income if we collect income data
in terms of categories such as under $5,000. $5.000
through $9,999, and $10,000 or over.

On the other hand, however, we can make our
tabulated information less detailed than that report-
ed in our source. We may collect age iniHrmation
by age at last birthday and report 'it ',ur tally.
sheets by five-year intervals. We may have a com-
plete age-sex breakdown but report in terms of
numbers of achilts or children per household. We
may secure actual income data (very difficult to do)
but report in frequency distribution by S5.000
intervals,

3, What Relationships Do. We Wish to Study? We
must .decide on what relationships we plan to study
art h at-we Crave the plc) pe r questions-in-our-data-
gathering instill!
in our tabulating
in categories suit

TO illustrate: I

ent and have adequate provisions
forms to record the relationships
ble to -our needs.
we want to know the differences

in interests of respondents by age, educational level.
place of residence, and sex, we must be able to sort
on these items and then tabulate in terms of their
answers regarding interests. In our tabulation
pianS we must decide what age, residence, and
education,categories will serve our purposes, and
then be sure our source reports the information in
enough detail to set up these categories.

4. What Comparisons Do We Expect to Make?
Whenever we intendto compare certain data from
our study with 'that of other studies, we must be
certain to collect the -necessary information and
assemble it in such a way that there is compar-
ability. Quite frequently we like to check on the
probable representativeness of our sample by mak-
ing comparisork)vith census or other statistical
information related to our study area. Whenever
this is our intention, we must be sure to have our
background information (our "face data") defined
and classified so as to match that used by the cen-
sus, or other sources to be usedin'our comparisons.

is a strong argument for collecting our basic
information in Auite detailed fashion. Then we are
at liberty to make a wider variety of tabulation
decisions. We can group our data in the conven-
tional categories used by the censtis and similar
governmental agencies to make comparisons with
their findings. Then, if needed, we can make
special groupings to permit comparisons with find-
ings of special studies by colleagues in Extension

"or elsewhere who have done work similar to our
own.

Another common occasion for comparisons is in
beforeafter or trend studies.' When you are
studying the change that has occurred` since some
previous reporting date, or when you are observing
th.'e effects of an action program, you have urgent

need for comparable data. Whenever this is you!'
objective, you mustask questions and prepare tab-
ulations in essentially the same, form for both
occasions.

Yon cannot ask for annual family income one
time and annual farm income the next. Nor can
you ask for income to the nearest $1,000 one time
and then decide to simplify the item next time by
setting up $5,000 income categories.

Tabulation Techniques

Tabulation consists of listing or grouping answers
from all respondents, or from all members of par-

s ticular groups within the population being studied,
so that_suminary_ans.svcrs_ean_beobtained.: Possible
techniques for assembling these summary, average,
or consensus answers vary widely. The ones you
select will depend on the -kind of study you are
doing, the resources that are available, and what
you want to get-out of your data. We will mention
sonic of the techniques that you might use in
extension evaluation.

Tally SheetThis is simply. a counting aid, al-
though it can be elaborated into a sorting device.
On a card or sheet of paper of sufficient size, you
set up column headings according to the 'categories
into which yon-wish to sort or subdivide your data.
Down the left side of the page you list the possible
answers to the question.

County
Person(s)Yallying

ba to

HAND TAW( SHEET (EZample)

Development Survey

7. Level of livifig:

Total households

NO- r,. ,onse

Reporting

a. Electricity

1). Telephone

c. Running water

d. Central heating

c. Electric washer

f. None

All
household

Total
farm

Total
nonfarm

44 25 19

3 1 2

41 24 17

- 40 (23) (17)
tY4 f14: 1141 RV MI Mg MAI //

26 (12) (14)
fhl 1104/ Il nil au

25 (10) (15)
ill4 Ma Oil PH/

19 ( 6) (13)
r,f4 Mil Mt ill

27: (14)
FM WI It 1 M1 MI Am

0- ( 0) ( 0) #



In.lour example, the sorting factor is residence
(farm or nonfarm), While the question concerns the
level of living of the families in the sample:

We will assume the respondents (or the inter-
viewers) were asked to check only. the 'facilities
which were available in the homes.

Since it's necessary to account, for each and every
respondent, alloWances have been ruade for non-
responses; and for households reporting none of
the items listed. This "rule" applies in general to
all tabulations.' For certain types of questions, there
might be justification for -still another category
that is, one to account for respOndents,who report
not knowing or "no opinion" or "don't know:: Thc:
importance of this consideration has. already been
stressed in our discussion of questionnaire con-
struction.

To construct such a tally sheet, you reserve space
at the top for identifying information. Depending
on the circumstances, such identifying data might
include: (I) working -title of the study. (2) working:s
title of the particular table (tally sheet), (3) the
name or initials of each person working on the
sheet, including counter, reader. checker, and any
others, and (4) date work was completed. lt,is a
good idea to type the column and row headings
and draw in ,necessary guide lines.

You can make-the tally with a typewriter, if you
have a wide-carriage machine;_by having one per-

k son read off the numbers .and where they should
Igo, and" the other enter them with the typewriter.
The more conventional way is.tO draw up the tally
form and then make the entries by hand with pen
or pencil. You can still mlike typewritten copy for
your permanent record, however:

In tallying, it is customary to make four perpen-
dicular marks and then make the fifth one a slash
through the previous four." This facilitates counting
by fives and makes it easier to observe relationships
by inspection rather than by actually counting.
Subtotals can be placed inside brackets at the ,end
of the Count or inimediately above or below.

This technique is most effective when only.a few
records are to he-tallied. and when there is not a'
great amount of subsorting. The greatest disadvan-
tages of this technique are the likelihood of error
and the difficulty in checking for error. About the
only way to checlthe work is, todo it over, or have
someone else do it over-and compare results. Event'
the same results do,not rule out the possibility that
counteracting errors have been made. The pros-
pects for error increase Materially. if there are
interruptions during the tallying process.

Although tally sheets are most useful in limited,
.small-scale studies, there are at least-tWo occasions
when tally sheets have a place in the more complex
evaluations or 'surveys. First, they can be used to
advantage in taking off key items of interest in a

,preliminary, tentative, unchecked sort of way. Such
data should never be reported or published, but
they can be used to get an idea of what the results
will be.

.second occasion,where
only

can be useful is
when the. researchers have only vague ideas of how
certain data should be .clasSified or categorized.
This occurs often with' essay type items. The
clerks can take a portion of the records, note each
reply as it occurs, and mark down a tally for each
time it is repeated. Soon a pattern emerges and
you can set up sufficient broad categorie0column
headings) to take care of most of the .answers you
are likely to get. Any others can be scored,,in the
"other" column. At this point, the researeher is
in a position to work up a.code for use in some one
of the other tabulating-techniques- we-will mention'
Shortly.

Handsorting This is another counting deVice
Which works quite well with small amounts of data.
Instead of rioting the answer andsentering it on your
lally,sheet, you sort the answers into agreed-upon
categories' by stacking up record foims into piles
containing the same or sufficiently similar answers.
Then you count the forms irfeach pile to get ,totals
for your record sheets, frequency tables, or charts.
An alternate approach, where the.record forms are
lengthy oij'bulky, is to transfer .the. questions and
answers to special answer cards. Both questions
and answers can be coded or abbreviated to save
space.

The major advantage of the method is its.sim-
plicity. You need no special equipment to do the
work; and no special skill is re quired to do the
-sorting, although there is alv.ays a need for dis-
crimination when sorting essay type answers.

A major disadvantage is that you 'need quite a
large working space and relative assurance that`
the piles will not be disturbed. Another,is that the

-task becomes quite involved if the record form is
bulky. TOrning to the proper page for the sort
item, and then to the page for the-question you are
analyzing, can become irritating arid is very time
Consuming. However, your record form is a
one-page,affair, and especially so'if it is on a card,
you should hav'e no' difficulty with this phase of
handsorting.

In other respects, the advantages and disadvan-
tages of handsorting are quite similar to..those asso-,
dated with the tally sheet approach to tabulation.
Both' methods are more subject to error than the
other procedures, to' be discussed. On the other
.hand, both handsorting and tallying are very prac-
tical .and e'dective techniques for determining
appropriate classifications and for preliminary
reporting of seleCted data from..sifrveys'and other
formal studies.
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Tabulation SheetAn elaboration of the tally
sheet. .%1 the answer card as well, is the tabulation
sheet. This, consists of a consolidated listieg of
answers to all usable questions on all records in the
study. The method is most time consuming hot
there are many opportunities for checking on the
\cork. :111(1 volt can use the 1'in:11 product for building
ixleitever tables vou oesire. the tally sheet,
you can find errors more eas*. since each (tin:-.
t limn:lice is identified on ihe sheet.

The setup is much like a tally sheet. with sitCablo
column headings and subheadings Likewise. you
can make your entries with t Ypewl her or by-haod.
Ilowver. the format differ:, in that \chat volt would
out iu lhl Margin Or ".titilb- on a tally sheet.is usual-
ly It:chided under the major column )ic;o ,icross
the top. Eah line or "row- across the sh.!et reoorts
information from zi single reeord form. Fer an
illustration of the format 0; :t simpla tabu: 'ion
sheet. see the selection entitled, "Evaluating a
l'astove Improvement Program." appendix A, p,
100.

A great deal of thought. must be given to our
,Hio ended use of the data before we setup a tabula-
Jain sheet. Although we do not have to enter all
the inforMation we have collected. eve should be
careful to plan for inclusion of all we are likely to
need for our analysis, Once we have planned the
format and organization of the tabulation sheet,
and completed our tabulation. we cannot reline our
data to include more detail. However. if we allow
fur all eventualities, we can consolidate categoric.
whene\ er that seems advisable. Forthis reason.
we should make our original entries as detailed a:,
1.e are likely to have need for them to be 'What
may seem like unnecessary extravagance of par-'r
and effort it the time may be an et:ono:to; before
the analyses are completed.

In planning our tabulation sheet. we must also
consider all of the possible responses to each ques-
tion and plan our columns and headingS according-
ly. For instance, where .1 respondent could answer
"yes.- "no," or -don't know" to question, or
refuse to answer' it entirely. we might properly
allow a column for each of these four possible types
of responses. This would give us a complete
accounting of all the respondents.

In our example of a tabulation sheet (appendix
p. 1001, notice that question .=5 has three pos-

sinle answers: (a) "within past 3 years," (b) "more
than 3 years ago." and it . "don't know"
In addition, we allowed one additional 'Idiom] for
nonrsponse to the question.

In some instances, One or more Ipac,tions in a
schedule may not apply to some of the respondents.
In such cases. a column captioned ("Not
.Apply " might be added, Referring again to our.
example in the appendix. we could quite properly
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add an -NA- con:inn under question =2. This
would then necessitate an entry in the 'NA'.
umn for al: I espondents who had not limed !heir

questionnaire =2 and =4 in our thus-
ly:01mo.

l'o sepzo ate the data into groups for comparison.
IIn records must be classified befor tabulation
seots. This indicates the necessity of knowing.
oet'ore you start tabulating, which comparisons you
wish to make,---what kinds of Tesults you \vitt want.
The records can be broken down into any nuMber
of subgroups, and the various subgroup totals add-
ed together' in various combinations to get various
group totals. This is, admittodle, a cumbersome
method of getting group comparisons and relation-
ships, but. it is uffei five and pc ible when eieetrie
machine tabulation is impossible.

Machine Tabulation----Unless you are imerested
in (wick answers to a few simple qiiestions, and
plan to make no inttinsive study of thy' answers.
machine tabulation generally is the preferred
method of tabulation.

However, this method requlres P.CCOSti to some
'cry' expensive machinery that will not be available
to the extension worker for routine evaluations; so
'ac will mention only some of he characteristics of
the method in this manual. In any event; is any of
you become= involved in in evaluation where this
method should he used, and facilities can be made
available to your research team, you will want to
consult with the operators and supervisors of the
installation where the data will be processed.

\lost land-grant institutions now have such facili-
ties. Extension researchers working on approved
projects generally can make arrangements to have
their data machine-processed. Persons responsible
for the nse of the machines should be contacted
early in-the study.

These people can advise you on setting up your
research instruments to secure data most readily
processed by machine operations, and they can
alert you to the kinds of anai;:_is ,,,-ou can make.
They can assist you with coding: problems -and can
show you ways of dealing with free-answer infor-
nifitili6ii. :They can suggest ways of using machine
operations to speed up statistical analyses by pro-
viding totals ready for processing in calculating
machines. For that matter, some of the more elab-
orate machines can perform basic statistical opera-
tions for yon.

Tln immediate costs of machine processing are
sometimes quite impressive. however well-justified.
For this reason, there should be a clear understand-
ing of costs before either the.---researcher or the
machine supervisor commits himself beyond recall.
They should agree on what operations will be re-
quired, and how many. They should agree on the
coding. manner of transcribing to machine record



forms, amount of checki _.r and sequence
of .sorts and tabulation i of c leulations
:nid correlations to be do .yo on.

There are various companies making different
types of machines for tabulating and summarizing
answers frum record forms or questionnaires. Sonic
questionnaires, set up for certain machines. are
marked with a special kind of pencil so that the
forms themselves can be run through the machine.
The pencil marks make electric contact for a count-
ing of the answers. For other machines, every
answer on the record form is reduced to a numeri-
cal. or alphabetical code; then these codes are punch-
ed onto small cards. Coding must be planned by
someone who thoroughly understands the study.
The cards are run through sorting machines which
sorts out the zinswers to any questions we want,
giving the number reporting each type of answer.
Or the tabulating machine totals the'entries, giving
us the sum for all the questionnaires, and the num-
ber reporting the answers.

If the questkonnaires, are set up so that the
answers ;. e!1.:!ked are assigned predetermined
numerical va:ues (i.e., precoded), the work and time
involved in electric machine tabulation is less than
for typewriter tabulation. and there is less chance
for human error. The great advantage, however,
of electric machine tabulation is the increased free:

.don in manipulation of the cards. Groups do not
have to be all -predetermined. If an iiiie.resting
casual relationship indicated in early summaries`
of the data, the cards can be sorted on the machines
immediately, with no necessity for a complete
retabulation as is necessary with typewriter tabu-
lation.

Manual Tabulation Using -Punched CardsSys-
tems have been developed whereby data are coded
and punched on :-ards that are sorted manually.
Such a system is useful when the numbei; of 'cases
involved is limited. Extension-workerscan usually
secure help and advice on the use of such cards
from college statistical units.

Free-Answer TabulationClassification and sum-
niarization of answers to open-end que:itions are
difficult. Manv times it is impossible:6 Make a
usable classific..;Jon system until the tinswers are
at hand so they can be studied as a unit.

If you have a relatively small sample, you can
have all the answers to one question typed, out on
a single sheet and determine appi-opriate categories
by inspection. What generally proves easier, how
ever. is to enter each answer to the question on a
card just large enough to hold the informatittri,
Then you start grouping related answers and c n-
splidating related groups until you fin -able
number of categories. Now you can assign a code
to the categories and use it to make entries on

AP

answer cards nr other t:),Jlating devices so that
you can use these free-answer items as readily as
any others in sorting and tabulating.

if you have a large sample; you can save time but
still get the job done by goi-i; through the same
process, with a subsample o. your records. The
first fifty questionnaires might give you the idea.
On the other hand, you might prefer to take every
-nth" record.

Quite often, in the course of developing cate-
gories, you will end up with an -other" or "miscel-
laneous" category. This will accommodate those
responses that do not quite fit into your main
classifications or groupings. This will not detract
from your analyses unless too many of your rec rds

'other" group. Any time it beeco leswind up in this
your largest category, you shoulcl ,-onsid.?i- redesign-
ing your classification system.

Because so much of the i,Itinre effectiveness
of your study depends on how well you handle your
open-end, free-answer, or essay-type questions, it is
essential that you make decisions regarding them
with the greatest care. This is an occasion to con-
sult with subject-matter and resear pecialists to
be sure that you are making prop dec ions. You
may evert-Want to set up a vane of experts to\work
out a classification wtern for c rtain items.

This difficulty is tfie major rea on why you should
generally restrict the use of ree-answer items.
Adequate pretesting should sun st ways to set up
check-off questions to take their lace: Of course,
there will be times when elaborate etesting is not
possible or when you ari, exploring a new topic
where you have no -idea of what the answers, will
be. In such cases, free-answer questions are a must.

Another problem lies in the fact that check-off
questions limit the range of possible answers. This
may oontribute to answers which are the result of
snat: judgment or "any answer to get on with it"
reactions. Even. if. you provide an "other" cate-
gory, respondents cannot always be counted on to
volunteer information. On the other hand, you
cannot be sure how complete your replies to free-
answer items really are, largely because of this
reluctance to volunteer information.

In bne case you may have codeable and statis-
tically manipulatable data of uncertain validity: n
the other, yeti have had-to-code, hard-to-analyze, but
possibly more valid dal You will have to decide.
in ter-is of the particular item. which type of cit!.:s-
tiorr...vi:1 pFovide 'Ii: kind of answer that will be
most eticLtive fm your purposes.

Summary

Our concern in t_Its chapter ')as been 1.% h ways
of converting maf.txs, of nfouniation into under-
standable and usable form tosaid in analysis, report-
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ing, and decision making. We have suggested that
tabulation must occupy an important spot in re-
search, and Paluation. and that it is most effective
when it is planned at the same time the other re-
search instruments are planned.

There are at least four points to consider in plan-
ning tabulations: (1) available IcSO,LIMCS, (2yinfor-
illation needed, (31 relationships of intereft to 'the
planners of the study. and (4) comparisons desired.
We have suggeF4.ed that, when in doubt, it best
1(.1 (Ai-ilea data in a more detailed form thi.n you
arc likely to use.

We have described some of the common tabula-
tion 'techniques, including tallying handsorting.
tabulation sheet, machine processing, and manual
tabulation using punched cards. The essential
characteristics and the relative advantages and dis-
advanta sof each method ar,e br !fly discussed.
The c pter concludes Nvi.h som( suggestions on
the- andling of free-answer responses.

eferences

Croxton, F'. E., and Cowden, D. J. Applied General Sta-
tistics. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955. pp. 3749,
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Chapter XVI

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
MI'S. fete( (. Fr SS4

Ward Pf,orti

All of its must work with figures and numbers
c:ory day. The simplest assertion in conversation

. deals with quantities .. (Statistical analysis) is
one way of bringing -big numbers down to a sin,
where they can be grasped with ease."''

What we do with figures once they are collect
is the key to the usefulness of research iindings.
Without analysis and interpretation, figures have
little or no meaning. Some degree of statistical
analysis is within the reach of nvery extension
worker.

1'e-' raps a definition of the terms analysis and
interpretation will be helpful. We can think a
analysis as the ordering of data in such a manner
that they yield answers to questions. This means
we take something from our mass of data and
organize it so we can take hold of it. catch on to
what it is trying to tell us, understand it. We break
the whole of our information down into components
which become meaningful to us. In layman terms...
analysis is putting data through a mill: we take our
facts. run them through some sort of statistical pro-
cessing, and come up with answers. We put in
information and take out intelligence.

interpretation, on the other hand, is the process
of searching out the meanings of our answers. of
our new intelligence. This process occurs when we
get around to answering the "So what?" questions.
Interpretation leads to the establi..)inent of explan-
atory concepts.

In the normal course of events we would enpect
our interpretations to for -fir analysin. It is
essential that we have digc lanalyi.ed) data, or
knowledge, before we can cnisign meanings and
-implications make interPitations). However.
it is quite pos(4ible that our original interpretations
may suggest further needs for analysis of our data.
This may be the occasion for a new cycle of sorting,
analyzing, and interpreting.

When are plans made for the analysis and inter-
pretation of data? This is an area in which much
help is needed. A plan for analysis needs to b.
well thought out by the investigator when a re-
search project is developed. Instruments for col-
lecting data must provide tltn information needed

for purposes of an No amount of analysis
can extract from ;ors that are not present

This is not to .,:ever, that we can make
final and coinput,, for analysis at the begin-
ning p;'oject. The is carcher must
tin-ays leek for new concepts as observations are
made. nli.oweyer, analysis twist 1-.recede interpreta-
tion, even though there is some overlapping.

It is helpful to write ot..t specific plans and to
prepare work table in advance. This frequently
renuire a 6rea n. deal of titre on the part of the
researcher. It is in.port.ant that administrators
..ncierstand tilaf time nd other resources must be
provided for research. In this connection, a calen-
dar of work. outlining tie jobs to be done. the time
required, and respons03llities, is helpful.

thenpnonesses of ana:ysis and interpretation.
though of flint-lame:OM importance in the resLar,
process, are niten inadequately used by extens;-nn
viarkers. is freqn -;ntly due to a limited tinder-
standin- f the hasic principles involved. Consni-
eralion will now be given to some guiding prin-

/ niples th:n may be helpful to t'ae inexperienced
researe-ner.

Techniques of Analysis

Statistical analysjs can be enite involved How-
ever. all extcvison workers are capable of using
simple mathecnain2a1 teenniques that will serve the
purpose for muc1- extens;nit studies. These simple
techniques in :une. (1) -numerical counts, (2) per-
centages, (3) measures of central tendency or aver-
ages. (4) measures of dispersion, and 15) anking.

Numerical CountsFor many of our purposes,
it may be sufficient to know how,many. How many
of the respondents knew the agent by name (51 did,
17 did not, 2 did not answer)? How many of the
respondents were in each age group (5 were under
21 years. 37 were 21 through 54 years, 12 were 55
years or °rm.)? How many of those who were
shown how to take a soil sample actually took one
on their own land 437 exposed, 13 took sample, 24
did not take .ample)?

We need sinli counts to serve as a base for what-
ever an;dysis e do. Sometimes this is all we car.
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to know: at other times this is merely the starting
point for an involved series of manipulations. Tho.
quality of &Lir data, as well as other factors.
determine host much more we -are jr: t ifieci in doing
with them by way of analysis;

Caution should be exercised in restricting calcu-
lations to simple numerical counts in some cases.
other calculations are frequently helpful in avoid-
ing (wersimplification or in promoting lirrification.
This will become more evident in the discussions
to follow.

PercentagesProbably the next most frequently
used statistic aft the count is the percent, or the
proportion the part is of the wkile. It is a good aid
in making relatioosiAps and comparisons mernsing-
ful. I-'or example: A relationship like 67 out of 179,
compared with 3o out of- 70, is more difficult to
grasv, than ,7 perc:mt compared 'with 43 percent.

Another valid reason for using percentages or
ratios is that they are more easily understood. This
is particularly true where large numbers arc in-
volved. Fur example, 250 out of 780 does not mean
too much to -.'iost people; but 32- percent is mean-
ingful.

uug;h the computation of percentages r3
to be ri-e.-imple and rather obvious process, the 'c

.several opportunities for the researcher ,J go
wrong.

1. Use of the Correct BaseThe base ithe de-
nominator or divisor in mathematical terms) is the
1111111ber front which the percentage is calculated.
Selecting the correct base is important. It is equal-
ly important to indicate for your readers or listen-
ers what your base is. In a typical evaluation ques-
tion. time base could be: 11) the total number of
ispondents in the study: 12) ti:.; total number who
answered the question: or 1:31 the total number to
whom the question applied.

In using the total number of cases as a base,
roneous conclusions may sometimes be drawn.

'This is particularly true if the proportion of "no
responses" is high. Let us say that out of 100
records, 10 did not respond to a certain question.
70 answered "yes" and 20 answered "no." Using
the total of 100 as a base, this means that 70 percent
answered "yes."

U tig the --:anie figures as above, and taking the
number woo answered the question at all (90) as a

.base. we find that 77 percent of those who answer-
ed ihe question reported "yes."

The difference between these two calculations is
7 percent. Which is the better answer? We do
nor know whether the "no responses" would have
been "yes- "no." ('onseotrently. it is essential
that the analysis show either that 10 percent did
not answer, or that the 10 "no answers- wen:
emitted.

There are many situations in which a question is

I

not applicable to a respondent. Only the number
of persons to whom the particular question applies
can be used as the base for calculating a percenta-
age. (',ie example of this is in Table)/

Table I. Broiler practices adopted by 4-H Club
members in X county (Number mem-
bers raising broilers-75)

Practices adopted

attendbeg meeting
(%yhere information vas given)

flowing 1 square foot
flo space per bird

Using thermostatic controls

E77_I

Keeping 95
first week

Number Percent

temperature for

Pretesting brooders 24-48
hours r-ior to use

50 100

30 60

20 40

40 "0

45 (10

This table invokes responses to questions asked
to determine whether or not 4-11 Club members in
a broiler project were _sing recommended prac-
tices. In this instance. the county agent is using, as
the base, only Worse who received information on
practices. Till:, drinciple is. often applied when an
attempt is being made to determine teaching effec-
tiveness.

Another example is the situation where a sched-
ul to be used with a cross - section If farmers has
a question on spraying orchards. Obviously, only
those farmers in the sample Nvho have f_rchards will
be considered as the base for calculating percent-
ages.

2. Adding PercentagesBefore we e'en add per-
centages, ve must be sure that c:-.,:gories arc
mutually exclusive (dO not overlap). For example,
let us say we secured the following percentages
w-hen respondents indicated how they received
information about a particular practice:

Source

,radio
Television
Newspaper
Neighbors
Extension Agent
Not known

Percent
13
12
28
42
38
15

Even if the percentages had failed to add up to
more than 100, we should have no difficulty in
rc4alizing these are not exclusive categories. It is .

possible that'some respondents could have,gained
information from more than one source, (:cuiceiv-
ably from all of the sources mentioned.

8"1



However, many questions are such that exclusive
categoric:- are possible. This is common among
"face" data or background information items. For
example, the :istribupon of replies to a question
on age might ,-)e shown as follows:

Age group Number Percent

Under 30 years
20 through 50 years
over 7(.1 years

Total

53. 9
287 47
266 44

C06 400

In thi, case we have selected our age groups so
tfril there is no overk, -Ting we are justified
in adding up our percentages.

3. Averaging PercentagesSometime
perienced researcher falls into e error
ing averages of percentage
frequently observed practi
justified. The following fi res,,are the percent-
ages of 4-H members who iv-npleted projects in
the different districts of a State:

the inex-
of report-

Alt , this is a
.e, it is never quite

District

A
13

C

F

Total

Number Percent

31,000
8.000

12,000
26,000
11,000
28,000

116.000

74
60
(35
75
50
72

66 (incorrect)

, the above table. the analyst incorrectly chose
to report, as the total percent, an average of the
six district percentages. ITe should have computed
the total rercentage figure by dividing the total
number of completions (116,000) by the total State
membership (165,000) which would result in a fig-
ure of approximately 70 percent. Sometimes, as

dle above example, the differences are not great.
In other instances, the error can be much larger.

Rounding PercentagesThe researcher must
deqt167.1Aow many decimal places to include when
he rep6ts percentages. To show too many digits
may give a false impression of accuracy: to show
too few may conceal the fact that differences exist.
A safe rule of thumb to employ is to use no more
than are necessary to bring out the differences.

Even when your data are precise enough tojustify
refined computation of 'percentages, extra or un-
needed decimals 'add to the difficulty of reading
the report and they tend to make the figures harder
to remember. As a :general compromise, some
writers use nearest whole percentage figures in
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the text of their reports and, wherever necessary,
give percentages drawn out to one or more decimal
places in the supporting tables or is a footnote.

The following three rules cover the rounding of
individual percentages:

1. Where the dieit(s) to be dropped represent(s)
more than half (Le., more than .5, .50, !.2' ) the
numerical distances between the number
above and the number below, round to the
higher number. For example, the percent-
ages 18.6, 18.51, 17.9 when rounded to
whole numbs s become 19, 19, and 18,
respectiVely.

2. Where the digit(,,z.) to be dropped represent(s)
less than half of the distance between two
numbers, round to the lower number. For
example, the percentages 18.4, 18.49, 17.3
when rounded to whole numbersbecome 1S,
18, and 17, rt. ,pectively.

3. Where the number to be rounded is exaeqy
halfway between two numbers, round to
ne1Eiest even number. For example, the .,m-
centages 18.5, 18.50, 17.5when rounoed
whole numbersall become 18.

.Jost of the time, ree,,e': occur:: to the right of
the decimal point. See... °ere:" to the left of
the decimal point. 7.er-: 4 z s-W)stitu ted for
each dropped (1,.git incomes 170
and 16,987 bee .:ines 17,01,0.

Measures of Central Tendency Those devices
which help you visualize or identify the central
characteristic, the representative unit, or the aver-
; are referred to collectively as measures of
central tendency. The ones most lik_eiy to be used
by the extension researcher are. (..) the mean, (2)
the mode, and (3) the median. Th- are others, but
they require some understanding 01 advanced math-
ematics and are not meaningful to larger por-
tion of our probable readers or listeners. Conse-
quently, they have limited utility in extension
research analysis and reprting,

The arithmetic mean, or what most people think
of when they speak of average, is the most common-
ly used measure. To get average income, you
divide the total income reported by the number of
people reporting income. To get average age, you
divide the total number of years reported by all
respondents by the number of respondents. To get
average membership, you divide the total member-
ship by the number of clubs.

The advant ge. of using the arithmetic mean
are (1) it is most likely to be understood, and (2)
it is easy to compute. The disadvantage is that it.
gives undue value to fignres at one end or the other
of the distribution. If you were: to average club



memberships of 5, 9, 9, 11, 13. and 37. your arith-
metic mean would be 14, which is larger than all
but one of the individual club memberships.

The mode is the answer or value that most fre-
quently occurs in a distribution. For example, if
more farmers report size of fa .n as 120 acres than
any other size, then 120 is the model size of farm
in the study area.

Among its advantages are:
1. Is probably what most people mean when

they say "on the average" or "typical."
2. It is the "most descriptive average in that it

describes the largest number of cases in any
one distribution.

3. It is not affected by extreme values. For ex-.
ample, if seven households have the following
number of members. respectively-1, 3, 4. 4,

4. 8, 10--the model size family is 4. Regardless of
the number of persons in the smallest and largest
household, the mode would remain the same.

P

Its major disadvantage is that it is significant
only when a large number of values is available.

Another disadvantage is that occasions may
arise when no one group will have numerical super-
iority over another. Quite often you come up with
two groups t`ie saw- size, or nearly so, ;.:!-1 have
what is called bimodal distribution. When this
occurs, your amIlysis will be more difficult, but a
statistician can tell you how to deal with st;ch
situ ations.

The median is the middle value, where half of
the eases fall below arid half above. To get this
value. you arrange ruayl your data from one ex-
treme to the other. Then proceed to count half
way- through the list of numbers to identify your
median value: In our first example, the array
would read: 5, 9, 9. 11, 13, 37. The n'imber half
way\ through this array %you'd be our median num-
ber. In our case, it would be an imaginary number
as we have an even number of answers. We can
resolve this difficulty by saying our median number
lies i.i.jtween 9 and 11, or we can split the difference
between these -lumbers id call it 10. There is a
formula for determining this number precisely, but
seldom will we need to he this precise

Advantages of the n-,,-dian are: (1) it Is fairly easy
to cale ,late, even, wilt_ a you have to compute the
exact r_edian number; and (2) not affected by
extereme values or the range of data. Its disadvan-
fuges lie in the fact that, (1) it is not..s familiar as
the mean to thelayman. am! (2) making up the array
can take quite a lot of time.

Measures of DispersionThe 1. :queue), distribu-
tion is a classification of the answers or values into
various groups or classes, arranged in order of size
or magnitude.

Classifying people according to place of residence
as urban, rural farm, and rural nonfarm is an ex-
ample of a frequency distribution.. Such a. distri-
bution might he as follows:

Place of residence NuMber Percent

Urban
Rural nonfarm
Rural farm

50 10
75 15

175 75

T many cases, measures of central tendency or
averages are inadequate for telling the complete
story. This is particularly true where. the spread
or range, in the data is great and where extreme
values distort the picture. In these instances, the
frequency distribution of replieswhether on a
numerical or a percentage basiscan be a very
useful technique of analysis. For example, it may
be desirable to know the proportion of young farm
families in a county in order to plan programs to
meet their needs.

.

The tte of frequency distributions can be helpful
in checking the representativeness of a sample
against census do a. If this is to be done, he class
intervals or class( cations satild be ides' ..iii with
those used-for comparison.

In preparing a frequency distribution, 6r::, must
be-taken to select classes or groups (class i..,.rvals
that are meaningful in terms of the. local situation.
Another requirement is that class intervals should
not overlap. In this connection, it would be correct
to use "under 10," "10-19," "20-29," etc.. rather
than "0-10," "10-20," "0-30," 'etc.

There .ire, of course, more complex and precise
measurements of dispersion than the techniques we
have discussed. For the majority of our extension
studies, however, nunierical and percentage distri-
bution will probably suffice. Whenever we do a
study in which our data have been collected in such
a manner that more precise analyses are justified,
we can consult with a trained statistician who will
tell us how to use the more advanced methods.

RankingMost people like to know where they
stand in relation to their fellows. Clubs lil, to
know ho-W they -compare with other clubs on num-
ber of members, attendance and participation rates,
and other performance-factors. County residents
like to know where they rank among counties in the
State on population. income, percent of farm resi-
dents, acres in the different croi, birth and other
vital statistics rates, and so on.

Quite often we can use rankings very effectively
in our evaluation tasks. ,Even if the differences
may be slight, knowledge that you rank well up on
a list can be a source of satisfaction. However, if

o much emphasis is placed on the rankingvaathe,.
t an on potential achievements, it can have an
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..rx
inhibiting effect on motivation and incentive to
improve.

Rankings are meaningful to most folks, although
there is a persistent tendency to interpret rankings
as measurements instead of evidenCes of sequence.
It is easy to forget there may 12e only a small frac-
tion of a unit difference between' the 30th and 31st
ranked items and a difference of several units be-
tween the first and secon 1. ranked items, or between
the last and next to last items.

Rankings can be made up, quite easily if there
are only a few items to rank. You just make an
array of the items ,from, greatest to smallest in
terms of the units of measurements (inches. pounds,
acres, members, completions, adoptidhs). Then you
assign consecutive., numbers to the items according,
to their positions in the array. You can assign the
numbers from most to least or from least to most,
depending on intended use. This pe' makes no
real difference so long as you indicate which way
you have chosen to assign the rankings.

Sometimes there is difficulty if several items
have the same size (several 5-member families,
many 40-acre farm$, several members with the
same number of project completions, and so on).
Frequently, in such cases, it is sufficient to assign
the same ranking to each similar entry.

If you are ranking averages, percentages, or
index numbers of some kind, you may be able to
get differences by carrying out your divisions an
extra place or more. This is a situation where dif--
ferences will be trifling and the resulting rankings
may have Itle meaning.

If there is no way to break the tie, or if you fe&
there is no justification for assigning different rank-

!, ings, you give all equal items the same ranking,
Then you must be on the alert to avoid a very con-
mon error in ranking. You must leave places in
your. ranking for each tied entry and assign the next
entry the first place beyond these.

If your array reads, G-9, A-8, D-8, H-8, B-6, E-5,
C-3, F-3, you woe'r! -^nart rankings, G first; A, D
and H tied s( B fifth; E sixth; and C and F
tied for seventh; not, G first; A, D and 1-I tied for
second; B third; E fourth; and C and F for fifth,

Rankings are not used a great de;,' is statistical
analysis beyond simply reporting them, although it
is possible to use them to make rough correlation
tests. Because of some problems in dealing wit'

rer,it is best to ask a statistician to ex-
plain the formula and the limitations of the statistic
to you.

InterpretaVon Techn;cp,itls

After we have collected, tabulated and analyzed
our data through the various processe's available to
us, we still have the task of interpreting the find-

ingS. It is not enough merely to cite our findings
in descriptive fashion. We must ask ourselves the
question, "What do these data really mean?" More
than that, we have to come up with the answer tr;,.

the question., or at 'east a statement of what we
believe the findings imply. To guide us in working
out such a ,;t4tement, there are several fundamental
principles ...Inch we will now consider.

Generalization-a-Most research motivated by a
desire to make inclusive statcients based on a
limited number of observations; We desire lo ob-
serve results in a limited setting and generalize our
findings to a larger group or populaion. The
demands such a desire places on our methodology
has been discussed at considerable length in other
chapters.

We must exercis caution in drawing conclusions
for a larger or (different population than the one
from whi i the sample was drawn. If we collect
informati.,11 from only farm residents in the com-
munity, we cannot generalize to the total population
of the community. In fact, if the percentage of
returns is low. (as in many mail questionnaire
studies). or if the refusal rate is high, we may he
justifiek in applying the findings only to the actual
group of respondents, rather, than to the whole of
the sample and to the population; from whit' the
sample was drawn, as we had intended.

DefinitionWe have no right to generalize for
areas or situations where the definitions we have
used in our study do not apply. If ,we would make
comparisons, in terms of concepts or standards or
characteristics that are not uniformly defined, we
rftttst at!empt to either adjust our findings so they
will be comparable, or acknowledge that. .compari-
sons rcannobe made, or that they are made with
reservations and qualifications.

We may want to compare our findings regarding
income in home demonstr, Lion clubs with census
data. Unless our definitio.: of income is the same
as that of the census, or unless we can go back to
the original data and work out comparable units,
we are not justified in making income comparisons.
If the comparison is to be valid, incomes must be
defined in the same way.

ObjectivityAgain we must remind ourselves to
ep personal judgments and other evidences of

s bjectivity'out of our interpretations. Now is the
e when the attention we gave to assuring objec-

t vity in setting up our record, forms will pay off.
For example, "Did you eat an adequate brpakfast

this morning?" leaves the interpretatioit_ot "ade-
quate" to the person who answer the question.
"What did you eat for breakfast?" equires the list-
ing of all foods eaten. The ade acy of the break-
fast can then be determined in line with recoin-
n,crided nutritional, standards.
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Cause and Effect RelationshipsLOne of the
basic purposes of scientific research is to establish
causality I t he reason whyi. Now we are all aware
of, how difficult this is to accomplish in the behavi-
oral sciences. however. our scientific in iuisitive-
riess compels tis to try to do it. and we feel certain
that as our techniques improve we will become
increasingly successful in doing it. The best safe-
guard can employ before. Making claims for
cause and effect relationships is to screen out all
other likely causal factors before drawing our con-
clusions.

In the table that follows we have what looks like
a good case for the value of extension teaching.
This is an illustration from an extension study de-
signed to learn the effect of participation in Exten-
sion on the rate of adoption of recommended
orchard practices. Strictly on a basis of perctIntage
comparisons between participators and nonpartici-
patos. we appear to have confirmation of the
effectiveness of participation in Ext; nsion as a

factor in the adoption of recomi. nded
orchard practices.

Table II. Farm practices carried out-with relation
to farm operators' participation in Ex-
tension.

Practices adopted'
Extent of Participation
Active 9e active None

Percentage of those with
orchards who:

Carried out 3 or more
recommended practices

Applied fertilizer
Cultivated adequately
Followed spray schedu
Treated for borers
Pruned trees,
Thinned fruit

percent --

76 68 50
63 78 :36
75 80 82
:30 20
32 20 18
(38 53 36
2'6 23 20

.' All -ractices were in

However, there were some Other differences
among the farmers in the sample, in additioe to
extent-sof participation. We found that the more
active participants tended to have higher education
levels, higher income levels. and larger farm opera-
tions. Even though more refined statistical
lations might reveal a positLe relationship, there is
room to challenge our unqualified acceptance of
extension teaching as the sole, or at least major,
causal factor. It now appears obvious that some
of these other factors may be contributing factors
in the adoption of recommended -orchard practices.

'Our point here is that we must be extremely
careful whenever we assign cause and effect rela-
tionshps. Before we make such claims we must

be sure to check our relationships against all avail-
able evidence. This means drawing or; ,iar "face"
data items to make all likely cross-tabulations .to
identify any associations that may supplement -our
basic relationship in any v,ay. This is also a final
plea to include adequate "face" data and control
items in all data-collecting forms.

Program Objectives Many of our studies are
made to determine program effectiveness.' Data
collected for this pujpose might be interpreted to
point out how well program objectives' are being
met. These objectives, as suggested elsewhere, are
expressed most aptly in terms of specific behavior
changes.

In the table that follows. the desired behavior
change is constant feeding of phenothiazine and
salt. You will note that close to three out of every
ten of-the farms made the desired behavior change,
almost a h..lf partially adopted the practice, and
about a fourth failed to act in the desired manner.
The effectiveness; of the teaching will be judged in
accordance with what is considered a satisfactory
rate of change for the particular objective.

Table III. "Use.,of phenothiazine and salt on farms
in sample, X county. 1950.

Degree of use Number of
farms*

Percent of
farnis*

Feeding constantly 35 29
Feeding occasionally 55 47
Not feeclingat all 28 24

Total 118 100

:: Sel,.ing sheep anci

PotentialMuch of our interpretatiori is con-
ce ited determining how successful we ha've
b en in reaching our potential clientele. Potentials
a e closely associated with program objectives and
with careful definitions of our population in terms
of them. In 4-I-I Club work, for instance, the objec-
tive may be to enroll boys and girls who are
students in rural schools. In this case, the potential
would be all the boys and girls of 4-H Club age who
are enrolled in rural schools of the area under
consideration.

When it comes to interpreting enrollment figures
on a percentage basis, only those boys and girls of
the proper age and going to rural schools would be-
considered.

On the other hand, if all boys and girls of 4-1-1
Club age who live in the county arc encouraged to
enrog in 4-H Club work, then the total number of
such young people in the county -would be the
potential clientele for the action program.. This
number would serve as the base for computing thq
percentage of the potential reached.



Another exainp'' of interpretation in terms of
potentials relates to pasture improvement. One
objective of such a program might be the syste-
matic application of lime. In this instance, our
potential audience is limited to those farms having
pasture land. Secondly, we would consider only
hose pastures with soil conditions requiring lime.

In other\WOrds, we would not have a true picture
of the effectiveness of our teaching if we included
all pasture acres, and less so if we included all
acres in farms.

;

do have a good deal of trend analyi-
sis interpretation in extensionlevaluation worki
Before. during and afttr data are oftenthe'..basie
of our evaluations of extension teaching iltectivt.::
nes,. . Any time we do a benchmark study,we are
setting. the stage for a trend study. Trends are
very helpful in any study of change, whether as
indicators of progress or direction of movement.

We\have to be very careful when interpreting
changes, however,'as there are some factors which
could be involved besides the ones under considera-
tion. Frequently, what appears to be a mah p;:ed
change may be accounted for 'almost_ entirely
a shift in population..

For instance, we haVe the example of the report
by presumably qualified researchers stating that
there- had been a 10 percent increase in milk con-
sumption in their State during a specified period,
something like a shift from 2,000,000 pounds to
2,200,000 pounds per day in terms of whole milk
equivalent. Actually, a realistic interpretation of
their findings would have indicated virtually no
change in milk congwution per capita during, the
period. The populationicased from something
like 2,000,000 to about 2,2 0,000 persons during
the same' period; so we can\see that instead of
increasing, per capita consumption remained almost
constant at approximately one 'ound per day.

We are on even more dangerous ground when
we try to interpret trend data in -terms of changes
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in dollar income over a period of yeaRs. Inflation-
ary ...,ndencies. in economy as a whole may
account -for rr -pnarent increase in individual
incomes.

When yot. ;elf involved in such inter-
pretations .- with a trained researcher
or-a sNciai, in order.

-Summary

After some preliminary comments to identify
analysis as the ordering of data to g A answers to
questions, and in .pretation as the procegs of
sea;ching out meanings of answers, this .chapter
points out. some principles and techniques of
analysis and interpretation.

In our discussion of analysis- techniques we refer
to counts, .)ercentages, mdv.ires of cen,tral ten-
denty and dispersion, and ranking: Those tech--
niques requiring only an elementary knowledge of
mathematics are emphasized. We also point out
some common errors in the use of each technique.

In kliscussing interpretation techniques, some
safeguards are suggested to assure objectivity and
appropriateness in our appraisals. We mention
some factors limiting how far we can generalize.
We stress the importance of agreement on defioi-
tions when making comparisons: We point out the
need for adequate_ checking before postulating
.cause and,,f'''.ect relationships. Finally, we discuss
the importance and value of interpretations in the
light of potentia!S, and trends.
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Chapter XVII

PREPARING A RESEARCH OR
STUDY REPORT

31 .lowell (;. Fessendrit
rd F. Porter

If research findings are to be used, they must be
organized and made available in understandabie
and appropriate forms. In some cases a complete
written.report is not required. If the results of a
study are to be used only by the investigator, or a
few people, there may be no need for a report other
than analysis tables. Examples of this may include
a summary of personnel ratings or a determination
of terests f a specific group with reference to
col erenc seminars and related activities.

n this c e there pay be no distribution of writ-
ten materials. In general, however, if research
results are to be used by many people, a written
report will be necessary. 'Sometimes when the
study is an important one, a single report will not
do justice to the findings. In tihis case, a series of
reports, aimed at. different audiences, may need to
be prepared. The principles of presenting findings
would apply almost equally to both the oral and
written presentations.

Data art' collected to answer questions. When
interpreted, they supply answers to those questions.
The report states the questions, outlines the method
of collection and analysis of the data, and explains
the answers obtained within the limitations of the
study rbjectives and fincling

In preparing study reports; there are many fact-
ors to be considered. This chapter is concerned
with some of the more important considerations.
Among these, we will discuss the anticipated aud-
ience, ::7,e report outline, contents and organization,
writing styles, and methods of presenting study
data. In addition to these, one would also need to
consider available resources, pertinent to preparing
and publishing reports.. These 'aspects of report
writing will be discussed under the three major
headings of 'planning, style of writing, and ays of
presenting data.

PLANNING A STUDY REPORT

The Audience

Any writer who hopes to do an 4'ff ctive report
should have some idea of his prob le audience.

Some understanding of its needs, interests and
background will help him decide which points to
stress in his presentation. With this undergtanding,
he will be in a better position to knOW when to slow
down and explain thin /s; 1- t..: will know which details
to mention briefly and which ones to spell out; he
will know the proper degree of familiarity to use
in his writing style.

For our present .purposes, we may conceive of
three types of audiences (readers or users) for ex-
tension study reports: (I),other research people; (2)
all professional extension workers-and other educa-
tional personnel in related fields; (3) the lay aud-
ience. In any one of these categories there may be
several subclasses. For example, the lay audience
as thought of in this chapter may consist rural,
.urban, farm, nonfarm or other people not especially
concerned with professional extension work.

If a report is prepared for other research people,
it is important to include the following:

1./.Table of contents.
2. Summary statement of findings.
3. Sp cific purposes and study objectives,
4. Significance of the study. This should include

reasons for undertaking the project ,and its
inieaning to the audience concerned'-̀ " "f

Procedures used in the study. This might
involve a com-piete discussion of: population
and sampling; methods of data collection
Mail, persZmaI interview, telephone, r corn%
binations of these methods, record'-f rills used;
selection and training of interViel, s; the
dates on which field data were coilectec and
rate of responses.

6. Star. tical methods and techniques used in
the tabulation, analysis and interpretation of
the data.

7. Results obtained in relation to the objectives
of the stircly as well as other findi gs of a.

N bYFOCItiCt" itat(qt: ....,---....
8. Implications of the findings _in--relation to the

purpose:: of the specific rtt,idy or researc pro-
ject. Th3s may Ix- :ess tvrtant for res arch
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yel-sons than for the other audiences previous -
l. -

9. Identification, including the names of people
responsible for planning and conducting the.
study. date and place of publication, acknowl-
edgments.

10. Reproduction cif survey schedules or ques-
tionna'..es.

The order in which these phases of the report
are presented is sometimes determined by the
author. In other instances, the institution or agency
sponsoring the study makes the decision.

If the audience is expected to be professional
extension and other 'educational leaders, certain
adaptations of the above content, organization and
format of the report may need to be made. For
this group, details as to statistical procedures,
sampling techniques and other methods, used in
conducting the study may be omitted' or at least
discussed only briefly. It is important to report the
findings in such a way that the extension worker
can see their application to his own program: This
may be the improvement of a method, planning
procedures, or program content.

For the lay audience, a research report needs
to be concise, non-technical, easy to read, and may
contain only major findings from the study.,J Rais-
ing questions relating to the significance of the
research for the particular audience may make a
report more personal, appealing, and, therefore,
meaningful.

The above discussion implies that there may be
more than one report prepared to meet the needs
of variotiS audiences. In some cases there may be
several reports. For example, there may be a very.
complete, detailed an ' highly technical report for
the audience of research personnel; a report for
professional extension workers containing the ma-
jor findings and implications, with less emphasis on
research procedures and t.efhniCal details; and,
finally, a relatively simple and brief report for lay
people highlighting the Major findings in a popular
style.

It is also appropriate to think of a highly compre-
hensive study being reported in several specialized
"editions." For example, a survey may show cer-
tain data on topics of interest to different special-
ists.

Resources

Sortie other factors to be considered in planning
a research report include r- 'tees available to the
researcher and the or agency involved.
Among these are time, finances, facilities and per-
sonnel.

Time is of importance from at least two stand-

points; that of time availably() preparre the report.
and the urgency in terms of timcliness and use of
the findings., Adequate time should be made avail-

, able for the preparation of the research report. It
is wasteful of time and money to make an investiga-
tion without. adequately reporting the results.

The moncy, lacilities and skills available for writ-
ing and illustrating will influence the type, number
and scope of research reports. This should also
be taken into,account when the research project or
evaluation is planned:

It is suggested that the author of a report work
very closely with the editorial staff in charge of
publications, both in planning and writing a report.
Editors can be of invaluable help in selection of
visuals, improving readability. and effective pre-
sentation.

WRITING A STUDY REPORT

The Report Outline

"In planning the report, try to think through the
story that you want to tell your readers; then write
that story in your own words.. Report writing is
not too different from other writing. "_ Effective
writing is a tool that helps twinsure understanding
and use of study findings.

Most writers who contemplate writing a report
find it helpful to have some sort of ()aline to work,
with. It will assure order in the finished work and
it will help hold down repetition and guard against
omissions. Such an outline need not be spelled out
in complete detail and does not always have to be
written, but the various points to be included should

re,iven careful thought before actual Writing is
started.,

Organization and Content

Select only the facts that are important and sig-
nificant for ft,. various audiences for whom the
report is being written. It is helpful to arrange,
facts in logical order so that they .may be easily
followed by th,-.! reader. The use of subheads helps
to call attention to points that need, to be emphasiz-
ed and facilitates readability.

Findings should be reported in terms of the study
objectives. Wherever results are not conclusive
some explanation should be made. It is also impbe-
taot that an objective approach be maintained in
interpreting the findings. Where -. the writer is
expressing.a: alue judgment, this should be made
apparent. For example, a writer may state that the
rate of adoption of a practice was "high" when 25
percent of the respondents reported use of the
practice. In reality 25 percent may or may not be
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a -high" rate. depending on the circumstances or
previously established standards.

There arc several important considerations re-
garding the organization and content of a study
report.

1. TitleAll reports should start off with a title,
..-either on a .separate page or at the ly;al G.' the-

article. Iii the more To.?ular types of repot it
should be short and designed to attract attention
yet give sonic clue to contents; in the more formal
reports it can be longer and should giv-: a more
positive clue to contents.

Most of the time the author's name appeal' Ma-
. anediately after the title or somewhere on th6 title

ii.page. Sometimes .his name does not appear n the
more popular types of report and his age icy ;.
designated is the autho.

2. Summary Statement of StudyAh increasing-
ly popular practice in report writing is to pace
summary of the report in the fore part of the pub-
lication. It may (come befOre or after the table of

'contents-and list of charts. figures and tables, but
it always precedes the body of the report. It is not
designecrto take the place of the chapter on con=
elusions which continues to be placed at th'e end.
Rather, it pulls together the highlights of the entire
report and 15 resents them so that, (1) the mildly

.interested reader can get the main idea without
reading further, and 12) the undecided reader can
get enough infeH.pation to decide whether or not

...,"...vt-tid the complete report.
3. Table of ContentsQuite often the table of

contents is omitted from short reports. and those-
of intermediate length which are written for the
lay. audience. Any of the longer reports, regardless
of ithe intended audience, need a table of contents
to/speed up reference or to loCate chapters or sec-
tions in which the reader may be most interested.
In the very, detailed report. the table of contents
anay list subtitles as well as chapter and section
titles.

4. Study Objectives and Procedures--Any re-
port. whether it is a professional monograph, a
graduate student thesis, a journal article or note,
a miscellaneous publication, or a leaflet, requires
an introductory section of some sort.

One of the items to be covered in such a section
is a statement of the objectives or purpose's of
study. This statement should also contain the rea-
son:, why the objectives were considered important,
and the probable use that could be made of the
findings of..the study.

Somewhere in the introductory section thz
should be some comments on how the study wa..
made. The amount of space to devote to this will
depend in large part o he intended audience. We

would not expect certain lay people to be interested
in all of the details. although it is a good idea to
give them some notion of where the study was
made, was involved, and-procedures used in
collecting the information.

The educators- would want a little more back-
ground information to aid them in assessing the

' merits. of the tudy.
The details o procedures will be of major inter-

est to other res archers. They will want to know
our population an the sampling plan. They rvill
want to know what\kind of data collecting 'instru-
ments we used, and they would to find, a copy,
of each in the appendix section. They will'. expect
to find some notes' identifying the research team
and what training or 'conditioning was provided
for them. They will be interested in detailS like
the inclusive dates of the "field work, any special
techniques that were used during the field \york
phase, the response rate, and soon. .

5. FindingsWhen you have completed your
introductory section, you start reporting your find-
ings, sometimes with the help of tables, ..charts,
graphs and figures, or reference to appropriate
appendix items.

You should report your results or findings in
terms of your study objectives and should present
the evidence both for and against your hypotheses..
When you feel you should expreSs a person opinion.
you' should say so. Whenever results are not con-
ch.Hve, some explanation should be made. You
should also feel obligated to mention any findings
of a byproduct nature which you consider to be
contributions to knowledge or understanding any -'
where in the general area of your study. The limi-
tations 'of the study should also be pointed out, in
all fairness to the reader.

6. ImpliCationsAfter you have presented your
findings, you have an'obtigation to make some com-
ments as to what the findings mean. At this point
it is extremely important to involve subject matter
specialists in interpreting the findings and in sug-
gesting implications. Now is the occasion for sug-
gesting related topics for future research and for
pointing out facets of your own study which should
be examined more closely, possibly w ith new data.

The need to include implications in your report
is most urgent when- you are writing for your lay
audience. This audience is least likely to recog-
nize the possibilities of your findings, partly be-
cause of their less thorough knowledge of the sub-
ject, but also because of less familiarity with deal-
ing in cause and effect relationships.

Most members of your educator audience. will
also needlsomn assistance with implications. In
addition to your implications, they twill draw their
own after they have considered the report in rela-
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tion to ken- own experiences. Because they;do
this, you have the additional responsibility of being
certain you make no implicaticcns which your data`
do not justify.

7. Documentation Most reports of research re-
quire a certain amouril. of substantiation from
sources other than the research data at hand. Some-
tunes, in your report, you may 1,vaht to make corn-
Fisons -of your results with those Obtained from
other sources. These other sources should be iden-
tified by footnotes or notes at the end of the chapter
Or section. All of the sources may be assembled in
a bibliography to accompany the report, either as
part of or prior io the appcilix.. .

The bibliography and footnoteS frequently are
°Mated from 'reports for the Jay audience but they
should be in reh,,cts intended for educators and
researchers.

B. Appendix This section serves as t' catchai4
for items which had to be omitted from the- body
of the report for one reason or another but which
were important enough to be included with the
report. Sometimes side issues are elaborated on
in separate appendix mites.. This is where you put
your working tables which are not needed for sup-
porting the test but which might be of considerable
interest to some of your readers.

ifere you can elaborate on your, sampling pian or
derrionstrate how to deriVe the statistical formulae
you employed. You can include extra maps, charts,
record formS used in data collecting, and any de-
vices you 'may have worked up as a result of your

rfindings. .

Although used extensively in scientific research
reporting, appendix sections are not common in
popular reports:

Style of Writing

Effective writing is a tool that helps assure both
understanding and use of study findings. Mrs.
Cowing, says that the specialist cannot hope to
write "best seller" articles while reporting research
findings, but he can make his report more read-
able. She offers this advice:

"You technical writers cannot assume that lay
leaders, will be interested in your technical in-
formation. You have to identify your technical
subject with their interests; let them know it
will 'pay them to read it. Slant your writings to
their interests as well as to their needs. Pack
your writing with appeal; tell them it's "good-to-
eat" as well "good-for-you." Camouflage what
you think they ought to read with what they
want to read."3
Although there arc occasions in extension re-

search reporting when 'professional" writing styles

9 G

are in order, most of the writing we do in Extension
will be on the "popular"- side. For this reason, we
will devote our remarks to ways of improving our
writing style to make, it more appealing to our
educators and lay audiences.

Some characteristics of effective popular writing
are to: (1)..use the personal approach; (2) use short
sentences whenever poSsible; the sizf.plest
word that will carry your rneanit,.g, :rind
be sure a long or technical word understood when
have to use it (4) confine your remarks to the main
facts, and keep them flowing in a logical order; (5)
hold down the number of qualifying statements,
statistical reference's and parenthetical comments;
(6) use the simplest illustrations or examples that
will accomplish your purpose; and (7) use present
tense ..ncl active verbs.

Most of us object to rewriting. but that is the
best 'way to improve -the readability of our writing
efforts. If popular writing does not come naturally
to you, just write your report to include all the
points you want to make, using whatever stv,.. you
like. Then go back over it and br_ea-kc.ip those long
paragraphs into shorter ones containing a single

Go through again and-change from the less per-
sonal to the ..more'personal pronoUns. Nekt, sub-
stitute shorter words for as.many of the long words
as you can. When ybu must Use technical words,
define each one the firSt time it appears. Take a
second look at any sentence over three typewritten
lines king. See if you can make it shorter, or re-
write it as several short sentences.

You may have to go back and regroup some of
your_paragraphs and this may call for some differ-
ent transition phrases or sentences. Work in a few
short subheadings and see if any words or phrases
in sentences need underlining for emphasis. Type
up a clean copy, and see how easy it is to read and
understand!

METHODS OF PRESENTING DATA

There are several things addition to writing
style that an author must consider while preparing
his report. None of our audiences would be pleased
with a report consisting of narrative description'
only. They like the presentation to contain more
than the printed word. We will discuss some of
the more favored ways of presenting research data.

Narrative Description ,

The most common form of presentation, either
alone or supplemented by other forms, is the narra-
tive report Of findings, '"accompanied by whatever
conclusions, implications and recommendations the
author cares to make:--'..The narrative statement
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alone can become very boring. but it is appreciated
by th(1SQ «ho do not care to puzzle through tables
or charts.

Tables

We use tables to bring together in rote; and col-
urtins larger amounts of data than we would care
to describe in words. We are .still at liberty to
make whatever continents we want to about the
data, but we do not have to include so much detail
when we provide tables containing all relevant data.
Large tables, like Table I. generally are assigned to
the appendix section; smaller ones, like the next
tvo,.are more apt to follow along with the narrative
development of the report.

Table I. Percentage of Respondents 14 Years 0.1J
and Over Who !lad, Compieted a Specifi-I!
Number of Grades- in School. by Age;
Sex. and Industry Group, Upper Monon-
gahela Valley, \Vest Virginia, July 1954.

Group
Total

per,,011;
eporl

E1emerslary

0-3
Yrs.

Percenlaqe

4.7
Yrs.

of

Yrs.

persons
:27,;31,:trj.

1.3

ydiose

szltool

4
Yrs.

Collorje

1.3
Yrs.

4 or
more

No. C.". r

Lqr 1.:

1.111 141. 11

::1 1;.

11 11

1 I.:, 1141 .21

14111 1.; 1

726 11141 1 1

11.41

1.11 1..f

17 1.0 :11

:!71

.zt
lore 11

121 7,1

The second table is on'e designed to illustrate a
few simple comparisons. It may not involve all
respondents and may not exhaust the information
provided by a single question. but it presents the
data to support the narrative at the particular point
in the report. It requires a title. headings and a
few guidelines. but may not have subheadings or
involved breakdowns in the stub.

I 37

91

Table II. Ideas Used in Teaching Economy Meals
to Members and Nonmembers

Subject
Percent

Members Nonmembers

Knowing when one food is
a better buy than another 80 -19

Kno,wiag what to look for
in reading labels 79 49

Knowing how to make substi-
tutions in market list with-

-out changing food values 77 35

Meal planning 71

Making a market list 69 35

Using basic seven foods chart 68 40

The third table is a kind which is used quite often
to point up some simple relationship. This kind is
included in the text, does not carry a number or
title and usually contains only one column of fig-
ures.

Reading and studying
Sewing
Family recreational activities
Laundry work

Graphs and Charts

20'

105-.
425

There are many kinds of charts, graphs, maps,
sketches and diagi ants that can be used to present
data. Compared with tabular methods, graphs and
Charts have some advantageS as well as limitations.
They are more likely to attract attention and im-
press the facts upon the minds of the readers. They
are also more limited as to the quantity of data that
can ..be presented effectively. A single chart or
graph should not be complicated or attempt to
present too many facts which might -be confusing.
Unlike tables, graphic methods can usually show
only approximate values.

Line charts consist of broken or curved lines thzit
arc used to picture a time series or trend and fre-
quency distributions. Care must be used in select-
ing the intervals on both.the horizontal axis (base-
line) and the vertical axis. False visual impressions
can be created by using intervals that are either
too broad or too narrow for the data in question.
Curves or line charts are not appropriate where the
items or units represented are discreet or where it
is incorrect to read off values that lie between the
intervals on the baseline. In such cases, a bar chart
is to be preferred.



.

Bar charts are made up ofThorizontalor-vertical
bars and are used mostly for computing
tucks. The difference in length of bars on a chart
is..for most people. easier to see than. the difference
between numerical figures. Bars are also used
advantageously for showing component parts. that
is. the parts of a total.

Pie charts have a wide appeal and are'particularly
effective in indicating the whole and component
parts. Greater accuracy in reading pie charts, is
insured if numerals are written on the various parts
of the graph.

Pictorial charts lend variety and attract attention.
However. they should not be used to show too many
ideas at once. The main rule to remember is that
an increase in magnitude is indicated by an increase
in the number of characters and not by an increase
M the size of the pictures or symbols! Symbols
should be self-explanatory.

Summary

Research has little value if it is never pulled
together into some form of report. Although an
oral report may suffice for some occasions, we
generally think of the written report when we think
of reporting. To guide the author in preparing the
report, we mention several things which can sim-
plify and give direction to his efforts.

The first point to consider is the,.probable or in-
tended audience. We identify threC major classes
of audience, the researcher, educator and lay aud-
ience. and give some of the core characteristics of
each.

The next item we co .si,,kr is the outline and
organization of the report. Its major elements are
the title; summary statement; tables of contents;
objectives and procedures; findings; implications;
documentation; and appendix.

In our discussion of style in writing the report,
we stress the techniques for achieving easier and
more readable manuscripts. Most of these involve
simplicity, brevity and organization, and are most
efficienif,, accomplished by conscientious rewriting
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xvith the objectives of effective popular writing
clearly before us.

Our final topic is methods of presenting data. We
suggest the use of and, briefly describe illustrative
materiajs, such as tables. charts, maps. graphs and
pictures.

In the final analysis. decisions on writing style
and methods of presentation must depend on the
intended purposes of the report and on its prospec-
tive readers. A report must tal the story effec-
tively. but this is not enough. There must be a
personal appeal that makes the reader say to him-
self. -This report has something in it for me,"
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Chapter XVIII

APPLYING THE RESULTS OF
EVALUATION IN EXTENSION-

,T4eph L. Matthews

Four Objectives

The objectives of this chapter are to help you:
1. .Appreciate the potential for .gain that can

come from using results of evaluation in your
extension work.
:\ppreciate the importance of evaluation pro-
cedures as aids to getting results incorporated
into action plans.

3. Learn ways of getting results from extension
evaluation ; =-id other steal science research

9

used.
4. Be motivated. to use results from extension

evaluation in. your own work.

Three Ways to Improve Practices

We can use three ways to improve our extension
educational practices. The easiest wny, and the
one least likely to provide the best solution, is to
make changes on the basis of our subjective impres-
sions of what the problems are. With a minimum
of testing. or accumulation of objective evidence.
we can make judgments about probable conse-
quences or outcomes of our contemplated improve-
ments, and be guided accordingly.

Another relatively easy way is to ask a profes-
sional research person to study the problem and
suggest solutions. We canoe be criticized for using
this way on grounds of unreliability of results or
defective methodology, but we can be criticized for
passing up the learning experience of finding out
for ourselves. At any rate, there will be few occa-
sions when we can afford to have a professional do
the kind of job that is needed. More than likely
we would have to settle for his stock answers based
on reasonably similar situations reported in the
literature.

Somewhere in the middle ground .between these
two methods lies the way which is the subject of
this manual. Evaluation combines the advantages
of first-hand association inherent in the first way,
with some of the more manageable objective and
statistically sound techniques of the latter, into a
workable plan for use by any reasonably competent
extension worker.

The final product resembles traditional research
in most fundamental ways, In each there is an
attempt to define the problem with precision, to
derive the hypotheses from the best available back-
ground information, to follOw methods that will
provide facts' rather than subjective impressions,
and to generalize from the evidence _with caution.

Basic Differences

The one basic difference centers on the matter of
the motivation of persons making the study. The
typical research person is motivated by a desire to
arrive at "truth." In his thinking, the degree of
excellence of the work depends on the degree to
which it contributes to establishing generalizations
that have wide applicability.

On the other hand, those of us who are involved
in evaluating our own efforts are motivated by a
desire to improve ourrawn ways of doing our work.
When such.is our objective, coming upwith answers
that have relatively unrestricted application in Ex-
tension are of little immediate concern. We want
at 'iwers that apply to our Own particular working

-situation.
This kind of purpose does not mean that our

approach to evaluation should be one that restricts
application of our fihclings to a particular situation.
Quite .the contrary! The sound research methods
we apply while evaluating a particular situation
should produce clues or suggest hypotheses that
can, in some degree, be useful for analyzing a simi-
lar situation in other settings, as well as our own.
We owe it to our fellows to do the kind of evaluation
job that will make our findings as meaningful and
useful as possible to them, so long as they first
answer our own questions.

In addition to fundamental orientation, the work,
ing conditions under which the two types of investi-
gators carry out their inquiries may differ. appre-
ciably. Traditional researchers in education at-
tempt to control the study setting so that many of
the variables normally involved in a real situation
are ruled out or controlled in some way by the
study design. By so doing, they gain precision at
the expense of relevance of findings.
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Extension workers who engage in evaluation must
conduct their inquiries in the complicated climate
of their regular activities. Because of the large
number of variables in such a setting that cannot be
controlled, the resulting evaluation ;nay he lacking
in precision. Neverthelex,. results so arrived at
have real meaning becartse they are derived from
an inquiry carried out in a real situation. Any solu-
tions suggested by such findings would not have
to be translated from the laboratory setting to the
real one.

Disadvantages of Calling in
Professional Researchers

Relying on the professional research person to
take care of our evaluation problems has two basic
limitations. We have already suggested the first
one. Such a person cannot *study individual prob-
lems- in any strict sense of the word because his
orientation is toward generalization.
t ImpersonalHe may be able to think of your
problem as an opportunity to try out a pilot study,
in which event he can personclize the study enough
to provide the kind of answers you need. In most
ca,es, however, he must design studies which pro-
mise to contribute to general rather than specific
knowledge. When most of our problems are pecu-
liar to a situation and to the people who are involved
in it. we cannot hope to gain maximum benefit from
the kind of study he is prepared to make.

GeneralA second limitation is that, even when
the professional researcher is able to make sound
recommendations, we will have difficulty incorpo-
rating Them into our day-to-day activities. It is
easy to.talk about a better way of doing something
as a result of reading about or being told about
what others say should be done. However, there is
a great difference in likelihood of acceptance be-
tween change --..commended by others. 'however
qualified to make recommendations, and change
suggested by our own careful examination of, the
situation.

DetachedThere is a wide gap between talking
-change and accomplishing change. The surest way
to bridge the gap is for us to participate actively in
decision mak'ng as to what the° change should be
so that we thoroughly understand the matter and
do not have to waste time convincing ourselves be-
fore we can hope to 'convince others. Then we can
proceed to convince others by example as well as
talk.

We can expect our associates and clientele to
react much more readily to the suggestion and
example of someone they know personally, such as
ourselves than to the most positively uttered rec-
o ....tions of the professional researcher. Such

a person cannot afford to take the time to identify
properly with our group. Ile has to rely for rap-
port on his professional' title. the prestige of his
sponsoring agency, or whatever aura of authority
we can build up for him:

Getting Results

This suggests the next point we might consider:
"How can we go about getting the results from
evaluation used?" A related question is. "Who can
use the findings from evaluation?" Obviously', the
only ones who can use the results of evaluation are
the persons who are involved in the situation that
was studied or in another situation that is si?nilar.

The next obvious thought is that. regardless of
who is involved and regardless of the situation, the
results must be made known to the potential users
The quality of the knowing is critical. Adequate
means of involvement must be devised if the knowl-
edge is to be used to fullest advantage.

We use involvement here in the sense of bringing
appropriate persons into intimate contact with
results of the evaluation. Ideally, this is achieved
most fully when the persons in a position to use the
results actually do the evaluation.

The problem is little 'different from getting
farmers to use the results of scientific research in'
agricultural production. The difference. in the
main, is in the matter of motivation and the con-
sequences of not,.using. When the advantages .are

nnot readily evident, or when the penalties for on-.
compliance are not immediately apparent, it is
Much harder to convince anyone that action is
necessary.

Involving Others in Evaluation

As more people become involved in an evaluation,
the difficulty of fully involving all of them increases
out of proportion to increase in numbers. Although
we cannot hope to keep all of them involved com-
pletely all of the time, we can work out ways to
keep as many of them as possible involved as com-
pletely as possible. We will discuss things that we
can do to this end in terms of five stages and the
main questions to be answered at each.
, We must realize that some of these suggestions
will not apply for all evaluation efforts, but most of
them will have quite general application. Many
evaluation efforts are concerned-, with the work of
a single person and may be relat d only to a single
part of his work. In such evaludt ons, there may be
little or no need to involve others. Nevertheless,
there are many occasions when it is best to share
with others the results of even the, simplest evalua-
tions. For this reason, most of the following will
apply in some degree to all levels of evaluation.
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1. When -Deciding to Evaluate Two questions
come to min4 at this stage: "Shall we evaluate?"
and "Extictly4whalt shall we evaluate?" Evaluation
:Mould be undertaken in response- to an expressed
desire on the part of the potential users of the
results.

Sometimes we may have to take it upon ourselves
to bring the need for evaluation to the attention
of our associates or clientele and to kindle a desire
in them to have the evaluation take place. Fre-
quently, just showing how to evaluate is enough to

.stimulate a desire to try it. We can ,do this otir-
selves or bring in someone from outside"the group
'to do it for us. This can lead to interesting them
in reading- and reporting on findings of evaluations \
or extension research -carried out elsewhere, with \!

the idea of creciding whether or not evaluation is
needed locally.

Once the idea of undertaking an evaluation be-
gins receiving serious consideration, the various'
members can be kept involved by encouraging them
to contribute ideas for the evaluation itself and fOr
how they might be able to make use of 'results in
their own work. This can be done with each

in separate conferences, in meetings Qf the
entire group, . and in committee work. rActi
should include consideration of possible finding

3. While Evaluation Is in Progress"How are we
doing?" would he the Main question asked during
this Phase. Folks may not care much about going
out of their way,Kfind out for themselves, but they
like to have sorfie idea of what progress is being
made_., Whoever has leadership responsibility for.
the eauation must see that periodic pi-ogress
reporls are made so that interested persons- can
keep in touch, and not have the opportunity to
forget all about the matter.

The difficulty 'of reporting satisfactorily increases
directly with the size of the group concerned and
inversely with the amount of involvement that can
be maintained. The larger the group involved, the
more urgent will be the demands on ingenuity for
devising ways of keeping the members informed
and- involved. ,Key subordinates will have to assume
ever Iargen, responsibilities in this regard as the

aders will have to devote ever larger portions of
Tneir time to coordinating and expediting activities,
to executing the study plan and to processing the
data..

A reasonable number of fellow extension person-
nel and qualified laymen can be- kept intimately
involved with data collecting and processing and:
in some instances, with analyzing and interpreting
tasks. Others will have to be kept in touch by

and the changes that mightsbe in order as a conse- \.,._.periodie announcements of progreSs so they will
quence. Discussion should include possible alterna- not have to be brought back "into the fold" when ,

tive courses of action and their probtible conse- they can make their next big contribution by aiding
quences, constructive or otherwise. with word-of-mouth dissemination of results of the

evaluatio-n.
2. While Planning. the Evaluation The next

phase is focused by the question, shall we
do the evaluation?" Now is the time to crystallize
thinking about extension objectives related to the
particular topic by research, discussion and formal
stittements of understanding. This is also an excel-
leM occasion for us to remind our associates and
clientele of related basic extension objectives and
ideals.

This is when available alternatives must be con
'sidered to decide what kind and qualify of evalua-
tion to do. Thorough discussion of methodology
and what can be expected in the way of results
froM the various methods will contribute to-better
understood decisions regarding budgetary matters.
It will also mean better acceptance and more likely
use of findings when the background is understood.

The entire group can contribute ideaS to be work-
ed-into the evaluation plan and to be incorporated
into the statement of purposes; leaders and fellow
extension workers can consolidate the contribu-
tions into the final plan. All can voluntder to help
when needed with data collecting and processing
and, later. to help spread knowledge of the findings.
A passive contribution all can make is to supply,
without hesitation or reservation, any relevant per-
sonal data that may be required for the evaluation.

4. When the Evaluation Is Completed When we
have assembled the information and there are some
results to report, we have reached the fourth stage.

-Now we should be ready to deal with the question,
"What did we find-out?" If the evaluation is quite
elaborate, it is a good idea to get out tentative or
preliminary reports on useable information as soon
as we can assemble it. This gives- associates an
opportunity to get to work on the implications and
some likely applications before interest cools off,
and to sustain interest until the final report is
ready for clistribulio.n.

They can begin work on followup reports and
can prepare reports, news releases and radio or
television talks for immediate use. They can taller
reports for the different groups within their aud-
iences and can incorporate the material into their
teaching. When the final report is ready, ,they
should have worked up such a thorough under-
standing of the elements of the study that they can
devote their full attention to grasping the "big
picture" as it relates to their work and responsi-
bilities,

Insofar as the immediate group is concerned, the
final report should be something of an anticlimax
If members have been kept properly informed, they
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should be aware of mostof the contents of the final
, draft. Their main use of the document should, be

for future reference oras an aid Oexplaining the
evaluation to others. However, some will want to
use it .when docUmenting followup reports relating
its findings to those of evaluations clone elsewhere,
or to suggest 'areas for future. evaluatiOns. Such
uses are. of course, in addition to the basic one of
presenting the facts in such a manner that deci-
sions regarding change or direction of action can
be made with confidence. In this capacity its
period of heavy use will depend on reaction to
contents.

5. Afterward Stage five comes after we have
completed the evaluation and have made our re,

,,.e
.ports. The sort of question we Must now ask Our-
selves is, "Who should be informed of our evalua-
tion?" Our responsibility now becomes a matter
of sharing with others not directly concerned in the
original evaluation but who are jn positiohS where
the information. we have assembled might be used
to advantage:

We should always make it a practice to pass along
our findings, to the State extension training .anal
research persons who will be happy to see that our
information comes to the attention of others in the
State, or,in other States, who might be interested.
If they have not already been involved in the evalu-
ation. you may Want to involVe them at this stage
by securing their assistance in helping you imple-
ment the action suggested by the evaluation.

This is no time to neglect the folks in the study
area who may have been involved only incidentally
up to this point. They should ha-ye an opportunity
to,see the final report to be assured that the eqa1-
uation was completed (that the evaluator wasn't
just doing some busy work) and to get some idea
of what comes next. It will help then gain back-
ground for the discussion, 1 ectures, radio andtale-
vision talks, demonstrations, and the like tha vill

be coming along in the action. and will
help them grasp more quickly the intent of the plan
as a whOle.

Summary

We opened this chapter with a resume of, the
ti,ree conventional ways of gaining answers to ques-
tions. (improve extension educational Practices):
Subjective impressions, consultation with profes-
sional researcheys, and evaluation. We suggested
disadvantages of the first two which are resolved
in the last way.

Next, we discussed the difference in orientation
or motivation between the evaluator and the profes-
sional researcher, indicating that the fornier needs._
answers to specific questions and that the latter
must strive for generalizing answers.- We also.
suggested that the devices of the evaluator, at least
when working on his own problems, help speed up
if not eliminate the awareness phase. and bring the ,k

action phase into focus much quicker.
We closed with a discussioirof ways to maximi2e

involvement i'n the evaluation as an aid to successful
eventual accomplishment of indicated action. We
suggested things that can be clone at each of five
stage's (while thinking about the need for evaluation,
while preparing the evaluation, while performing
the evaluation, when the evaluation is completed,
and while the' indicated action is being carried out)
to help smooth out the process.
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Chapter XIX

UNDERSTANDING AND USING
EVALUAtION .REPORTS

Joscpli L. 111attliews

Our objectives in this chapter are to encourage
extension workers to:

I. Appreciate evaluation' and extension reports
as sources of u..e.ful knowledge.,
Acknowledge that a organized approach is
necessary for efriaent use of evaluation and
extension research reports.

3. "Learn how to evaluate a report and how to
apply the findings reported in it.

.r>

9

Reports Must Communicate

At times we may lose Sight of the real purpose of
evaluation and research reports. -Basically,-a report
is written, by someone to communicate what he,
usually the evaluator or research person, thinks is
important for the reader to know .about the subject
on which he is reporting. Although there are cer-
tain things that the writer can do to make his corn-,
munication more palatable, there are other things
'lying beyond his control that can interfere with
his efforts to Communicate. We will comment on
bottfides of. this problem, although the former
has been dealt with in Chapter XVII.

Inhibitors to Communication

Before going into ways of making -the best use
of reports, we might look at some of the factors
that influence their effectiveness as a 'method of
communication. All too frequently, readers of
evaluation or research reports tend to be more
critical of the research methods, and the ways they
are reported, than is justified. This attitude arises
in part from a feeling that the obligation to corn-
muoicate is solely that of the writer.,

Obv&r_Ny, this is an unreasonable attitude. No
wr:ter 'can anticipate all the possible situations un-
der which the reader might be able to, or want to
apply the results of a particulai Study.' The reader
should be willing to make some of the modificht:ons
or interpretations necessary to relate the study find-
ings to his own situation. Unfortunately, this feel-
ing is fairly widespread. It interfei-es with much
potential use of findings from evaltration. and ex-
tension research.

Communication in evaluation, more so than in
some other situations, must be a two-way proposi-
tion. Both the sender and the receiver of the mes-
sage being transmitted must be active participators
in the communication proCess. The writer must
be able to send clearly and the reader must be
willing to receive the message an then adapt it to
his own use.

Aside from certain inherent limitations of the
written word, there are definite limitations on what

. the writer can do to make it easy for the reader to
get the findings quickly and effortlessly. The pres-
sure to simplify involves some danger of misleading.
the reader. It is. a rare research person or evalua-
tor who is personally familiar enough with all pos-
sible applications to apply the findings to all
possible situations. You Must have knov dge of
-the practical situation of the moment to make
specific applications.

Likewise, a person who does not fully understand
the Study cannot safely make applications to prac-
tical operating situations which differ in any way
from the test situation. If the evaluator and the
program person are-not the same individual, then
the best substitute is for the evaluator and the
program person to 31 vork very closely as_ a team
while making interpretations and working out
practical applications of findings.

Options and Obligations

When it comes to writing his report, the evaluator
has three options. First, he can describe the situa-
tion in which the Investigation was:done jn suffi-
cient detail so that the reader can draw his own
inferences about usefulness of findings for another
situation. A second choice- is to make qualified
generalizations -that still leave ultimate use deci-
Sions to the judgment and imagination of-the reader.

The third choice isto descripe specific, situations,
either 'actual or hypothetical, in which the findings .

would apply, Then the reader can decide on the
degree to which he considers his own situation to
be comparable to the sample situations, and can
make his own decisions on how widely to apply the
evil, ation findings.
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This gives the writer quite a range of methodS
of presentation. However,- it gives the reactor an
equally %vide range of expectations. When presen-
tation and expectation patterns are not in agree-
ment, the reader may be displeased with the report.
This could be an argument for several presentations
zis we suggested in Chapter 17, but it could also be
the occasion for a little more tolerance on the part
of the reader.

At the same time, limitations of this variety do
not excuse the writer from doing his best to write
for the particular readers he has in mind while
writing the report. This includes the requirements
of writing as clearly and as simply as possible, using
terms and examples that are within the experiences
of the readers, usingtappropriate illustrative and
explanatory, materials. and so on.-. Finally the
evaluator should try to give the reader the benefit
of his own unique interpretations, which he alone
can wake because of his thorough involvement in
the study.

Personalized Presentations

The written report alone must be regarded as a
less than satisfactory method,of disseMinating find-
ings of evaluations or res6rch studies. Ideally,
as we suggested in the previo4s chapter, the pos-
sible users of the results of an evaluation should
have the added benefit, of face-to-face- discussions
with the evaludtbr. Fall benefit from any scientific
inquiry cannot be achieved without the stimulating
,influence of personalized communication processes.
Whenever possible, therefore, you should plan to
combine both written and personalized prosenta-
tions when you desire to achieve a maximum flow
of communication and understanding.

Brevity

Another unrealistic expectation held by sonic is
that brief summaries of findings are adequate sub-
stitutes for.full reports. The value of this technique
for reporting diminishes as the complexity of the
behavior being studied and the number of findings
to be reported increase. Some things a're so involv-
ed that brief summaries or 6roati generalizations
are likely to 'be more misleading than informative.

These paragraphs bare intended to demonstrate
that written reports' have definite limitations and
to suggest are nature of their limitations. The pur-
poSe of the remainder of this chapter is to offer
some suggestions to help you make good use of
written reports in.-spite of any limitations they may
haw:. The suggestions that follow can aid you in-
making systematically effective use of reports on
evaluation research.
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Three Operations

Using reports involves three main operations,
each of which has several important steps. The
three operations are, (1) evaluating the quality of
the investigation that is eeported, (2) extracting the
significant findings, and (3) applying the findings
to your own situation.

Your attention may be drawn to a report in any
of several ways. The report may come to yondesk
through the maqou may come across. it while
seeking information on a related-.topic; someone
may call your attention to it to ask your opinion
about something mentioned in it.

The first 'questions for you JO answer to your
own satisfaction is, "Would this study or ,research
project be likely to produce results that could have
bearing on my work?" AnO'ther question you must
answer is, "Were the -design and the methods em-
ployed in the study sound?" The answer to this
question helps answer the next one: "flow much
con -dence can I have in any findings that are
rep Ited?" .

These questions are aimed at something quite
different from the repoi-t itself or the interpreta-
lions rnade.by the writer. Their purpose is to find
out if the study is conducted in a way- that is scien-
tifically sound so that only facts are brought out
aril so little or no personal bias influences the out-
come. No amount of statistical Brecision or careful
interpretation can correct inaccuracies introduced
through poor design or faulty methods of obtaining
information.

4
Appraising the Quality-of a Report

Tb do an adequate job of appraising the'qualitY
of a report you need satisfactory answers to ques-
tions in five main areas. The kind of information
you need can be summarized under these heaeongs.,

1. Purpost--"INhat did. the investigator try to
do?" The important thing here is whether or not
the questions he asked or the hypotheses he tested
are ones in which you are interested. If you are
not interested in them, or see no' immediate likeli!
hood of being interested in them, there is little
point in your going further into the report.

2. Method"What, kind of a study was done?"
and "How was it done?" are the qUestions under
this heading. The decision here is whether or not-.
the general design arid the techniques employed
were such that valid and reliable information of an
objective nature can be anticipated. The term valid.
.is used to mean really measuring what was sup-
posed- to 'be measured; reliable* is taken to mean
that the same kind of information would be obtain-
ed if the methods were repeated on other,samples
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of the population. As explained earlier, objective
nicp.ns that information Or 'findings tre not influ-
t.nced..by the personal point of view of anyone.

a. Population' "Exactly who were. the people
from whom Or about, \.vhotrk information was ortain-

Vott will needlo know this to 'cletehmine how
. comparable the test situation is to the.6neto'which
you desire to apply the: findings. While deciding
the degree to"''.1,-Iiich the. people involved in -this
particular study 'lie like any group of poople you
are concerned i'ith, you will be tryilfg toVind in -.
the description-at least some of the same character-
istits that are f flind in Your own group.

In most cases you will .find .some cliff,w5ences or
that cerfain characteristics that you (!.(1Sider il)11)01..
?ant are not mentioned in the report. In,that event,
yop will have to. make personal judgments or esti-
mates regarding the characteristics not' mentioned
to assign their probable bearing on the findings of
the study before you can matte use of the findings.

4. Sample='-"What was 'the relationShiP of the
sample to the whole populati8n?" and "How was

. the sample cibtained?- are the related questions
asked at this point. The sample must remain a
matter of concern, 'even after you are convinced
that the population is quite similar' to your Own: A'
poor sample can so distort the reported chal.actelis.-

-tics of the ,population .that the study might as well'
be based on '1m-entirely different population.
too frequdntly, infOrtua tion 'about sampling. metho-
dology-is not included in the publishedreport,,with.,,
the result that..rnaw' unjustified assumptions of
comparability arc made.

.5. Timeliness"How :recently was the,informa-*
tion obtained?" and "Does it apply today' ?" Favor-
zible answers' to these questions cannot made
without considering many related factors. A. recent
date of publication or recent-inclusive dates of

r

field woil do. not 'guarantee data which will serve
your purpose. Rapid changes iii conditions of rural

and in technol6gical.knowledge related to-all
aspects of contemporary life, force us to weigh the._
appropriateness df the findings in terms of detailed
aspects pf the individual situation rather than in
broad terms of tempos i1 or geographic similarity.

Date of publicdtion is only a partial check' on
timeline'ss.. The. study may have been 'conipleted-
quite some time in the past and delayed montlis'or
fears because- of prior publishing' commitments.
budgetary problems of the sponsoring agen.cy, or.
editorial delays of pile kind Or another. Not
infrequently,. studies are based on research Com-
pleted many years previously or on data sources,
such as the census, which Thay have.been'assembled
ten or more yeafs before the time 'they are used
in the...study.

tions in five areas to which you should be. able to
ranswerJavorably before you should be wit) ing to
accept thd-findings of a, study as appropriate to
your 'needs. :

Our objective in the earlier portions of this chap,-
ter -is to make the point that the primary respon-
sibility for communicating may be assigned td the

" writer, but that the reader has an obligation to try..
to underStand what the .writer is attempting .to
comMunicate. Even when a study, or the reported
informati,on bout it, may -hae limitations,, there
mav, be Many ways that the,findings can serve as
a contribution to -knowledge if proper interpreta-
tions and allowances are made by the reader:

Summary

ook-Befora Yoti Leap," might well be an alter-
nate) title for.thisrehaptor. The major emphasis of
the last half is- on ways to avoid hasty deCisions
regarding coMparability and assumed applicability
to yOur' own situation. We have suggested ques-

6L
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Chapter XX

IN CONCLUSION

Evaluation is a process of systematic appraisal
by which k!-e determine the worth, value, or mean-
ing of something. This something in Extension
may be a program or part of one, a method or ap-
proach :used in carrying on extension work, or a
situation such as a -community, a county, or even a
larger area. Evaluation is a process that facilitates
effective decision-making.

Why We Need Evaluation

The ultimate goal, of the evaluation process in
Extension is the increased effectiveness of our pro-
earns. Evaluation helps in this respect by telling
us how much progress our clienteles. have made
toward their educational objectives. The process
provides us not only with the results of our efforts,
exprNsed in terms of Changes in behavior, but also
the benchmarks by which this progress can be
,gauged. In addition, evaluation Contributes to our
educational efforts by giving us necessary inforina-
tion about situations for planning sound programs.

In the increasingly complex World in. which
Extension functions, the evaluative process assumes

,growing importance. and significance. E'xtension's
responsibilities now extend far beyond the -farm_
horizons of yesterday. Our clienteles are now
found in cities and towns, as well as in the open
country. Our audience is better. educated, bettor
informed, and More sophisticated.

Because of the technological revolution in com-
munications and transportation, people can be more
easily contacted through 'various channels, by mass
media, for example. At the same time people can
be influenced by agencies and organizations other
than Extension through these same channels.

Because of these. as well as other changes in our
society, there is grave need for More systematic
evaluation in Extension. No longer is it enough
to know that farmers apply fertilizer Now we .
should know whether they are using the right kinds
and amounts, their attitudes toward this practice.
and various other more or less qualitativie items of
information. LikeWise, since there are many
sources of information cnrrently.available to farm-
ers., we must be more zealoUs than ever in deter-
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mining Extension's contribution to whatever change
has taken place in Our clientele: -

The need to emphasize evaluation in Extension
is evident. The techniquesby.which this process is
carried out are less widely understood. Like any
other skill, evaluation involves a fund of knoN"vledges
and an appreciation of .certain basic procedures
an'd "I:now-how." We hope this manual has made
it clear that any extension 'worker can develop this
knowledge and, with some experience, the neces-
sary skill to carry on effective: evaluation. This
has been our premise in preparing this manual.

Basic Elements of Program Evaluation

Some of the basic techniques and, procedures by
which surveys and formal evaluations are conducted
have been discussed in the preeedine.chtapters.
.Expresed in much more summary fashion, we 6n
visualize program evaluation as consisting of fain-
procedural .elements: (1) A statement. Of spkific
educational objectives; (2) au inventory of whatever
was done in the name of the program to achieve
the objectives; (3); an appraisal of the situation
before the start ofethe programthat is, benchmark
determination; and (4) subseqUent measikernent
of the situation to determine progress: and acconi=
plishment.. These can be thought of as more or less
consecutive phases or steps in evaluating any giveh
program.

Pin-Pointing Objectives-.7The first step in.., any
program' evaluation calls for an appraisal of specific
prograirf- objectives. In this Wstance,f we' mpst,
answer the question, "What were we trying to
accomplish ?" The "What" must be Specific enough'
to be measurable; and it must spedify the 'changes
in the situation (i.e., in the people) that the program
hoped to accomplish. It must also indicate the
particular.audience involved.

Program Activities and MeihqdsIn. this,. the
second phase, lye nitist account for all actions taken:.
in the name of the program. This is not always.a -
simple task, particularly. where many agencies.iind
organizations are involved. BeCause of 'our faihre
to dO this adequately, we in Extension are some-
times in the uncomfortable .positiori-of being credit-,.
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cd with. or appearing ,to claim credit for, accom-
-plishnwnts for which 've should. not lOgitimately
expect credit

This difficulty can frequently bc), overcome. pro-
viding there is close cooperation b6tween both pro-
gram pqsonnel' awl the- evaluators.. This. is one
instance where the right hand must know what the

handis,doiv.

Establishing Benchmarks One of- the most
essential sl.eps, in any program evaluation is an
accurate appraisal of the situation before.e pro-
gram -tarts. Unfortunately, this appraisal is Tye-

,. quently tregleeted until sometime after the program
is under way. We recommend appropriate bench-
mark surveys at the beginning of all. programs. In
an'y event, there his to be some vidence Of whit
the pre-progpm situation.was like bdfore we can
decide how flinch pthgtess has been made.

. . ,

Determining Program Progress and Accomplish7
ments---The fourth l sic step in evaluation is to
determine progress or end results. Findings or
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conclusions of this nature must obvioUsly be interi
preted On-the basis of,p-rogramobjeCtives--i.e,, the
anticipated educational changes. They Must alsO
be expressed in terms of the pi-e-d4ermined bench-
mark, . Further, since weare evaluating extension.
work, we' must QonsideT the activities and methods
.used pursuing pragrarn objective's:- Only in this
;way can we correctly and safely appraise the suc-
cess of our eTforts.

The Challenge ,

Evidnationis a tool; it is riot an end in itself: It' s
is the means by which extension programs and.
-..methcicts can be made more effective. If an evalua-
tion is o be effective, the extension workers inMv-,,
ed iffitst incorporate the findings into their on -going .

program.
All extension workers evaluate; When the

so systematida,tly and objectiMy, they dei,i,/
increased personal satisfaction from the sure khowli
edge that their work h,. achieved some measure
of success:

-.
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Appendix A

ILLUSTRATIVE EVALUATION OUTLINE
EVALUATING A PASTURE
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM:

Fled P. Prilteh(

ti.`7

The following is an illustrative cutlim. for evaluating the
results of teaching in carrying out part of an extensio:
pro ;t am. The main purpose of this evaluation is to find
out what degree the teaching on improving pastures has
been effective. To what extent were the objectives of the
teaching efforts reached?

The decision to be made on the basis of the evaluation
was. ''Should the emphasis on pasture improvement be
continued 1r are pasture improvement practices well
enough established time and effort can he shifted to
other pressing problems?" This outline consists of too
steps:
1. Background SituationThe need in the county out of

which the pasture improvement program grew.
2. Program planningThe procedure by which the prob-

lenr got into the program and plan of work.
3. Objectives of the ProgramThe results expected from

. the program.
4. Extension Teaching MethodsThis shows what was

taught and ;low.
5. Questions to Be Answered by the EvaluationThese

are the specific questions to be answered.
6. Sampling the PopulationThis includes the people to

whom the pasture improvement program applies and
the sample.
a. Defining the imputation.
b. Selecting the sample.

7. How to Get the Iniormi,tionThis step is concerned
with the procedure for obtaining the information
needed,

8. Preparation of QuestionnaireThis, is the fi)rm on
which the replies ot those who answer the questions
are recorded.

9. Tabulation, Analysis. and Inter-I.-elation of the Infor-
mationInrithis step the informati,!r on the question-
naires is analyzed. organized and summarized to deter-
mine what it t, elns for the program.

10. Use of the Finding,. The application ot the findings
66 program adjustment.

Steps Illustrated

11. Background Situation--The need in the county out of
which the pasture improvement program grew. In Green
County. many farmers have been changing from row crops
to livestock but their pastures are inadequate. Among
other things the pastures-rieed lime, fertilizer and reseed-
ing. The county agent had worked on this with sonic
individual farmers but no concerted effort had been made
over the county.

2. Program PlanningThe procedure by which the prob-
lem got into the program and plan of work. This situation
was presented at the annual meeting of the county exten-

siun program planning committee pointing, out that tht
above practices were among the important ones recom
mended by the experiment station to build better pasture:,
After some discussion' the committee selected these prat
flees for emphasis in the program. The county extensiol
staff was advised to spend considerable time on this phas'
of the program.

3. Objectives of the Program The results expectei
from the program. From their-knowledge of the situatioi
and on the basis of the recommendations of the committee
the county extension staff formulated the following objet
Lives of the program. These were the changes they hopec
to bring about in the farm fa'milies in helping them to hel;
themselves.

The objectiveS should be clearly and definitely stated
Vague Objectives must be analyzed until they arc obsery
able evidences and made tangible. They may be wha
people know, do, or their attitudes.

The county extension staff decided upon the following
objectives of their teaching program.

During the next three years to get at least 400 of the 50C
plivestock farmers to improve their astures..thereby mak

ing it Possible to support more livestock. Four specific
objectives were set down. They were the three practice!
stated earlier.and an. additional tracticetesting the pas
ture soil: to get the I'' estock farmers:

a. to lime their pastures
b. to fertilizer their pastures
c. to reseed their pastures with recommended seedings
d. to test pasture soil
These, then, are not only the objectives of the teaching

program but arc also the results to look for in the evalua-
tion.

4.,Extension Teaching MethodsThis shows what was
taught and how. These two columns show what was done
to reach the objectives of the program.. In the second
column are the learning-experiences provided to influence
farm families tovhange.
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WHAT WAS TAUGHT

a. Liming and fertilizing would produce a more luxur-
ious growth of grass.

b. Reseeding will produce a more complete stand of
grass and utilize the acreage more Tully.

c. These practices are recommended as the result of
research at the experiment station.

d. Some farmers in the county have tried them out with
success. richer pastures supporting more livestock..

e. How they can get and apply lime, and fertilizer, the
use of soil tests, and how to get their soil tested.

..



HOW IT WAS TAUGHT

a. Circular letter sent to all livestock farmers in the
county calling their attention to this situation and
inviting them to come to a meeting in their part of
the county.

h. Meetings in various parts of the county. using visual
aids. and testimonies of farmers who had adupte:1 the
practices.

c. Demonstrations on farms in various parts of the
county.

(1. Pamphlet on improving oastures.
e. Timely news articles and circular letters.
f. Three major radio talks awl short references from

time to note on the radio.
g. Exhibit at the county fair.
h. Posters at lime, fertilizer and seed dealers.
i. The home demoristration agent mentioned and talked

about these practices at home demonstration club
meetings. In 4-11 Club work the practices were dis
cussed, particularly in the livestock clubs.

5. Questions to Be Answered by the EvaluationThese
are the specific questions to be answered. The questions
to be answered were. of course, the degree to which the
objectives were reached the results) plus any other per-
tinent results that may be expected. These questions: were
formulated as the ones on which information would be
collected.

a. How many livestock farmers limed their gestures"
h. llow many livestock farmers fertilized their pastures?
c. flow many livestock farmers reseeded their pastores?
d. many !Restock farmers had their soils tested?
e. Ilow many farmers increased their number of live-.

stock?
f. What kind of livestock were increased and him many

of each kind?
g. What was tip% estimated increase in %aloe of live-

stock?
h. Bow did this compare with the cost of the adoption

of the practices?

These and perhaps other questions would he answered by
the evaluation. A questimmaire would he prepared to get
anis% rs to the first six questions,- The analysis of the
replies wilulA consider the farms on which the practices
were adopted for the first time during the three, year
period and the livestock increase per acre.

6. Sampling the PopulationThis includes the people to
whom the pasture improvement program applies and the
sample for the evaluation.

Defining the Popuilation The population was. of course.
the 500 livestock farm families in the county. These arc
the people being taught. They are the ones at whom the

1,,priwram was aimed and who are in a position to (10 some-
thing about the practices.

Selecting the SampleYou want to get the answers to
your questions as economically as possible least time ;Ind
effort) and with as much accuracy as you need. A sample
of 100. chosen at random; from the 500 livestock farmers
will give fairly accurate results and at the same time
reduce the amount of time and effort spent on the evalua-
tion.

There are several ways of selecting a sample. In this
ease every fifth name on the office's alphabetical list of
livestock farmerS in the county was selected for the sample.
Selecting, at random does not mean .selecting haphazardly.
It means a systematic method without subjective bias.
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7. How to Get the Information This step is concerned
with the procedure for obtaining the information needed
ru iinswerifr.; the questions.

The information about the prailices could be obtained
by sending a mailed questionnaire and covering letter to
the sample of l00 livestock families. This looks like the
easiest and mockest way but often is not the case., Many
families don't retain the questionnaire.? without one or
more folluwup letters which extends the time for getting
the information and increases the follow-up work. You`
must have all or practically all of the 100 questionnaires
returned; otherwise your sample may bee..ne biased and
the error increased.

Another method is to interview each of the 100 livestock
families in the sample. This method sounds at first glance
to be too cumbersome and timeconstiming. On further
consideration it can he made (mite practical. The three
agents in the county could divide up the 100 families; each
agent having :33 or 34 families to interview, taking about

days'or so. The interview not only serves to collect the
information in a very reliable way; it also serves as a
helpful farm and home visit and as a folloW-up of a pro-
gram, thereby showing the interest of the agents which
would be appreciated by the families.

It could also he done by members of the county program
planning committee after they have been properly trained
to do so. This has certain decided advantages for the type
of evaluation used in this example.

8. Preparation of QuestionnaireThis is the form on
which the replies of those who answer the questions are
recorded. It may be a questionnaire to mail or for use by
interviewers who visit the farm for the information. In
any case it is a fOrna on which the information is recorded.
The example )which follows was partially designed as amail questionnaire.

Questionnaire (Example)

PASTURE PRACTICES IN GREEN COUNTY

Dear Sir:
(Date)

a

This is a maned questionnaire sent to 100 livestock
farmers selettec! as a cross section sample in Green County
to survey the pasture practices used.

Your reply will be greatly appreciated since the
ability of the survey will depend upon having every ques-
tionnaire returned.

We believe the questions can be easily answered in about
10 minutes.

We will appreciate your cooperation very much.

Sincerely yours,

(signed by the county agent)

1. Do you lime your pastures? (Check)
b. No.

2. If Yes. when did you start to do se?
a. During the past 3 years,
b. _._ Before 3 years ago.

3. Did yeti do more liming of your pastures during the
past 3 years than you did previously?

a.________Yes: No.
4. Do you fertilize your pastures?

b._
5. If Yes, when did you start to do so?

a._ During the past 3 years.
_Before 3 years ago.
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f3. Did you fertilize your pastures more the past
3 years than you did previously?

a.____ ...Yes' .....No.
7. 1)o you reseed your pastures? a._____Yes; b. No.
8. If Yes, when did you start to do so?

a.. During the past 3 years.
Before 3 years ago.

9. have you reseeded your pastures more during the past
3 years than you did previously?

a. Yes; b. No.
10. Have you had your pasture soils tested during the past

3 years? a b._____N o.
11. How many of each kind of livestock do you have on

our farm?

Now
(I)

a. Dairy cattle

Three
years ago

(2)

b. Beef cattle

c. Sheep

d. Bogs

12. How many acres do you have in pasture?
a. _Now; b. Three years ago.

13. Have you heard about the pasture improvement pro-
gram in the county? a. Yes; b. o

9. Tabulation, Analysis 134:1 Interpretation of the Infor-
mationIn this step the intofmation on the questionnaires
is analyzed and summarized to determine what it means
for the program.

When the questionnaires are completed, one or more of
the agents can edit them, prepare a "typewriter tabulation"
sheet and show a secretary how to tabulate the replies.
These will he analyzed and summaried by the agents and a
.Tort prepared. The following is an example of "type-

writer tabulation" sheet.

Total Questionnaires Received-100

10. Use of the FindingsThe application of the findin
to program adjustment. The report will be presented
the county program planning committee.for its study a
discussion and to determine the extent to which "imprc
ing pastures" should continue to receive emphasis in nc
year's county extension.program. The results of the ev
nation will give the agents some clues as. to the effecti
ness of the teaching methods used.

The information will serve as a topic for a circul
letter, radio program or news letter which has certa
public relations values. The agents will have the sat
faction of knowing very definitely the degree to whi
the objectives of that phase of the program were acco
Wished and of their contributions in the county. T
following are examples of- raliTs---andsharts.

TABLE FOR REPORT (Example)

Percent of Livestock Farmers Using
Improved Pasture Practices

Pasture Practices

1. Liming

a. Lime pasture now
b. Started liming during past 3 years
e. Did more liming during past 3 years

2. Fertilizing

a. Fertilize pastures now .

b. Started fertilizing during past 3 years
c. Did more fertilizing during past 3 years

TABULATION SHEET (Examp e)

Percent
Livesto.
Farmer

80

60

70

75

70

75

County

Question-
naire number
and/or name

1. Lime
pasture

2. Started
liming

3. More liming
during past
3 years

4. Fertilize
pasture

5. Started fertilizing

a. Yes b. No NR a. Past
3 yrs.

b. Before NR a. Yes b. No NR a. Yes b. No NR a. Within
past 3

b. More
than

Don't
know

NP

Years 3 yrs.
ago

I X x x X x

2 X X X

3

4

5

X

x

X

X

x

X

x

X

x

x

X

x

This il ustrates the tabulating procedure. Count all thO X's in column to and write that number at the bottom of column 1a.

.
- Iota/ 10

b.

15 5 70 20 10 70 20 10 75 '4 0 50 15 15 10

I. NR means "no response"
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CHARTS FOR MEETING OF COUNTY EXTENSION
PROGRAM PLANNING COMMITTEE (Example)

Pasture
Practices

Liming

Fertilizing

10%

757;.

Percent of Livestock Farmers Using
Pasture Improvement Practices
More Since Program Committee's
Decision Three Years Ago.

Percent

20 40 60 80 100

V71 41/ A1/261

Ai/ .059:401110:

Pasture
Practices

Liming

Percent of Livestock Farmers Using
Pasture Improv.ement Practices
Before and After Program Commit-
tee's Decision Three Years Ago.

Percent

0 20 40 60 80 100

Total I

Before 20% After 60%
80%/ OSZE1=?Z2Z2Z2

Before 5% After 70`:,

Fertilizing 75% bi=227Z22==22



Appendix B

EXAMPLE OF AN INFORMAL
EVALUATION

Mrs. Laurel K. Sabrosto

This example of an informal evaluation illustrates the
importance of planning ahead of time and involving learn-
ers to assure fullest interest and maximum benefits.

Evaluating a Series of InService Training Meetings

The audience at these meetings was about 30 or 40 exten-
sion workers: the speakers and discussiOn leaders were
authorities in the various subject-matter areas: the plan-
ners i.vere extension workers with training responsibilities.
This is the procedure that was followed:

1. Each speaker and discussion lea(!er was asked to pro-
rid- the planners. before the meetings started, with a
statement of the educational objectives he had for hits part
of the prograni. in terms of what he .expected the learners
(extension workers to get out of it. The, speakers and
discussion leaders were completely cooperative., in provid-
ing this information.

2. Near the end of the series of meetings. the audience
was formed into working groups, and each group discussed
and decided on the most important things it -had learned
from each talk or discussion.

3. The evaluation discussion leader placed. on, a black-.
board the things learned by the audience from each talk
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or discussion. He placed these on one half of the black-
board. Then he wrote on the other half of the board the
expectations of the speaker, or discussion leader.

. The total audience then reviewed the similarities and
differences between what the speaker or discussion leader
expected and what they thought they had learned. All
speakers and discussion leaders who were not involved in
other professional chilies at the time were present for this
evaluation session.

5. Members of tlic audience discussed what they were
expected to learn, why they kid learned what they were
expected to learn from some speakers and discussion lead-
ers, and why they did not learn the expected things from
others. The evaluation leader brought out that they were

.following the approved method of evatuating an educa-
tional effort: (1) Doing so in terms of the objectives of the
-teacher," (2) involvjng the ,"learners:' (3) analyzing the
results to see reasons for success and failure, and () look-
ing ahead to, occasions for applying the results to similar
situations.

This evaluation procedure not only illustrates a means
of evaluating properly, but also providiks a method of
reemphasizing the points the audience has learned, and of
bringing to them points that they have missed.



Appendix C

PROFESSIONAL HELP FOR THE
EVALUATOR

Iw,t ph I, . Matthews

The potential area from which to select an evaluation
project in extension teaching is as broad as Extension
itself. Any project you might select could deal with any
one phase, or a, complex of phases, which could range
from one extreme of extension activity to another. At the
same time, no extension worker can hope to he an author-
ity in all areas of the work. Therefore. any of us who wish
to pause and assemble information that will help us im-
prove our work need have no feeling of' embarrassment
over not having all necessary knowledge and skills to
follow through with appropriate evaluation.

For example, many of us are trained in special areas of
agriculture or home economics. Once we are on the jcib,
however, we find that many of our administrative and
coordinating tasks require considerable understanding of
the social sciences. We need to know techniques for
identifying differences between persons who should or
could be reached and those who actually are reached by
our teaching methods. We need to know why certain
groups among our clientele do not respond so well to our
programs as we believe they -should. We need to know
the differences between urban and suburban families in
our county, and how these differences may influence
their demands on our services.

We need to know how best to approach certain families
or individuals how to work through their needs. values,
motivations, ambitions, knowledge and understanding. We
need to know which methods will work most effectively
with which groupshow to approach Them how to make
them interested, how to hold their attention, how to en.
courage them to follow Lhrough to. completion, and how
to carry on by themselves.'

Although these are everyday concerns with most us,
it is easy to see that gaining the necessary information in
the proper form to make the kind of evaluation that would
help us in our work would require more than routine
understanding of evaluation methods and techniqiies. In
spite of the certain value such knowledg:: would have for
us, the size of the project makes us pause to consider the
question, "Should I undertake evaluation activities that
are beyond my present competence ?"

Such a question implies that we feel we haye to "go it
on our awn" in evaluation. Actually, there are many pro-
fessional resources which arc at our disposal. The kind
of question we should he asking ourselves is, 'Are the
needed resources and technical competences available to
help with the evaluation I want to make?"

When we state the question in this manner, it is much
easier to gain the confidence to start for, in most instances,
we will find that all the professional help we will require
is at our disposal. All we have to do is look around and
take counsel where needed from persons who are'compe-

`tent in the areas that are difficult for us or unfamiliar to
us. With their help, we can move on to appraising what
resources we will need and finding out whether or not
they are available.

The final decision to undertake an evaluation, and how

extensive the investigation shall be, will depend upon the
availability of technical help and other special resources
that must be marshalled for the job. Technical help is
essentially a personnel problema matter of contacting
the right people and enlisting-their knowhow. The other
resources consist of time allocations by persons involved
in the evaluatiorl. and any special materials or facilities
that may have to je assembled.

As in all investigative activity, the evaluation project
finally outlined and executed will be a ; ompromise be-
tween what we would like to do and what we were able to

. do. We find out sooner or later that others are not so
convinced as we are as to the relative importance of the
evaluation we contemplate and that they have other ideas
for using limited available common resources.

Before we complete the evaluation task we can expect
to make numerous compromises for reasons of economic
or practical expediency. However, compromises provide
practical educational experiences in resourcefulness and
persevercnce and should not be taken as reason for drop-
ping a research er evaluation project unless they invalidate
the basic objectives of our efforts.

If you have never been involved in a systematic evalua-
tion activity, you may be at a loss as to where to turn for
the help you need. This confusion should not last long,
however, as we in Extension are fortunate in that we have
ready access to a wide variety of professional guidance
and help.

All of us have access to the technital and professional
resources of our own land-grant institution, and some of
these resources are exceptionally helpful. Of course,.
there will be some variation in the particular assortment
of competences represented in a particular State extension
staff, resident teaching staff. or experiment station staff,
but you can count on finding someone who can help you
get a start, or who can tell you where to look if he does
not feel qualified to advise you,

Availability of such persons may be limited by other
demands placed on their time, but most of them can find
time to get you started with your evaluation. Another
factor_which may interfere with their effectiveness insofar
as your work is concerned is the distance from the institu-
tiGn to your study area. If you can run in or your con-
sultr,i can come out in a few minutes, you can get together
about as often as you care to If the trip is one which
will require hours or d9ys, both of you will have to plan
your meetings carefully, and work up agendas for when
you can get together.) At other times you will have tor.resort to correspond ce or to working with substitutes
he may be, able to r ommend.

Many times he can suggest specialists and facilities of
his institution which are located off-campus but which may
be more convenient to your study area. There are many
facilities of this nature which you can feel free to draw
upon. No doubt you will be amazed when you learn how
many of them there really are. For the balance of this
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appendix section, however, we will .confine our remarks
to facilities available from the landgrant institutions and
fhe Federal Extension Service.

State Extension Staff

You are no doubt aware of the many specialists on the
Cooperative Extension Service staff of your State but you
may not be aware that over 20 States have a specialist in
extension research on the staff. Your State may be one
of them. This staff member is the proper initial contact
for aid in any kind of evaluation project. In mast instances
he has had special training in the techniques of evaluation
and is quite likely,to be highly competent in social science
research.

lle can assist you personally in planning and following
through on an evaluation activity. In addition to the help
he can give you personally, he is in touch with other
individuals in resident research and teaching who have
the skills you may find it necessary to draw upon.

Most of the 30odd State personnel training specialists
have some competence in evaluation and research in gen-
eral. In the absence of a State extension research person,
the leader of 'the training program is a !,00rt person to
contact.

Most State staffs have e,ne 9r more oersonS who have
participated in formal evaluation work, or who have take1
the evaluation course at a regional extension summer
schooi: if there is no extension research or training per-
son on the staff. a person with this kind of background
can he consulted.

Resident Teaching Staff

All resident teaching staffs at the land-grant institutions
have individuals with backgrounds of research in educa-
tion or the social sciences. Usually there is someone on
the staff who has had research experience directly related
to almost any conceivable evaluation problem we might
have. All you have to do is find the proper person and
make suitable arrangements to get the help you need
from him.

Good persons to seek out when you need help on evalua-
tion are the ones teaching research courses ox those
engaged in research work in the various subject-matter
departments. The more experienced staff members in
departments of mathematics or statistics, psychology, edu-
cation, economics, sociology and anthropology can make
helpful suggestions regarding evaluation methodology,
Although their suggestions would have to be modified to
fit your particular needs, they should be helpful in extend-
ing your understanding of general approaches and basic
investigative techniques.

Experiment Station Staff

Every experiment station has on the staff persons whose
work is planning and following through on a wide variety
of research projects that involve esser daily the same prob-
lems of design and execution that .ve encounter in our
evaluation projects, This is particularly true of the people
engaged in sociological research, sampling methodology,
questionnaire design, and data collecting and processing.

Most experiment stations have specialists who devote
most of their time to working out coding plans for ques-
tionnaires and schedules for either hand or machine tabu-
lation. They also serve as consultants on questionnaire and
schedule designs. Usually there is someo.le who is experi-
enced at preparing tabulation plans in sufficient detail so
that the followup work can be done by clerks or machine

operators. All of them are available to advise you in pro -
cessing your own data for analysis and interpretation.

Most of the experiment stations have modern electrical
ind'ehines for tabulation and other analysis operations to
speed up data processing. In many .States the facilities
are adequate to handle almost any statistical job likely to
be undertaken at the institution. During slow 'periorIS
they are made available to outside researchers. Atysiich
times you may he.able to arrange for use. of the machines,
together with the services of the operators, to' process
your data.

Adequacy and availability of facilities and qualifications
of staff. memliers and technicians will vary fr?m one insti-
tution to another, but all of them will be able to help a
great deal. Most of the time the resources are more than
adequate for routine evaluation work. This is, particularly
true of the kind of evaluation we would do by ourselves
or with the cooperation and assistance of a few colleagues.

Even overloaded resident teaching and experiment sta-
tion personnel are willing to advise us to the best of their
ability .when approaeh'them through prober channels.
When they are convinced we are 4ncer6 in our efforts at
evaluation, they will be most tolerant and understanding
of our comparative incompetence, and will go out of their
way .and make personal sacrifices to be helpful. .

Division of Extension Research and Training

This Division ,f the Federal Extension Service is a
service unit that has as one major responsibility, the
national leadership in 'extension research and the staff
training in evaluation. This combined function is accom-
plished by coordinating extension research and, evaluation,
by training and assisting State research persons with their
work. by providing courses and training sessions in eval-
uation, and by consulting and participating directly in
evaluation activities at all levels.

The size of the' staff and the facilities available to it
limit active participation in evaluation activities to a re-
stricted number of major 'national, regional, State and
county studies. Most of these are clone as cooperative
projects between the State or regional group and the
Division. All of them must be of the pioneer variety to
some degree, although a certain amount of replication
occurs.

The major contribution of staff members is made
through personal consultation in the States or through
cortespondence with individuals to advise ^them on eval-
uation activities and extension research projects. Assist-
ance provided may consist of giving suggestions about
sources of needed %help, supplying materials, advising on
specific phases of the work, or reviewing plans for all
stages of the contemplated evaluation sequence. .

Requests for assistance from Division personnel by.
workers in a State should be matte through the State Direc-
tor to the Director of the Division of Extension Research
and Training or to a particular staff memeler of the Divi-
sion. If there is some question as to the identity. of the
person who can give the desired help, the request should

be made to the Director who will refer it to the proper staff
member. Otherwise, the State Director can communicate
directly with the proper staff member.

The general categories of help that can be given by the
Division are listed as major topics in the accompanying
outline. Under each major topic are listed the specific
kinds of assistance that are, offered in that area.
I. Defining the problem and determining necessary re-

sources.
a. Spelling out the problem and the general nature of

the information that will be needed.
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h. Investigating resource needs and possible Ways of
meeting theni.

c. Analyzing tiie time requirements and preparing a
preliminary calendar of work.

d. Analyzing the nature and extent of the: cooperation
that will he needed from other extension workers.

2. Desigring thc evaluation plan.
a. S:ielling_ out what was taught that is to be evaluated.
b. Deiiiiing *hat aspects of the teaching action are to

be evaluated.
c. Deciding upon objectives of the evaluation.
d. Deciding what evidence is to be collected.

3. Preparing research_forms.
a.ADeeiding what questions to ask and how to phrase

them.
h. Developing the record format.
c. Preparing instructions for handling the questions.

4. Planning tabulations and the analysis.
a. Preparing the coding plan.
b. Deciding on the tabulation method.
c. Preparing tabulation forms.
d. Deciding on statistical techniques.

5. Preparing the sampling plan.
a. Defining the population.
h. Determining the sampling fraction.
c. Preparing the sampling instructions.

6. Conducting the field survey.
a. Selecting interviewers or recorders.
h. Training interviewers or recorders.

V
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c. Sopervisin.; field party.
d. Editing srhedules.

7. Preparing the report.
a. Planning the-report outline.
b. Analyzing fhe data and drawing implications from

them.
c. Writing the report.
d. Publishing the report.

8. Getting findings disseminated- and used.
a. Interpreting the findings.
b. Drawing implications for action programs.
c. Planring the disseminating activities.
d. Setting up reporting situations.

In addition to the direct help that members of the
Division staff can give, there are 'numerous duplicated
materials on evalilation in Extension that arc available for
distribution. These materials consist of examples of ques-
tions or complete questionnaires, various kinds of evalua-
tion check ,sheets, tabular layouts and recording devices,
and brief statements on methodology for the different
phases of evaluation. They also have samples of different
kinds of complaecl evaluation reports.

Staff members are prepared to answer most routine
requests for suggestions about how to handle specific
evaluation problems. In many cases they can provide
appropriate example materials to help make their sugges-
tions clear. When the problem is a new one to them, they
will do all in their powLr to work out a practical solution.



Appendix D

EVALUATION REFERENCES IN
EXTENSION SERVICE REVIEW

From time to time the Extension Service Review contains
articles on the need for evaluation, planning evaluation.
methods of evaluation results of evaluation, and uses of
the results. Some of these references arc listed below.

January, 1955
1. Gallup, Gladys and Matthews, J. L.-Appraising

-Farm and Home Unit Approach. p. 19

April. 1955
2. Cowlitz County, Wash.-Who Are the Members of

Home Demonstration Clubs? p. 84

May, 1955
3. Sabrosky, Laurel K.-Some Ways to Hold Your

Young People. p. 101
4. Clayton. Leon 0.--- Factors for Successful 4i Club

Work. p. 105

September: 1955
,5. Matthews, J. L.-What Is Evaluation? p. 171
6. Fifield, Marguerite and WtIitrnan. George E.-After

We Interviewed 346 Families We Revamped tho
County Program. p. 173 ,

7. Knutson, Andie L.-How Do You Measure Progress?(
p. 174

'' 8. Procter, Harriet-Ou- Time-Use Study Was an Eye
Opener. p. 176

9. Harris, Margaret E.-We Take A Good Look at the
Women We Serve. p. 177

10: Fessenden Jewell-Tools for. Testing. p. -178
11. Raudabaugh. J. Neil-Program, Plan of Work, Pro-

gram Evaluation. p. 180'
12. Ueland. Gale-Half of Louisville Listened_ p. 183
13. Clark. Robert C.-The Home-Focus of Our Re-

search. p. 184
14. Frazier, Leslie-Our Families Wanted-Facts. p. 187
15. Schruben, Luk, M.-Compounding State Research.

p. 189

February1956
16. Pierson. Arlie A.-One Way to Measure the Value of

Mass Media. p. 45

March, 1956
17. Blanchard, Evelyn and Shipley, Fern-Four State

Staf: Pool Ideas. -tor a Revised 4-H Food Program.
p. 55

May,' 1956
18. Copp, James H.-Why Some Stay In band Others

Drop Out of 4-H Clubs. p. 97
19. Kern, K. Robert-Iowa Folks Fou.'d Hy: Answer to

Facts-So What?,p. 100
20. Marchant. John D. and Rowe, M. Pat,Lne-Our Time-

Use Study. p. 103

June,
21.

1956
FES Task Force-Earmarks of Farm aud Home
Development. p. 109

July, 1956
22. Dewar. Carmen L.-Iowa Women Learn to Serve

Nutritious Meals. p. 132
23. Crosson, Mary Alice-Indiana Specialists Test Their

Teaching Skills. p. 134

August, 195G
24, Sevoian, Lucile Hieser-Complete-Not Complete;

A Satisfying ,Project Experience in 4-11. p. 149

September, 1956 r
25. Ross, John E.-More Than Brick and Mortar. p. 157
26. Longsdorf, Lisle L.-Facts and Dreams. p. 163
27. Several Counties-Let's Tackle One Problem at a

Time p. 166
28. Wyoming Extension Specialists-Analysis of Needs

-A First Step in Program Protection. p. 170
29. Swanson, Harold B.-Early Results of Program Pro-

jection. p. 172

November, 1956
30. Pope, Edward V.-Do You Know Yourself? p. 204
31. Beers, Howard W. and Rheinwald, Hans-Evaluation

Takes Root in Eurqpe. p. 206
3Z. Tlchenor, Philip--A Hazard Hunt. p. 207

December, 1956
33. Dodge, W. A. and Bradfield, Alex-Vermonters Im-

prove Milk Flavor to Increase Sales. p. 221
34. Stanislaus County, California-What Extension Help

Do Women Want? p. 235

January, 1957
35. Erickson, Anna Jim-Listen to the People Speak.

p. 11

March, 1957
36: Bergen County, New Jersey-Food--No. 1 in 180,000

Budgets. p. 63

April, 1957
37. Reeder, Robert-We Took Another Look. 9. 77
38. Liveright, A. A.-What Makes Them Tick-My

Observations 'of Two Successful Community organi-
zations. p. 79

May, 1957
39. Rutledge, Lloyd L.-Clues to 4-ll Club Program

Vitality. p. 105
40. Dildine,. Glenn C.-Your citizenship Improvement

Study. p. 107
Sabrosky, Laurel K.-Let's Be Challenged. p. 108

July, 1957"
41. Holloway, Margaret E.-We Used the Facts We

Learned From 500 Interviews. "p. 139
42,. Straus, Murray A.-What We Can Do for the Part-

time Farmers. p. 153
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October, 1957
43. Welch. Jr., C. HermanDaily Records: Chore or

Rich Harvest.? p. 203
44. Barlow. ShirleyThe Office 'SecretaryEnvoy of

Good Will. p. 206
45. Welch, Jr., C. HermanKnow Your County People.

p.210

December, 1957
46. Sabrosky. Laurel N.Evaluation as Related to Public

_Relations. p.25'2

January, 1958
47. Leagans. J. PaulGive Your Fitress a Checkup. p. 6

March. 1958
48, Porter. Ward F.----Studying Our Human Resources.

p. 57

1' 107

April, 1958
49. Hill. Kate AdeleThree-Way Approach Pays M.

p. 79

May: 1958
50. Carter, GlennWants and Needs of Older Youth.

p. 108

September, 1958
51. Shipley, FeinProbing to Determine Needs.. p. 1,8-2

November, 1958
52. Sarbaugh,` L.-E.Have You Tested Your. Audience?

p. 219.

January, 1959
53. Frutchey. Fred P.To Get . . . or Not to Zlet

Further Education. p. 3,

119 ,


